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C'· . ABS~C:J: - ' : .~he.. two-variable eboropletb mappUlg technique is .' statistical mapping
'meth~at~esear ave only serio~ly conside~ed since the mid·1970's. TIi4.
a.im or this method eoa e w(pereipien\ to distiDguiel:H~ial.
distributions on a '&i.p, i:e. t. 0 sinpe g~apbic&ldilltribuUoDs and-the'
, interrelationship between . . Most of the earliest research questioned the .
viabilitx--of the binriate choropleth ~a.p Ad (ouod it to he .cc~pt&ble. Much of .
the subsequent rf!!t~'w~ conducted to evaluattl i"ts ;'apbic design ne~i~i!ity to· . t j.
the cartographer and.rudability to the map user given the intended purpose of
th~.d~igD. This study continues th~t rese~ch·~ieDd. T~t~aps were ~esigned
by eombl~ing four graphiC variables that resulted in the r~lIowlDg combuJallons: ",
-~~"WI~h black ~attern, value with white pattern, hue With b]ack patt,r(an·d --~
hue With white ~attern A10tal 01 lour previously uD~ested experfment aps , ,"
with a ~4 matra legend were created ao; used in conJuDetlon,wlth a tas •
specIfic questionn~to·determ.ine t~e leasibility 01 the designs.' The.utility and
validity or. these deSi~;w~re analyzed bued ciD \he degree to w~ich subjeds
'could interpret Correctly the inrormatioD displayedo~ each map. Doe 'uoared,' "
lnd t,,:enty uni~ersit~ pU'ticipa~ in th~ st~dJ' In the experiT'Qent black
IlDd white 'patterns we'te cbmpared in their errectivene&S io the map perceptioo
proc~.. Both:hue and nlue were similarly compat~d. Berlia.'s "th;ee map
.. -;eading.levels were incorporated into the study to measure the level(s) at which
the maps were suc;cessluUy utilized, The majo\itJ oJ the questiol)l were prepared
lor the intermediate aDd sup,erior ma.p r~ading leve~ sinc~ this is wberl~ivaiiate\
~ropleth maps were desfped to excel. Famm.ri~y with the tWl>variable
choropleth map desi~ WI.! another ractor examined. The study: also exarp~Ded
whether. those stude~ts more advanced. in their academic programs"obtained
'bdter. r~ults, 'The results strengthened and substantia~ed the idea that two-
variable .c~oroptetb mapping is indeed a viable technique lot both the Jo I
cartographer and the map user. No one design was statistically proven 'to- be the
most su~cesslul ov~rall, 'since the ~Iperimental questiolluire was aDlwer;'d
compete~t1y by the subjecta regardless. or the map desigD they w'ne r~~domIY
.' -
','= '.:~.
--"" I"
iii
,:__Migned. n"t rea~its !Jbowed tblltu_)ects could answer questions accurately at
.all tbJ:ee map reading levels. No significaot dlfrerencf: in erteetiveneu was rouod
, .
betw~D black and white patterns Dor with hue and value progressions. N tbe
'- ' ,
t"uticipants worked .with and. lea}'lied hoW"to interp~ the required informatioD
rr~m tbe ex7,ime01a1 m.,psl ~beir results impro'f~ sitnificant~J'
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"C~TE}tl,
'/ INTRODUQTION
a.c:kgro~Pd. ...._ ~.. ... , ...,
In re.Qent ,rears ~Ith tb~ accessibility o! computers to research~r.dord,ata
RIUilysis and. graphic o~iit, in~erest, in m.ulti:·component quantitative mapping-'"
bas ~creased·. 'Suell accessibility has .has~eDed the ne~..to cqrnprebend and : .
execute viable statistical mapping methods. Va.rious sch!!mes have been' devised
· by researchers in geogral>hy an~ ~t.her disciPlines ~ d1!lplar multi-camp.onent?f ., "
, mulli-variate distrib_utioDS. Chang (1987:95~ d.eliD.ed'mu~~i~c?mp~ne~~ , .
· quantitative mapping as the 'ma~pingof two or more quantitative variables so
, th~t their int'er-relatlo"os CaD be studied. and-su~sequ'entJy ~i1ized for sucb .
purposes as cl~im-ition and regio~alization.' The mUlti~'componeDtquantitative: ..
, mappiDg ~etbo~.seiected ior r~J.rtber resea~clMv&S 'the two-va~iable choropletb
inap: This method' was,designed:to enaDle,tbe ~ap t-eaatr to discern iti~ ~pa.tial
d~std~ti6n~ the' two vatiabl~ ~n4 the 'co;rela~ion .between:tbe.tn.· Onelma~~
challeng.e ror~cl!-{to~r:a~h~rs is 'r~es.igD. a~;lt(-Varili.te fuap- enabling,Uie
· percipient .to extract· informa!ion accurately, thus ~~utillg good carto~~phi~, .
coinmunicaiion.' • f
. "''' / .( ,
. ~hema:tic; ~aps di~playing g~graphieal d~~B.: in a sta!istical map (or~.:".
which i?Stne, mrnifestation ophe st~ical tteQ.d in cartography, are being
, produced by many agencies including the U.S, B"ure~r the Census and ti¥!
~World Bank. Since the t~o ~g!lncies mentionetiare both ·large·establi9h~ents .
.':) . "; .!,hose· pUbl~cati~~s are numerOUit and. we.ll d~tr.ibu"ted; any innoyative ~~~i!!~ .
.' technique.thl!Y-im~le~entwill'b~otice~,~upl~d a~~ POPulati'Ze(~~thOugh
.' ~,~ '..
.".'~'
'.,. " . . ,-.. .
Tlie f.ollowil1l follt term',were used illtereballleably l!lroulhOll:U!le t!lesis to preclude the
.. mOIlOWIlOUI repetition. 0,' a .iDII~ selected ~eiiriptlotl; laJ nlldt~QlpotleDI, [bl multi-yariate.' lei
=::;:i:~~~;~~,I~lb~I~;:::~~;~~:~:~:tea:~:~~ia~: :e~~ t~~:~:~::~~ ~1:::Z~
reaeafeh"rtlYoly"·tlieitudyiD&·ort"'o-y~lblecbOropletlllll'p'~fotlflerlhllell'timatelrapplr.
AdditioDilliy previota rueuc:beft, u·wlll be demoauated;later)D ~he IiterMIIf\ ~iew, IChapter
21.have.-eleeted thete·term.l"'beDdescrlbiDltbllm.PP~lteeb.lql:le. ' .
. \ . 0'.
" :
,-
therc are many ways to dtsplay information to show llorrelation between
variables, each agency devised a greatly different symboLi,ation 8<jheme or
'coDcepttial design. The sy~bolization scheme selected by the U.S. Bureau or the
...~' ' ..
l?~n~,ua to -.::epresent the various class intElrvals was color. The ~orld Bank.used a ,
combination of color aDd black pahern. Since choroplethic bivariate mapping is a
relatbely unfam!l!ar and compt~x mapping method, the map reading t.asks
, become ,very le~eDd.dep~Ddent. Qoth' the u.s. ·B.u(eau o~ the Census and the . ,
Wo.rld Bank used· a cross reference ~r matrix.legend,:altbough they.Y~~ie'8"in ~ize.
,~This type "of legend superimposes ~he two single distributions to create the third
.or c~mbined.category. ,Since there are more studies in'the literature dealing with
'-ma»i produced by the U.S; Bureau of the Census, this study will renect that
-emphasis.-
/.
I'
- ~:a ",,;, or 'h;,w..v~,;abl'~PI';hmap. bein;d..igned :nd ~ ..,
'published bY' the'two preY:io~!l.l; niention~a pr~tigious ~J!Deies, ;eSe~rch;~ ~.
.(~_tsOn;lg75, 1081; Mersey, uiad; Wainei' ~,ttd F·~ancolin·i, ~980)F6m;;;;nced
9:~~ining ~~eir r~ad~bility, espeeial.l~ conce~.trating on how much information
the n'(ap read-er could "Obtain. These_three re~earc~e.rs.used test ~aps obtained
from'the ab~ve mentioD~ agencies alJ.d/~r creat~d their ow~ to ;esemble them.
., MerSey (10S0), Carstensen (1082) and Eyton (1084) began to research the
,f."-t. _,.viability, of ~I~ernate designs. Only'the first two auUiors conducted experimpnts,
While E~tonl~ wo~urreDtly is··solely 'th~.~etic:il. Mersey'; (U180) t~t d'eSigns in
Experrmen~ D of her thesis were haSed,on'a 3)t3 matrix legend: C~utensen (10S2)
use(;l a crossed-line; cC;>ntinuous--tone ,approach, while Eyton (10S4) presented the
., ':'. ! ..', , ,"
th.eoretical.application or rour. complementary-color map designs. r
~_.'-'- -- ".
The P~oblem '
. • Two-:variable choropleth' maps a.re beeoming increasingly prevalent as a
, result· or the d'IJ:la~d ,to ~rtr~y quantitativ~,info~m~tion in ~n informative
fpan~er~R~ear~~ ~evi~ed ~ date bas not ravore~ toncl~9ively aoy ~>ne
particular design. Instead, there:is every indication that this mapping'method is
. '. .. ,
",;.":."
,',
, nexible graphically to the cartograph~r and readable t,(fthe percipient. SHit; new
concept\lal designs require'development and testing in order to pursue in detail
the exten't of the two suppositions oC gr~phic fiexibility and map user -readability:
Moreover with the results from nU!flerous experiment~l'tests, the map r;ader 'can
be presented, with conridence, thll statistical map· that ~onveys the required "r
information most, accurately, therefore most acceptably, StatiSITcalmaps have re- I
emerged lIS an important analytical method since ~omputer annlysis"n.nd graphiC's
have be<:ome fairly~ommon .. ~ .
, Amap is an invaluable communiclIJion device because it Shts th: .
geographical distribution of vll.riabl&. Wainer pnd. Francolini (I{lSO: ~2) s't~t~d
cartographers and statisti(jans have a common concern and that is ho'~to disp,laY
statistic~1 inform~tion in a ge~gra~hic co~text. Generally, people rind it e:LSie.r_to
comprehend' a map r~tber than columns of data: 'Statistical maps visually
emphasize the d.~tributi·on?ftahular'data ~f seieet~q,g~ograpbicb.lareas, This
allows geographic I?atterns tbat are often obs.cure in tables and'might· be:
oVeTlooked, td become ap~arent (Klove, 1967: 102). Throughout the bistory.of,
statistical mapping, interest in creating innovative designs ~~d the
experimentation of their effectivcness hu varied. Beniger and Robyn,-(107S1, 'and
· Fienberg (1070) hav; traced' the his'tory of quantitative'graphics as a significant
analytical (ooL Mersey (lgS!) at the beginning or, her th~is d~mon(itrated by the
use of a~tual two-variable choropleth maps, tbe numerous '(faphic ~esign options
availa~le to the cartogra~ber. and bigbligbtrd ·the ract ,that bistorically this map_ ,
'design has been re-.dis,covered on separate occasions'. . ,.;
i:
,
~atni~in~ the research conduct,cd by tbe:previ?,rllly men~ioned authors in
the b~c,kground ~ection, some conclusions have ,been a"greed upon ~gether with ~
· identiried areas ror further theoretical expansion. Olson (l07S) discuss~d the role."
of coior on two-variable choropletb mapS in detail. ,In Olson's (1081) rese8;rch, the
reada~i1i~~ ?r_ the bivar!ate maps produc~d .by ~he. u.S,: Bureau or the <;:ensu., was'
· ~xamined. These map.s contai!1,e~ approJ:imate~y l~O sta~istical: un.its, a' 4x4,,>
I
.-~
,.
'matr.Lx legend, and con~iste'd of'16 distinct cOlors~thougbthe sym~~za_tioD
Ichcf11'lc had a definite, organized arrangement, tlie ffiap\uscrs were unable to.
detect it Since this. mapping method is legend-dependent, a ~ore visibly
coordinated symbolizntion sc~eme sbou.id be designed and studied.
. .
GUile subjects partidpati~g in Olson's (Ul81) experiment, very rew of them
previously had !Iscd.twO-:variable choropleth maps. The. results of the st'udy
. indica.ted that when t~e participants were educated graphically Of, the principles
of. the mapring method were explained ·and u;n.4erstood, s~bjects u~irrt the
bivariate maps found them' iD.ter~sting tQ" work with 'and began U; interpret the
~orrela:ti.on bet.~een-th~ ffi\lppe<i variabJes. J
..
. ~ai~e~ an? FranC}Olin,i .(\1"980) e,ompared _a :t.w'~varia~~e e~orople~~ .ma~ with
the 'corresponding two univariate maps, at the eleme!!tary map reading level
(Bert.in, 19~j, to deter~i~e which ma~PI~gtechni~ueWa3 sup.erior i~:ter~~ ~r
.~imr.acy ~.~~ res~onse ~jme ta,keu by the sUbjecb to a.n~w"'e~' the question~. In
short, subj~cts using. the, two univariate map~. r.~ponded .mor'e profiei.ently, Since .
two-variable' choropleth maps were designed to show the geographic distribution
of the. two ajnglevariables' ~nd the correlation between them, f~t.,ure studies must
include more question.s'at the intermedi~t~'an~ superior map ieadinglev~ls berore
a more definitive statement about the mapping method can b~ presented. Onre.
.. .
~rtia 11083: 1~lllpecified three lenll of map r~adiDI: I) elemelltlry level, 2) illtermedi:ate
Jerel it.ild 3J o":erallle-¥el,, ID·tbe literature tbe 'o~eralilevel' o!'readini b"'lIlibleq~eitl,..~en
~ U .'lluperjor l,evel'[Wllae,r lUId FraDcolinl, 1980: 8~, Mersf!1, 1080: 9); Tb~ term .'
'~up~ri~r lerel' will be used. in lb~ research. Tbe,~bree ,'::.adi~s l~veb I!e defiDed ufollowl:.
1. Elemealal')' Level··At tbillleiel t,b.tpercipitatdAIe withoD,e or two compoilepts ,
aulctly at.,aI~ place. No conllderatiol·1I livell to tr.tDde tbd migbt be readUy
.( apparent no:, to,t~~ corre\a.tio~ ~twten ~be two vatil~lea.
~:.-.Jllttlmediate.'Ltvel,~ At. 'bill level tbe,pe~cipieQ~ eXamiD" the eXiitinl trellal of either
one or botb of thl c.ompoDeDts: AlaiD n~ conlideratiOD II liven to tbe j:omlatioD
~~etwo ..riablet. " '.
3.••"",iLe"'-" .... ,"', ... ",,'p'......dl~ lh"'''.,••,,; ';"woo. bolh "\
:cornpoleDb.by,rt!ioD or colilide.~ tbe comple.te map,
.(
agaiD; participants had trouble working with the legend 011 the U.S. Bllreau of the
Census' m~P;-because of~';S2~plex -Color scheme. Also, it should be noted that
these particular experimelltal maps contailled a noticeably smaller llumber or
statistieai units than the. test maps ,used by Olsoll (1981): Wainer's o.nd
FrancoJilli's (7.080 ,lest maps were comprised of lI.ppr.oximll.tely 200 '.tILtis.tiCllt
units.' .
Mersey' (1~80) research consisted of two experiments. Experiment 1 dealt
with malf~ prOduced by the U.S. Bureau of the Census to determine, like (W.ainc~
. l.~d Fra~c.olini, 1980: Olson, 1(81), wl:iich mapping technique was better, the
~ivariate map or the corresponding t'\\;'o univariate maps, The test ffia,ps
contained approxiinately 172' statistical UD\~. Al,t~oughQj1etionsat all three
,-...Ievels or,map reading 'were included 'in tbe questionnaire, only-one was at Uie '
~rior levei, The r~ult.~as that,once,agai:rt sUhje~is fmwered questjons more ",
accu'ra~elY ...witb the ~wo single variable maps. Nevertheless when the results Were
examined,furth~r, it wu' round th&t at 'the superior lev'el or reading, the composite
m'a~ ~iarted to, excel. I
Six testma.ps were designed ror Mersey's {IOSO) Experiment [I. All '
symbolizlLti?n scbemes were ~eloped 011 a 3x3 matrix 'le~end and c~ntained
lpproximately .100 sta~istical ullits, Of the six altern~edesigns developed, Lwo
"sembled those from the U.s. Bureau of the Cellsus, one imitated the World
IBa~k design ,and the r,emaining tbree conceptual designs had never been examined
eli:periment&lly,' ~ersey (1980J once again incorporate4 al! tbree map hitldi,ng
levels iii her questionnaire, Of tbe six a!ternate designs tested, no'one c;lesign was'
. iup~rior overall in communicating inror~atioD. !n -fact, tbey were,~~~_sed by the/'0
subjects with a great dul of proriciency, Also,' it was 'determined that dnce'the
, ~heory behind tbe mlnplng metbod ~as ~xplain.ed tp the map re:ader a~d th~'
~orked with the map~beir' results improved noticeably.
- Carstensen (1'~2) eolid,ueted several,tests to determine the ruaibility of
incorporating crossed.jille, eontinuous-tone shading patternl o~ bivariatennaps to
·show correlation mapping. These test maps were produced using incremental
plotters and various computer-assisted, techniques, In brief the crossed-line,
continuou&-tone sha.ding method was succ~rul in producing significant results.
The exptlntment showed that 'poople could dete;mine' the mapped positive and
.' negative correlations once they became familiar win. tbe mapping method, It '
sbould>be remarke~.that the experimentai .maps consist~ii oJ n,in~ s~ati.sti~~l uoi"".
Although this mapping techni,que was'successful there were negative aspects,
!bese maps lacked. ~oJor. wllich people seem to prefer,.and the line pstt7fn9 re'
orten fatiguing to the eyes. "
ObJe;tlve . ~. \, .
Tbe.overall o.bjective of the study was 'to examine'the'two-variabIe
cbor~ple~h mllPping method to ,dete'rmine its readability to toe, percipient and
graphic, ~esign ,nexibility to tbe,mCographe~. tu already disc~ssed, tw()o~a,H~ble
cboropletli maps were designed to port~ay the spatial geographic distributio~ or
two single di~trib~tions ~d the,co~rel",tion betweep. them. The utility and
'validity of this design will be analr~ed .based ~n the degree to ·v.:hi~h su'bjects can
. -- " "inteflln:t, correctly tbe information displayedon'the map given the intended
purpose of the design.
To accomplish the overall obje<;tive, four conceptual desi~s wer~. crea~ed on
a 4x4 matrix legend (Appendix t· A, 'B, C; D): The t~ur graphic design eiem~nts
used~ere,the combinations or black pattern, white, pattern, ordered. hue, a,nd
unordered bue. In, total six primary and ODe secondary objectives were set out
and are listed b'elciw:· . \.-,..
PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
\
1. The fi~tjllt of gr~phic design variables to be studied were 'changes
in pattern color. Tbe experimental designs in past studies consisted
or variations in ~ue,vaIJle,and pattern, where pattern was eonsistently
black. The pattern sele¢ted for tbis experiment was wbite or reverse'
. a~,_~ascompared 'to, maps ,v.:ith black ~ns ..
2. The second desigtl components to ,be tested were hue and vallie. H; is
generaljy referred to as an lUlor;dered arrangement otcolor because
" \
,',f:
c(\
.. ')
subjects cannot spon'taneously identify its quantitative value: The
color spectrum has IWwell defined order but most people are Dot
familiar with it (Wainer and Francolini, 1980: 83-84). However,
cbtloge in qUllntitotive value is an easy and accepted method for
denoting tbe· magnitude o£:& distrib.ution. This situ"ation is calle~
ordered arrangemen.t. Hue and value were examined to determine ir tbt';
unordered ~nd ordered ILrrange":!ents erred map comprehension. \
3. The level or map reading at which a percipient interp,*ts tbe two-
variabie choropleth map is of great importance betaifs'"e it demonstro.tes
this mapping m.ethod's utility. Bertin (1983) devised three map reading
'levels 'Ibich were incorporated in the experimental questioDnaire, Two-
variable choropleth maps were designed to excel at the intermediate and
superior map reading levels, so the study sought responses at the
inthmediate and superior map re.adjnx levels. OCthe 32 questioJWiu--~-. ,
the task-specific questionnaire only two were designe'"d fOf the etel;fl~ntary
reading level. . ~ .
4. An ifuportant point to remember is th,e majority oCstudents'have'never
utilized ch.otoplethic bivariate 'maps previously. It has been .
determined from earlier, studies ·that once subJects hecome Camiliar with
tbis mfl:pp!ng method, they could quite ·errective~y.'extract,th·erequired
inr~rmatioD. '\COnsequently; learning-effects were one positive aspect'of .\
the ma~ inte'rpretatioil/co"?m~~ic~tion process.and therefore wer~ analyzed.
5. FOUF ,tw~variabie. choropleth maps" were crea.ted rorc.this exp,erim,en't W
determine whic:h design{sj-'wBS. more effective in terms or. its rea.dability
to the map user. These four·d~signspreviously had not been t~ted.
6. This rese3rch continued to examine if the mor~ Cormally' ~ducatel'p
readers (Le. people with more university education) obiained -
significantly better results.' .
. "/ .
SECONDARY OBmcTlVE ..
- 1. Previous results showed t~at subjects could interpr~t t,he ioforrfi,tion .
. v,ery acceptably from .maps with a 3x3 matrix legend (Mers~y, ~.
~::t*:;::~~~(~:~~~~'~i~~~ ~~;~:~~~t~;e~:n:~: ~u~~t:~ ,io:P~ .
scheme based OD a 4x4 matriX legend. The 4x4 matrix legend' creased
the design' complexity overall,. A corqparlson of the results ob ained from
Mersey's'(19SO)-Experiment n with tbe 3x3 matrix legend an' the
exper~ment81map' in this present study with the 4x4, matrix egend' will''''
be made. -
...,,-
\ ..
In aummary the research consists of four cODceptualdesigns composed of. the
followingc:ornbilled graphic: elemeota ~ (1) !!'olue with black pattern, (2) yaiue with-
white pattern, (3) bue with' black pattern, and" (4) hue 1"ith white pattern· to be
.. usedlio conjunction with a questionllair~designed to iD~prporate Bertin's (1983)
three levels of map reading to comprebend tully this mticular mapping metbo4'!..-
·A ' . •
capabilities. The questiolloaire can he (OUlltf in Appendix I· E .
Methodology and Procedure
SUBJECTS. The sample group (Qr this eJ!:periment was 120 university
s£uden~. ~our test. groups cons'isti~g of 30 subjects each examined"?o'e of the (our
alternate desTgns. Subjects with varying'years ?' university lloO taking courses in
Geography. aDd 'Earth Sciences, were randomly seleded to participate.
.. '. , .
"EXPERIMENTAl: DESIGN. The total study co~aist.ed o~ (our. experimenta!
maps-and a task~3peC?i(jc questionnaire. ~he partidpantS worked with ooly oile
'exp§rimental ~~~..in ?rder to eli~iDa~ an~-blas' towards &Do~ber d~ign. by
inereased learning eerects. C~nseq~eDt1y this researeb ;as a between,subjeets
design..
- All experimental. design a.lternatives were compiled OD the iilentical bllSe
map o~ Princ..e'Edward Island. The base map was divided into five rep?n~' and
contained a total 0143 statistical. units. The questionnaire was composed of (our
dis~i.nct parts and had' atotal o( 32 questions. 'fh~ qu~ti~ns were identical but
th~ir o~de;-or pres~nt~tion varied:~ubjeets received ihe experimental
.' question,D&ire that was org&nized one-or two ways; 1) !:,~rt 1, Part 2,·Pa.rl. 3; and
P~rt 4.' or 2) P.rt 4, Part 2; Part 3, and Part 1. All,~our parts of th~
qUeiltionnaire 'bad a speei~e time limit that had betln determined p're~ously in a '
pretest. Names were'not/eeorded, and it was s'tressed that it was th~ mapping
Il)llthod ~eing tested and not t~eir ability to aD~We't ~ap,reading ~asks.
"A'
PROCEDURE. The test materials consisted of identical booklets containing
~ an Introduction to bivariate mapping, the qUestionnaire,and one test map.
....
'\
.,
Subjects were asked to supply perso~al data, i.e. age, sex, year of university,
major field of study. number or courses taken in cartography and to indicate if
they. were cplorblind. Pertaini~g ~ the colorbiind issue, g~bjec~r~ ~ indicate
-'ODe of tbree options...Eithe.r they. ~re: (a) cOJ9rblind, (b) not colorbli~d.or (e)
uDcerlaid. or the 120 stu~ents tested';-~~ chose the third optiODJ People
who were colorblind were not tested.. - J
The test maps were randomly d~tributed to the subjects, i.e. in a Clasl'room
~all (our symbolizatioiscbemes were distributed to control the' JKl.SSible copying of
answers (rollJ one subject to anotber. Subjects were explicitly instructed when to
.. start and stop each seetioD n;"d were not permitted to study the other questions if
-_. . they completed 'a particular ,ection qUickly. The' experiment took 40 minutes to
conduct. Furtber enquiri~ coo'cerning tbe ove':!l1 objectives or tbe res;;;cb were
.answered, if .o'e'cessary, .arter eacb,group ~ad com~let'ed tbefr ;~eective \
"" expe~irrieot.
In total tbe -thesis consists or five cbapt~rs. Ch&.£:er 1 has introduced tbe
backgrouod, problem, objectives, and mefh"od~logyand procedure or the ,research. _~_
Chapter'2 'will review tbe pertinent literature and" resear~b conducted ~ date,
Chapter 3 will deal witb the design of botb the experimental maps and the task-
specific questionnaire, tbe experimental method, &S- well u the rational~ ror tbe
applied methodolop, Chapter'" will con.tain the statistical results or tile'
. experiment. ~.Presented in Chapter 5 ~iIl be the discussion and concluding
remarks ..co'oceriiliig tbe experimen~, Lastly, it would be ~dvailtageous ror the
reader. to consult App'endix I -in order to become tami~iarwith tbe four alternate
deeigns and 'tbe experimenta\ questionnaire.
. '
'.:.:~ " :,..,.,.- .<' '(
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RELATED RESEARCH
The-Appearance or the Two-VlU"lable Choropleth M~~pIDgMe;tbod
The" two-variab~e"eho~oPleth mapping metbdll-'ft~ & distinct snd traceable
h~tory (Beniger and Robyn, 19~8; Fienberg, IQ7g; Mersey, lQSO). V~tiOU9
J' symbolization schemes have been employed, (i.e. e<imbinahons. of color and color,
'pattern.and patterDi(Of eolor'~d pattern), without prio' ~Da~~ or
experimentation as to\heir competence. These maps were desi~d a~d p~blished
without' particular scrutiny as ~ what information the map. reader actually
obtained.' The first maps that ,sparked much academic d~U9SioD were the col~r.
statistical choro*th map series produced by the U.S. Bureau or the Cen~u8
entitled (Meyer et a!., 1915.: ioa,' 107,' .1OS):
1. "Distribution or Older America.ns in 10_70·Rela.ted to Yea.r of
M~ifI'l;um Coun~y Population·, ._ '.
2., ·I~terrelationsbips of Education Att~ioment ·an4 fer Capita Income··,
. "d.. ... \___0
"3. "Average Value of All Products Sold £0 Size of Farm·.
. -...
M..p Dumber t~o was selected as an illustration and was teprodue;ed in
black and wbite (Figure 2.1) altbough it was published in color originally. Color
reproduction of the map was not determined to be necessary since two-varia~le
. choropleth maps produced Dy tbe U.S. Bureau of the·Census are available to
interesled readers io numerous journals. 4- partial reference Jist conta-inin!!; three
sources follows:
(1) Meyer, MAr,'Broome, F.R.,·and SCbwietzer,.R.H., Jr. Color ~
Statislical Mapping by th~ U.S. Bureau 0/ the CcnBuB. Tbe American ('
Cartographer, 1075, 2{2F 100-,117.,
(2) OlsoQ,rJ. The.o~nizalion oj Color on Two~Va~llbfeMllps. In Auto--
~:;~ ~dInt, nationa.! Symposi~~3!!.......Co~puter.Assisted Cartography,
. - ' ,.
(3) Olsoo; J. Spe~trlJllY-Encodcd TWil,VlJnable Map,. Annals of the
: ••~~ -.... ,11';"-
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Association of American Geograp.hers. 1981, 7~(2), 259-216.
Tbe sample bivariate ehoropleth'map (Figure 2.1) enabled the the cartograpb~r. to
portts: three ~patial ~istribu\io.ns si~u[taDeously, i.e.,
A) Education Attainment, r
.1.
B) Pe~ Capita Income, "and
1.Cj the intehelatipnship between (A) snd (B). ' _
-Jhese c~nsus maps are spectrally-encoded (Olson, 1981:' 2~9) bec~!!se the th~
pJ'Cimary colors"· cyan, magenta, and .,ellow - are used to create h.~es to represe.J.
three distributions. Figure 2.2 depicts the sym~lizatioD s~hem~ selected to.
rep;e,!;t thequ;nlitative data. _ . /
" I
. The literature revie,,: haS been subdivided ,ioto .two S/ctiODS. Firs~, DO~ loii~ '" .
,an,,:, the U.S. ?ure~ti"or the Ce~s.us published the bivariate maps, researchers
started to ex~mine tht!ir r\!a.dability and utility. This research is reviewed in the
fir~t sectioQ. Seeond"several years later'~tudies that advance and improve the
hvo-~&riable ~horopletbmapping technique-began' to appear.: The "laSt section
deals ~ith' thiS research.'
mltlal Reaction to and Examl'natton or the Two-Varla"ble
Cboropletb Mapping Metho4' . . .,~
Aiter this bivariate mapping method had been publi.shed,by tbe U,S. Burea
of th.e Census, researchers started to investigate the.efficacy of this desi t
should be noted that prior to Olson's (1915, 19SI) published pa ,th,e only
inf0ijJ.l,Mion &vaihl.ble to cartogr~phers concerning the v I ity or,t~esemaps were
•. their personal opinions ~nd those exchanged with their colleagues. T,hese two- .'~)'
vari",b1e chorop~eth 'ni~ps containea app~oximatelY one tho!lsand statistical unit's
t.hat varied in: site Cram relatively small to. reasonably large., The graphic
compone,nt selected to ;'eprese~t each mapped variable (i,e: . Income and
Ed).lcation) was color~Both In~e a1l:d Education" ';Vere divided in,to four classes
cr~ati~g a 4x4 mat'rlX legen:a. The· concern ~pressed verbally by ca;teiriPhers
~as t.hat the m~ps.werec~mplexa~ap users could. very well finld it diffi~uu: to ,
~x.trad the d.ecoded information.
\.
I
,,.
~
INCOME INCONI!
dark r.;U' ~... " ~/'. p..~
z medIUm~U•• ~ Z , 9~·0 ~ 0 ~.1 } -~ ~ li~ .~:. . 11 g '!! ,P'IIghl blue e lUIE ffi
,
vellow .....
'Idorang..
FIOURE 2.,2 r~or c;ompoalUo 0,:1It map ,ntlllad "INT,EARE1.ATlONSHIP
.. OF EDUCATION A J'AINMENT AND PEn CAPITA INCOME'
Caller Caraten ••n, 982: 55).
, ,)
OlsOn's (lQ7S: 280) study exa ine4 ira detail.th~ cl:i~ica.1 toleal color. _---.
organiz~ti~D on bi~!"riatemaps.. Colors used to encode inr?rmation on tl. two--
·_v~ria.b[e cbotoplethic map must be utilized iIi a l!Jgical.and cob:erent manner.
Th~y must be selected to displs».'tbe magnitudy'the distribution rOt ell.ch .
separate variable while concurrently depic.~g'e correlation between the .two
map~ed·components. O~erall, the sdva~ages or using g>lor as a symbol are
listed:~
~) it makes t,h~.~ap aesthetically appealing to t.be map rea.der,
2) color can be employed to clarity ioformatioo, aad
, 3) it is another component that the cartographer can use in
destping complex symbolS to portray additiona.l inrormation.
Further research by'Olson (lg8~) addresse~ the degree o't readability or the
bivariate choropleth maps produced by the U.s. Bureau or the.Census. Four
experiments were d~ed to study the erfectivene5!l at these particular bivariate
maps; Olson's (1981) Experimen~ 1 dealt wi.h the symbol system, specifically ih~
meaningful orga.nization 01 color on ~ spectrally.encoded iegend by the map user.
..~" .. .: .... " ..
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Students l1sing..The pair qt uDivariate maps performed better tb~n ~hose'
a~5~ering the questions ~ith the ~iv,":iate maps.: It :ppeared that many of the
subjects USiD~ tbe less familiar biYari~~ maps were guessi~g and con~istently
selecting the incorrect ~wer. ~rrelation b~twe~t1 t~e variables W88 Do't re~dily
S.ubjFct!l were presented with nine or :~teeD col~Chips,based QIl-the Census
Burea.u's'~olor_ scheme modified slightly to enban~ the transition o("a,lor, and
esked to organize,tbe'co]ol1l in a logical manner. It was hoped tbat some Qr the
subjects would. replicate the color symbolization scheme employed by the Census
Bureau. All 27 subjectS produced unique 3x3 an4 4x4 ma~rix legends, none,of ,
which matched the original or control legend sche;~: Noneth~leSs, when
presented. t~e control symbolization ~cheme, subjec.ls··reiterated that' it definitely
appeared rpnized. It sbould be mentioned that tbis researcber tbinks a.dditional
map :designs,emplo.ying color n.eelt to be tested, 1t1s imPortant to utilize the
graphic v~riable color since color 'does b'ave canno~ative merits .and map readers
generally find it aesthetically appealing.
'I~
FO,r OlSon's (.1981) Experime~t n subjects were re~jred to judge the spafjjl
corr~l~n be.t~een the variable." u~ing 'the biv~riate-rnaps .~nd the cotrl!sponding
twcJ univariate maps. To ensure tha.t participanb-iuUy unde'rstood the oorrelation
.'concept, Ume-was taken to e?,plain it' th~rougblY in elementary, non-.iecbni~al· .
" langtJ#ge. The test stimuli we're'not actual publishld m~;s, b~t'a rabric~t~d
-- . .
norma.! distributiolt superimposed on a .1OxIO dimensional grid, Pattennequences .
Wl!re selected bMtd on pfeSet lev~b or botb autocorrelatioll and correlatioll.
F~"rtberlJ.l.?~e, map complexity varied sin~~ test stimuli were based on tbe ~4 and
.the 3x3 matrix legend. Subjects ~ad two·dirrereot" tasks to complete. Firstly,
they. were requested t~ examin"e the biaek and white maps rii~e two separate .
disttibuti(lll~ an~ select the one that more closely reSembled the referent map.
SecoQ,dly, participants we,e--:-prelieoted with'two bivariate test stimuli and were \0
d~terminewhieh or. the two diStributions de~n5tratea the greater degree of .
correlation.
... '
...
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apparent. Hewever, the people' who eventua~ unde~~d this technique' djd
obtain sl!ghtJ~tter result!· anho~g~ not statistieaUY,significant - working with
the two-variable map! as ~posed tb the two univariate maps. r'; conclusion this
research in~kated !.hit learning the purp~\ of the selec~d'mapping method in
addition to cO~8{lendin~ the-graphic -' (bow.to obtain information from the
• graphic.) - 'was required wh;n introducing aild examin)lfg an unfamiliar map
. _design. 'Correlation o~ ac"tllal bivariate' ~aps warrants f~rther examioo.tiGn.
..
I"~',.
Olson's (1981) ExperimeIftlro.m examined the ty'pe of information people
exttact\d jr:m t,he two-variable eho~pleth map; from written essay!, while'
Experiment IV addressed the subjects' perception'of the'map f.ro'm questioDnilirp..
The s..arne group of ptlrticipants were. 'used for poth experimeots. Pa!tieipants
were placed io one'of seven g~o~s. -.Six groups were assigned ~ivariate maps and
the remaiofng group, numlttr ~eveo, ~wo univariate' maps. ~ first sflc ir.0iJps
~ere further subdivided by issuing·half the subjects maps with a sbott
e,xplanatory n~te statin~ the purp~e of the map, wbile \~e ot?r h;lf was givell
Just the map. The results from die participants' essays were asJollows:
Ir very'seldom did anyone-mention ,l-he interrelationship hetween the '
variahles, 1.' '-
2) hardly any map readeis dis~ussed the pattern of individual variables,
and .
3) the r~ionalization 9f simil:'lrly ~haded areas w"\s discussed most,
• freque~t1y. ' .
I. _ •
. °In Ols'oo's (IOSI) concluding experiment, Experiment IV, it wu discover~do
,1 ., .
that subjeets.,rouod ~he speetrallyJencoded two-vatiable maps to.be aesthetically
~ppealin~, While the ~iliva;iate maps were given a high rank for readability, the'
• ,I' '.
spectr·ally.eneod'ld bivariate ma.ps WVe seen ~ more innovative and interelltin(l.o
w.otk witb. These findings give' 8uQ9equent researchers .!'=ent/ve td'eo~tinue
studying,the merits, and..eliminating the·siumbUng blocks in Jbe mapping method..•
T.he ultim.ate goal is ma,~ ~esi~s. that are effective ill communicati,n! .information:
. ~ .
"-~':" :'.:,
. '
.From the exp~rimen~alobservations all~ resul;s it, was co~c1uded tbat the
maps pr~d~ced br the Census BUreBUdid communicate iqformatioo ~o the map
reader, but they .adequa~elY' failed to indicate correlation. Map users appe.areq, to
have major difficulty in visualizing the component colors that created the two-
variable. maps, and' therdore inte!preted them Ule sa~e w~y they would intefpret
il. 'univariate map. When the correlation belween the variables was mentio~ned, it
was by subjects wa;rking with the maps that im:luded a :;hort expl.aoation
-describing the"'ptlrpose of biva!~te cboropleth mapping.
.:-.: .. .~.I·("' .
I l'
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Multi-component cwantitative m~pping is complex, and researchers are
seeking metbods. to errectivcly display s<tlitistical data 00 a geographic <
background-. Mon~~nier (lQ77: 33) stated that quick, .intorm.aiion retrie.val on.
th~e. t~pes or map~ ·does Iiot 'ex~t bec~use nia~,Jeiui.ers ~ust dea,l, ~i~h' a I.arge
-~~niber'ot categori~ and, a com~iex ·Iegend. He ~dvocated info'rming, the map
reader'eba; a 'map,~~~i~ ·exists. ,.Si~ce a rriap-wilrdepiet.:on1y one,va;i~ble 'M-il:
tIme, th~ 'nu;1ie~ or ma~s' p~~ent~ to:th~'map' ,r~ad.~~:'r~.il·d~~end- on 'how' many
variables were mappe.d. The·mo.!? .reader. c.auld then examine ihe ge~~iPhical
· distributio~ with Httie d~trac~ion. ¥on~o~ier placed th~ re:sp~~sibility on the .
author ofthe paper that contains th~:m-ap(~)- to-explain or .expound upon the
· relation~hip~.~t~een tb'e variables i~.~th~ir text or: d'uri~g'an or~1 p.resen~ation.
Separate maps' coDtaininga'si~gle' va~iab.le simeU.fies eommuJ:lication but fails. to
adequately shqw. th~jDterrelati.ons.~ip b.etween v!l-ri¥-bles which eoul~ pe quite
. signifieant, ao"d whic.h c:oul~ provide much more' mea:niogful reJationshi.ps.
. Wai~er·i1.nd FraocoliDi.(1080)..obt'aio~d·two-variable ehoropletb test maps
. from the, U~S: B~r~~u of the Ceo~t!s to si~dY: the effectiven~ o( th~ d~igri\~~
· assessing how much-information people obtained·from th,em. These ma.ps .
COil.~ai~ed apP~xipll~tely 200'8~atistical uni;and a 4x~~matrU-'·legend.. ;beir,
st~dJ: onhe tv.;o-variable c~(m)pleth ~~p consisted ~r iWQ,experiments whqse
basic aims were:
, ·1) to·deter~ine what type 5lt~apping scbeme, bivariate or t~o,single
.univariate mapll, wail lI~perio~ by q~~tioning lIubjects at t~e 'ele~~n~ary
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level ~r reading, imd
2) how adept people were.in learning complex '~olor schemes and testing ~bis
pedormance over time. . ' '" .
Many researchers in two discipliries,-'g~graphy and statistics, (Bertin 1983, .
lOSl; Mersey, 1990; eanleusen, 1081; Fienberg, 1970; 'Clev;land, 1984&, ,19S4b).
hav,e commented: wi~b muc~ convicti6n, o.D the nec~iiy ~.r "havtng more
structu~ed expe~iments using lan~age and .~beoreiical·conce'pts that per'tain to
graphk ~isplaYi. In .~urn. standardiza,tion or,~apbic vocabulary and elucidation,
o~ theore~ical concepti would facilitate. research .bY· in,~re~,ing the underst~DdiDg
o'r ~;phie commu.nication.· Wainer &lI,d Francolini (19S0) dealt with some of tb~e
ooDcerris by llctively attempting to i'D.cor~orate Bertin's (1983) th~ry and
vocab~lary ot gratlhi~ 'displays in their. research. Three levels of ;nterpretatiOD lor
graphical displays wefl~',specjfied .•n the"~xp~rime~t:~ outlined .in,Bertin'~ (1083: "
'1411·"'SemioI9gy' oC ~ra~hics':' 1) elem:e~tarY',le~-el:, 2)·i~ter~edia.te.levell .an<:l3) '.
overall'level.' •
T~e sign'ifieance of Bertin's theoretic~1 concept oC map ~e8;ding levels
r.equires further elaboration, The tw~vari~~lechoropleth m~pping techniqu'e was ,
desi.~ed to-~how the. ~eographic ~istribution of two separ~t~ va;iables, ,(i.~.
incoJTle and education), and .t~e i.nterrelationshiP\or cp~relati6n hetweeJ;l them,,' ay
applying Bertin's three Je)'els' oC ~ap rea.ding the .researc~ej.'cap ascertain how
'su~~~rully the map'design tulri'lls:its· purp~ from:-depicting simple, specific.
amou»:t,s of information i.e; elementary ma'p reading level; to trends in a region
. i.e: i~terinediate ~.a~· readi'~g level, to t~e m?st impQ1tao'i de.sign component "
which'is t~ sho.w the·corre.lation between the two va~iables or' tb.e superior m~~
.r~ding 1~~e1.
. Although the' de~ni~io.~s. have already been, given .~n Cbapter 1', pa$~ 4, they_
·~·8trti~119831 'Stmiololi ~r Grapbk~' ia:t~e'E"liah trtQ.l~tioD or Bertill'.I!973!,'Stmiololi;
Graphlque', ,., .
JJ
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.will be rei1et:-ated ~er~ aleD~ ,with .8 samplil question ~ help. clarify tbe.eonc:pts: .
Bertin', thre(map reading levels are defined as rollows:
l~evel. At this i~vel the percipient deals with one" or two
components strictly at a specified place: No consideration is ,glv"en
to ttends. that might be readily. apparent Dor to the correlation"
bet:ween the two var!!!>les. '{be pereipienHn answering the rcHawing
'question must search (or-the bivariate"symbol tha~r~e .
specific combination of Income and Education. (part. 1, Question l.
_.~._1_0~hich region does. the combination of Per Capita ~cotne $20,000 or
more and Educatio? 8~.O pe~cent or more occur most oftenl) .
2. iDtermediat~ Level· At this leVel the percipient examines the exi1>tjog
trends o{ either one or both of the eompoIre.nts. Again no eonsidetation
is" given to the' eorrelati<:10 '~etween tbe two vari~bles" (Part -2',
Question 1". The map below indicates .fiv.e distincl·regioDs.. Label each
;~~::·;~tri:~(l::l'o~~~re~~;l~ ~~~~e1 ;~~~~:;t~~g:J:~ni.~.~;cate
" ".,.,".... ,.
( _ 3. S~perior Le~el;' At tbis lev~r"tht.per~ipie~t·5~udiest~e correlatiQD
betw'eenboth componepts by region or c.onsiders thecomplet'e map.
(Part 3, 'Question 4. Lj\St.!y, ,examine. the tOtal J:Dap' and select 'the one
~tll.temeDt that best 'de.scribes 'the dominant relationship between Per.
Capito. I.nco~e and E~u:cation. o':etaU....) . --
. To satisfy ~ims one and -tw~, rElli:terat-ed below, W~iner 8.nd·F~DcoliniJl080l
cond.iJ~ted two experiments." The aim of Experi.!Dent 1 wu to determ!n~ wbat
type 'of mapping scheme,' bivariate or two s.ingle univariate maps, was more
errec~ive b;.questioning t.he .p·artic'ip~ilts at the ~Ie~:nta~y level of reading..
• . .El(pe~iment n was designed to ascert~i~ io* ad'cpt peopl~ W:cre in learnhlg
complex col~r schemes and testiQg' t.bis' perrorman~e over time."
In ExperimeDt I tWQ separate experime.lrtaJ booklets were given to 16'
_J pSf,chology gr~du,a'te :s~udents. ()ne.booklet con~'iin;d.~inllp~irs o~ ~Diva.ria,te
maps while the other' ~ne consisted of the nin.e cor.resPonding bivariJ!.te ·maps. J The "
sU~jects ~ere'req(lired'ib d~t:errriine at the ele~entary .~ead,inpt level t~e, ~.taius- or
the. tWouriables a~ the desipated location.. Half of t&.e stu~en.ts worke<S:'rirs~ .....
with t~~ univariate: maps while t~e terri~ining eigh't subj.llcb. ,;~re give~ the '
[
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bi'lariate ·maps. The number of.errors and the response time9 were recorded 'in
order t'o determine which mapping technique was superior in terms or accuract
\lnaTesponse time..Th.e results indicated 'that subjects 'perro:med more'
proficiently with' tbe univariate m~ps than with tbe bivariate maps" It must be
re~embered 'that un'ivaria~unaps 'were ror~ ramiliar to subjectS ~ban bivariate"'
maps, Gerierally, in order to·obt.ain ade.quate results with an unramiliar mapping
method, Le. ctlQroplethic bivariate map~ing, s~bje~ts must possess an
understanding or the mapping t~hnique.' ,Thi~ irnpliC$ practical wor,k ~ntil
proficiency ~as been achieved.
Experime,nt n,was ~6nducted ~e:veral w~e~s.rollowing the rir~t experiment
using hair of the subjects who partic~pated in E~)le.rilJlent L The identi'cal
experimentll.l procedure was repeated except that a firth trial was included, !ri'
this m.th trial the legend' was rem~ved and- the ~iude~ts,Were required to answ"er
, questions bllSed solely on what inrormaCion they merl.l0riz.ed ~rev.iously rrom tile
legend: The removal of the legend wu not a surprise: sinc!! the subjects were
iristru~ied that the l"e~ePd ~ould b,e absent. rro~ the' fin!'l t,es' map:#The degree or
atcuracy was not accep'table to Wainer and Francolini (H1SOrat ~he elementnry
level. " ,," . -
It should be emp'hllSized tha.t on'iy'16 university students participated i~·tbe
tirst experi~ent, and'h'alr of them returned ror the second experiment. Alth'ougb
the ,authors, were pot impressed wi,th the results, a larger sample size should have
been ,utilized in order ror their results to Ilave rull impact, Otherwise,' all t~ey C\l-D
confidentlY'discu", is a possible trend, All in all, Wainer aqd Francolini (lgSO: gl)
stated 'that ~'veD i-~ough:their resull.!! at the elementar~map reading level ~e.re '
con.sidered less than imp~essi~e, i~ does not preclude the r~ct that at t~he;
intermediate and .superidt map n:ading leveJS these maps could,excel. Pbviously,
.more, researc'h empiayiog extleri~'ental qu~tion8 '~t the t...,..o 'higher lev~1s needs to
·be conducted for a fuller evaluation;
'L~t1y, in their diS~lJ¥Iion Wainer apd FrapcolinHlgSO) pornt~~ out the \
f'
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neceMity of displaying ibta a~ording to a.logicll1 and app.arent sY,~bol.value
rclatio~ship, More studies creating alternate. designs with this p~iDciP!l in mind
a;e required. O~~of their rec~mmendations (Wainer and Fraocolini, 1980: 01)
for subsequent study'was the use of pattern fpr one variable and increasing the
'. <'" "A~ue of.,one colo~ for the second mapped co~ponent. Tlmle concerns and
.suggestions ".Viii be implemented In my experimental research.
The overall objedive ~r Merse,'s (1980) study was to augment the current
lev.el·of·knowledge .concerning the bivariate choropleth mapping.tech~ique,
specifically the various symbolization schemes and ~be map readers' response to
them. ,The firJ>t. experiment compared the map users' ability to extract tbe
r\,=quir.ed inrorm~tion rrom 'a bivariate m~,p and ,two u~ivariate maps ~r the
identical distributions. ~~e Aim or the second experiment WJ3 to ~e~ermin~whic.b·
symbolization schemes, if any, were more effective i.i.. communicatingspecihc
inrormati.on."· . '"-,.,,,) .
Mersey (1 9SO) designed ber questioDnaire in .Exp·eri~ent I to incorporate all
three le~els or ~ap' reading requiring subjects' to examine the distri'butifln 0' one
or bo~b:yariables, However: the majority of the fifteen questions were '.at the
elementary and intetmediate rifap reading levels. Only one superior level question
,was i~elud~d\ For nine ;:,£ tire questions, subjects were directed't<;t a. maxi~um of
live numbe~ed statistic~1 u~its. Tbis, 'in my opinion, facilitated interpreting the
inJq~mation displayed on tbe- maps.
On th'e baSis ot tbe test map(a} issued, participant! were placed in one of
/" tbre~ gro~ps, Tb~ bivariate map was given to one group of 28 students, the' two
univariate maps of the identical dis~ributions comprised aDother group of 27 .
.students, and the last group of 26 students received 'all ,three maps. The inclusion'
o( the thir4_gfoup' was taken from Olson's (1081r--study whe.n it was concluded
t~~l the, two-variable cboro~leth ~a'p .would probablr b~ most effective wh,:n-
accompanied by the·two single variable maps, Ali 81 subjects used the identical
q~estionnaire i~ Ex~erim.en't J. Finally, colo,: ,xeroxes.or the bi~ariate map aDd the
.. ,.'
.\
I
I
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two'uni~a~iate maps produced by the U.S. Bureau of the Census serve'il as test ~:/ 'k
maps. These maps were composed of approximately 172 !itatistical units and had
ll. 4x4 matrix leg~Dd (Figllre 2.3).
The results from Mersey's (1980) study, Experiment 1, concur with those of
Olson (19fU), and Wainer,llnd Francolini (1980) in" that subjects answered
questions more .ace'urately with the two single variable maps. When the results
were examined fur.ther it'~lL9 found that at the lupe"riot level of readiD~, subjects
uti1izing the composite map started to excel. The problem here is tIlat only one
question .at the superior re~diDg level was included in this q~estionnaire. This is a
concern siDce poe of the major pr0.£00ents of th~ tw~variablechordPletb map
d~ign i;s th"at these maps illustrate correlation, and supet:ior level questions
examine the correlation between the ~wo mapped components. Further research
needs to be. conducted expl~riDg the effectiveness of ~hese maps at the supeiior
reaii~g !eV~1 so conclusive statements can be issued concerning the v~lidity ~f.the
. m~ppi~g design.:· Lastly, the thi;d-~ou~,who'were given ill th,ree ~aps did not
perrorm.significa~t1ybetter. Ther~fore,O~~n's(1981) statel't\ent th~t'it migbt' be
advantageous to include £he two single variable maps with the bivariate one may.
be not useful.
Advancing and Improving the Two.-Vulable Choropleth Mapping
Method .
The second section of the literature review discusses various researchers'
ideas and attempts at advancing and improving the bivariate choropletb mapping
technique. Fienberg's (1979) research was an evaluapon of the graphical trends in
..the discipline of statistics. Of particular interest to my research were t~
"~~e~~ conc~rning t~e tWQoovariab'le cboropl:tb mapping technique.. He . .
.. ~alDed..~be-purpose ~nd design of this mapping method, as well as orrJred some
concerns pertai~ the readability of the U.S. Bureau of. t.l!e Census Jroduced
-........ _/
two--variable choropletb maps. Most significantly, Fienberg (1979:' 176) identified
five issuCll for future researchers that .requ.ired further analysis in order to help
reline tile bivariate c~?ropletbmappins methOd:
..-~
\
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AGURE 2.3 The blval1at. choropleth map utlllmd In Mars.y'. first experiment
<Mersey. 1980: 139).
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1) selection of class intervals,
2) selection of colon,
3) total number of required classes,
4) to determine what display technique or symbolization scheme was
superior. pattern' and one color or a two color scheme· and
&1 to determine if individuals could extract information TJ'lSlre accurately
and erricieotly from the two single variable maps or the two:variabie
stat~tical map.
.
For this researcher's experiment issues 2, 3, and" will be addressed. It should be
mentioned that Fienberg's (lg7Q: 1'76) third issue (Le. total Dumbe~ of required
classes) was int~rpreted as the number of statistical uni~.
• Symbolized information on a -;ap must be decoded by the map reader in
order for the map to be of'any benefit. The selection or'colors for meaningful
and/or informat!ve bivariate choropleth maps was examinlld by rrumbo (19S1).
/-''''. Trumbo (19S1: 225) stated that his approach in adding t.o ~e development of a
theory for color selection on bivariate maps was a general ne that c~l,lld be
applied to most mapping situations of this nature. Emphasl trongly was the
need to select a color scheme that highligbfed the attributes or e data.=..- Trumbo
(1981) has articulated four principles that reneet this emphasis:
.1. Order - colors selected to represent the mapped components Sh9Uld be chosen
to rene:d the e.pparent order or .number ~eJels in-the data. '
2. Separation. ,it is important that noticeable differences in the data are •
accentuated.
3.' Rows and Columns - in order to retain the uniqueness or the two separate
. distribution,s, the colors selected should not obscure
each other.
)
4. Diagonal· if the researcher wished to highlight the positive cor.relation,
the colors should be chosen to emphasi.ze the diagonals:
In the diseussion or the pap'lf, Trumbo (1981) proposed color schemes b!i5ed~
"../\
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on these fcur theoretical eonsi~erations. However, none of these color schemes
were empirically tested, so a definitive concluding statement as to which coe(s)
were the best was impossibl! to make.
Continuro; to explore the graphic design option or 'using colOi' to represent
two mapped components, Erton (IQ84) in h~ article'discussed an innovative
bwariate map d~ign that Il&,.eroduced, the complementary-color, two-v~riable
map. In keeping w~ the cartograpbi~ and statistical principles for a two-
variable cboropleth map, the complementary design also depicted the correlation
between the two mapped variables In addition to tbcJdlStrlbutlon--o,the two sIDgl;-7:-=.
variables A total or tour J were presented alott,wlth a detailed dISCUSSion or
the advantages and ~advantageso( each design The descrIptions o( the (pur
map~ were taken (romityton~ 1984 map supplement aCCO~DYlngth~ article)
·Piilte I - Complementary-colo~, tWl>varill.ble map based on a rectangular
legend arrangement
Plate U- Unclassed complementary-color, t..wl>variable ,map using linear
. lCaling .
Plate m- Undassed comphimentary.color: t'1o-variable map usi~.K..
logarithmic scaling. "
Plate IV-. Complementary-color, two-variable .map based on 11 rectangular
legend arrangement combined witb an equiprobability ~Ilipse.·
. It should be noted tbat, in (act, Plate IV was both a .compromise and a
-:~ combination o( what w~ deemed best '(rom the proceeding maps accor~ing to
(Eyton! 1084: 4.86....480).
Eyton (1084: 470) was o( the opinion tliat the color scheme used by. the U.S:
Bureau o(Jhe Census ror tWl>variabl~ maps should be simplified to (acilit~~ map
. interpretation. The first o( (our maps presented was a complementary-color,
bivariate map structurea on a 3x3 matrix legend. It was (elt. since two ,varia.bles
were. being mapped,- only two complementary colors would'be needed to 'represent
It' . I
the data. Figure,2.4 illustrates the legend ar~ang~ment o( this particular ,'"
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. bivariate map lEyton. 1984: 4811. l
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complementary·color, bivariate map. The le,gend arrangement highliK~ls the four I
eoroers.- the more extFeme data values and tbe"diagonal- indicates the pOsitive
correlatio~'.: T-be-co~!~ation or e_~ual values oC th~ .t~o selecte,d complemen~nry
colors· blue and red' •\Aerates the diagonal colors trom white to gr.ey to black..
. Increase in th.e income level is i1histrated,by a red progression, while the increase
. in educationdl attainm.ent is shown by a blu~ progr.~sion. According to (Ertan,
1984: 481-482)' tbe main disadvantage or this system is the s'~perimposit,~n.or tL~ .~.
reetangulade~end on a bivariate distributi~n. H~ advocates using ~ome~ forni ~r
the Ihie or best fit, j.e. major ax~ ,or ellipse.
..~
The second map design was des~~i.~eJ as the "unclassed complementary:.
color, tw~variable map using linear scaling" (Eyton, 1984: map supplement).
This styltm' map uses':the reduced major axis as the line where the whole grey
scale from white"to,black is pOsitioned. To complete the legend symbolization
scheme, on either sid~ of the grey scale .was placed one of the two c'om1lementary
colors. The problem here is that nu.merous tones are created ~"'t of the
continuous "Scali,ng, and it becomes dirrieult for the map user to extr!,ct the
informat!on.
T~e third v~rsion, the unclassed complementary-color bivariate map was
\
cr~ted u~ing II logarithmic 'scali-;;' It was felt that by avoiding the data
extremes, the Dumber of variations in tone and hue would diminish'substantially,
_~berebY making it an easier map.'"itb which to deal. ......
The final proposed map, ~a complementary·color, tw~variable map based
~ the binormal distribution~ (Eyton, lQ84: map supplement) was a concerted
errort to amalgamate-the positive attributes of the maps previously' discussed.
This map 'was deliberately designed to show both extreme values and average,
values (Figu~e 2.5). The extreme values were portrayed by one of four colors
from the
, FJGUR~ 2.5 ~n" flnll t"t legend dellgn
CEylon, 1'8~: map lupplementh
2;2 matrix, and the average values ~'ere rep~~ented by" tb.e ~rth class • th.e
equiprobability ellip~e of 50 percent.
In 'e~~chision, it 'should he noted that these fou"'-proposed designs have not
. - , ., .. :' .'
been ~ubjected to experimenta~ testing, Consequently, there ~ere no conclusive
",
;,1..,..·:·.....,. " "'.' ,,,~.,,' .'" ':,,; . '.
'. ."
(
..~ ..
statements to be issued,·oD.ly tbeoreticall.S5umptioD5, concerning tb~ validity of
these particular four unique map designs. Since the article WLS organind in'such
a way as to highlight the' fourth map design, which was in essence the culmiDation
of the attributes of'the proceeding mr.p!, ErtoD showed it to inleusted.studenLs
and oolleagues tor approval. Despite t,he totally unfamiliar lell;end desigtl, tbe
~eopJe" seemed 'to be able to comprehend the map. M. promising sign to Eytan .
fl984), 1111 the people wbO'loobd at the map were in agreement that his
innovative design wu e!-,ier to utilize than a comparable tw~variable eboropleth
map.
In Mersey's (IQBOl thesis two experiments were conducted. Experiment D
was included in this section of the literature review because the objedive dealt, -
'with advancing and refin~ng the bivariate eboropleth ~apping technique. Six 'test
ma.ps were designed 110r Experiment D to determine which sy_~~olization schemes
were more,errec~ive in communicating information (Figures ~.6 and 2.7). Figure
2.6 ·shows the gtap~ic compositioltol the selected symbofization schemes tested,
while FiJUre-2.7 contains.Q·ne 01 the six experimental maps. These expertmen~al
maps co~tained approximately 100 stati$ti~al uni~, fairly uniform in size. I;"
addition, th~ symbolization scheme was based ?n a 3x3 matrix legen~: The
."s.ample size .fo:r each test d~i~ was 32.~I ~ubjeets. answered ,the same questions
concerning the identical geogra~hical'area hut wed ?nly"one of the six· _ -'.
~mboli tion schemes. The ex~rimen~questionnaire consisted' 01 lour sectioos:"
The first sec . 0 de~ih subjects. identifying homogeneous regions at the
. intermediate, level of rUdiDz:. In' Se<:tjpn n the participants were asked to indicate·
.the leYel, (low,. m~ium. hiz:hl 01 each or..t~e designated regions on t~e map.•They
only. dealt with one ~ariable at the intermediate level of map readi.og. 'Se,ction m
'dealt with the super!or map reading level, and subjecb were uked questions
. aboJ,1~ the correlation 01 the two variables in both the. legend and the map. Cfthe
six 'questi~ns pdted, five dealt solely with the le~eod while ,the r!maining one
question uked subJects to evaluate the correlation bet~een the two. mapped
componimb. se~'n IV wu very similar to Section I. .This Um~ the r~on wu
• >
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Jpt'cilied and the putieipanLs were required to interprefl?otb variables at lb.
iDtermedia~map reading level. •
Another experimental d~igo factor ineorpor.ted.iD~tbe'qulI!~
statistie~IIY me'::red .was learDiI!, effects. Aft~r becoming accustomed tc this
~mapping method, it was bypotbesiled i"bat the sUbj~t.s' performance would
imp·rove. H:nee,". metboci was devised to lhea5ur~learning effect.s· which in this
particular-circdJMtan"ce was ibe dille~eilc~ in the D~ber of eorrecl'r.esponses
.bd~eeD ~uestioDDaire sections complet:d firs.t -a~d:tast. Sed~D~ r~d ,IV. were .
alternated, hal( the subjects worked ~rst wi~h Section 1 atld tb~ otlier half wit~ .
Section tV,: -
'rhe exp~rimental res1.!lts ror Experi!8en~ D'were very inte;'es·ti"o"g. 'Th.e
bypothesis stnting .that the subjects' performance wouid fmpro,ve ~rter.becom.ing
familia; with tti.~ two;variable clior,opleth ~;ppia~ techniqu~ w.as i~de~d ' -
,suppOrted. ~I~.~a; aJt6de!-ermi,ned tha~ the J:llore ~~erienced m.ap users o~~ained •
~etter rttJIulLf Further a~"ysis indicated that of the si,J alternate designs tested,
no one desigk was'superior overaU ill~communicatuig 'information, ,All-in all,
par~ic:ipants\"er~ able to use each d~igD"w'ith ~ suc~ess, 'H9weY~r.. qu~tions\.
answered at the superklr~ap read~g le~~I. (i.~ ~t of the~ -deait ~t~ the
legend) were not resP9J1ded to as accurately. Perbaps decre~iD~ the Dumber of
st4tisttc'al lInits':'oD a tWl>Tari&ible ebQtopletb map is ODe way of _increasing
accuiacy at the hig~est map reading le'YeJ. • ,. ' .
. ~ '.' - .'~ .
The six ~Iterllate designs created by Mene; (1080): Experiment n con~isted
or variations in color and pattern, wnere pattel'n'~lways black, ferh'ap9 the
c·ombination. or colo~, (value: and spe~tr~I),~'with ~~~a'itern waul? ellic~~ a '
different, more positive result overall. Lastly, Mera~y (1080): E:tpe'rimeot.r,: 7
based 'her test map~'on a 3x3 matriX legend, It ~ould·be·inrotmativeto see if
, results differ on tw~v.ariable cboropleth rri~~s with" a 4x4 ma,trix symbolization _ "
sche~e.
I" .:~. '." :.:", •t" .'~' :
II
Ca.rsten5eni 1982) conducted several tests to determine the possibility or
incorpo:rating: crossed·liDe, coo.tiouous.tont sb~dinl pa:t.terns on bivariate maps to
',how C1lrrelation mappinl. Tbese unique black a.nd white test. maps wer~ ..
pr!>duct<! using ·increment&! plotters and nrious computer-usiste;d techniques, ~
Accordiog to CarsteD.!ieo (1082: 57) resear.cb has demonstra~.that·map reade~
have no ,tro~bl~ int.erpretiog contin~9'usIJ shaded maps IfilUre 2.8).
.......
; ....
~e ~rst part or Carstenseo·'s (1982) EX~ime~t One'dealt,with the'
questions ~t the elementary reading level be~ause participanls were j.·equested to
, retrieve·.a speei!i~ value•. ·'i;weoty.rour studen'ts we.re giveo 8-sample ~eg~lld a~d
asKed'k, viSul!-lIy matcb:twenty extracted sections or legend shll..c;liop; bl";cu lFigurt' .
. ·.2,9)~· '~he npp~pri~t~ ~ and, i c~rdinates or w~e.~e· these blOCl6{Ould bIf?un~··
'. in the legend w~re to be indicated in the space provided: Following' this tuk '.~;~ .~ " ~ubjee~'w~re asked a ~u~tion, 'se;ond. pa~t orC~r;t~~sen'~·(198.2)E~p~rifTIent. ','
:one, tb~t_ w~'~~licitl~'design~ to 'ascer't~i~ to ~hat' degree th~y coped ~ith and
succeSsfully '1J.·~de~tood the cr~ed:linei continuous-t.On~~.apprng method.
P~rticipants ~~re.~ked to·rank three ~Iut~on.methodolo~es,iisted ~~Iow,-in 'the
'o~der or their'~seruln~: .. •
:·A}. Shading rn~knesa·- the st.renllh or d~ee ot'''''c~ sh'uin~,
B) Line SpAcing. ~ the m~ured dis~anc~ he1wef(o the lioes eODsideriog e~b
. \ axis separately. . .•
, C) Box. Shape":.. combi~ing t.h~ Iin~ spaciol; or.t~e two'sepua\e up· to·create'
~ a who~e "unit or box. i.e. the loeation 'Qr both mapped .
,va.riabl~. .' ..••
:riae three I=Oltti~D ~~~~~ w.~.re Signifi~a~t b.~eaus~,the;'w~re i~dica.tors as to : , \
how the ma,p was Qeing int.erpreted. '
:-Ex;mining,th~ ~es..ult,,-:rrom the first t~k of,Ex"periIhent One, it was .
4pparent .th~t su~jecLs t9~I,a. interpret.·~hec'rossed.IID~/"continuous-t.on.e'p.att~.rns
at tbe·element'!-ri~r,e·lLdiilglev!::!. FUJ;'.thermore, Ilis, iptportant. ,to note that the. "
, mo,re'experieneei t.he 'stude~ts b~ameJ all ~ conaquence of working.with ihe' test
~aterials. the bett.er.the'-resuILs,·.
.. --'
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Analyzing the' subjects' methodological rankiog3, results Crom pa.rt two, the
students selected the box shape (el to be the mos~ helpful in locating the
extracted legend sections. Howev.et, it was Doted by one.student in particular,
that all three methods 'were applied 10 a varying degree. The significance of
selecting the" box shape ill that at least the relati~nship between the two variables
is being st~di_e~ in the legend, which is where map ~iTlprehensioD and'
interpretation commences.
~
Ca:-,lensen's (1982) test number two examined system logic - which was to
discover ir the crossed-line, continuous-tone ma.ppiog method could be duplicated
or generated without pre-.:ious knowle!lge of tbe design. The devised test was
.. " ..
sjmil~r to th~ one used by Olson (1981), A ~rossed-Jjne. continuous-tone sample
legend was divided into sixteen chips.. Twe~:Y-Cour.8~bjects who previously had
not seen the legend were required to as.semble thesix~een pieces on 't~~:axes,
lIbelled low to high, in a logical maDDer. ,From the results it was evident that the
chips ~ere'not placed haphllZ~rdly by the students. ove~ahmany did p~rceive
the shading pattern reasonably well, in Cact the legend was replicated exactly by
33 percent oC the studen'ts wh'o had never seen it belore. H mapping symbolism is
logical and can be generated with a minimum oC'spedalized kn.owledge or skill,
theil it is a major asset and a step in the right direction when creating a new.
system. Carstensen's resu1ts suggest that crossed-line, continuous-tone mapping is
such a system.
Experiment mdealt with perception correlatioll. The purpose of this
experime,nt was to analyze the deg;ee to whichthe correlation between the
variables ~85 perceived, given a time limit or one minute. The time limit was
nec~ary to discourage students Tm Cormulating a~response based on ,,:alue'
retrievals rather than on the percei~ed visual patterns. Subjects were presented
\. with maps depicting ODe of three possibilities: 1) a positive correlation, 2) a
,negative correlation, or 3) ~o relationship" A sample oC the three types or
relationshipS' listed above was given to every participant in order to familiarize
"
themselves with the concept 0,£ statisticl1l correlation. Once k~owing precisely
what tbe tbree statis}ical ~elatioDs resembled, Carstensen (1982) felt "confident
that th"esubjects could errectively "deal with· the assigned mapping task•.
Participants were presenllt two out of the .possible combination of three ml1ps,
and were requested to ascertain what type of comlation WB.S mapped. The test
l'I'Iaps consisted of niue lrirg:e statistica.l units. Since time was a factor, (i.e. the
researcher relied on voluDteerEjd d~, time'to conduct the experiment), the
experimental maps bad only DiDe uniES. The results confirmed the hypothesis that
participants could .indeed judge correlation hom the crossed-line, continuous-tone
maps.
In ·con.clusion the cr~ssed.liDe, conti!luous-tone shading rilethod was
5\!,cc:ssful in producing readable correlation m,aps but the~e wer~ a rew negative
aspects, These maps lack color which people seem to prefer, the line paU'crns arc
often fatiguing to the eyes or some people, and if a map contains iny smnii arens, ' .
it is often impossible ~ incrude tbe necessary number ~f lines to crente the
pattern. Carstensen (IQ82: eQl'stated tbat even ~hough the above negative
aspec'ts exist, overall the experimental testing h~ indicated that the crossed·line,
continuous-tone method was aqYi~ble multi-co~ponentmapping technique,
\
The rna.in goal or Carstensen's (1984) paper was to determine how subjects
interpret variable similarity 'on ,two :types or bivariat; maps: 1) the ;pechally.,. ,
\encoded two-variablll choropleth map and 2) the cros8edJlin~, continuous-tone
map. To accomplish this goal Car$t~nsen required stUd~D~ :fif!lt to become
acquainted with the principl.e dr Variable similarity, as he applied it to tbe
m$pping situtation. Carstensen (1984:'23) de~ned variable. similarity '~the /~
depee to which spatially paired values for two variables rail into like position~
within their respectivc'dG;ribuiioos. i. Forty-one atudenta worked wit~ ,the/
spec.trallr-encoded tw~vatiablemap, and 33 other students were assigned the
crossed·line, continuous-tone map, Botb types or maps contained 40 statistical
"Units (Figure 2.10). TBe crossed·line, continuous-tone m~p8 were enlarged by 50
. '
". .
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FIGURE 2.10.•11 a.ampll of th.II•• , m.p. uiu.d by C.~I"n••n 11984: 24l
pm,d' to ~leVi.t. the p"bl~orbov'" to po,,:;oo e~,d·Hne p.llem, :0
small, zone!!. Identical instructions were distributed to each of t.he respective
groups~
The mapping t~~'given' to .tbe participants was to create and list the ~tracts
that would comprise bot.h ,aD" unbalanced a.lId a balancedJegion.. As previously
tl)l!ntione4 the cOlJc'ept- 0.; ilDhalanced aDd bl\la~ced""wu explained prior to
.. testing \.9 ens~re·it·~8.s ull,derstood by th~_9t~den~" StUd~llts were:.S;ven. th~
number of the zone from :wbiclLto commence, with the understanding that the
.... .'. " . .
Note tbe words QtlbaJuetd aod b,luced, lad diNimllar aDd aimUar - i.e. words ultd lo
arl!clllate tbe cODee~ or .imllultr -~ uttd iDtercblD&eabh ,Ince [Card.eD_II, 1084: 23-241
emplo)'ed lbe li~' HI of termll. h~ iallrletloaa ,.the lubJed. audlbe eeo::and"1 or term. to
expJalD tbtlbeoreticall!aa,irICUct. • .
r: ..'
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select.ed zones had to be cont.iguous to form a region. For both sec.tions of the.
experimental test, students )Yere only allotted three mi~u\es as a restrictive
measure to prohibit them from answering the questions by yalue retrieval as
opposed to visunl percep~ion. (>'v .
The data collected rram tbe experiment wer, managed as follows. Every
time a zone at tract was listed, i~ WILS recorded to determine the total number of
. times ~ha~ zone was mentioned. A tra.ct·had to be mentioned by one third or ~he
participants (i.e. 11 of the 33 subjects using the crossed-line, continuous-tone and
14 of tbe 41 students using tbe spectrally-encoded two-~ariable map) before i~ was
considered to be part of the region. Tbe ~wo types of maps contained the
identical data but the graphic presenta.tio~ was vastly different, Nevertheless, the }/.
two groups working with them agreed to a substantial extent aD the map or data.
interpretation. As nn i!lu~~ation,or the nine zones select~etwee~;the two map
design groups. to repr~ent the balanced region, seven zones were commonly listed.
SimilaritY.of the 26 zones chosen by consensus between the two previously
mentioned groups to represent tbe unbalanced region, nineteen were commonly
selected. Carstensen concluded from these results that the two map designs
enabled map users to in~rpretvariable similarity on a con.sistent basis.
or all the research reported in this review, the one factor that constantly
changes and has the potential to be a deeiding factor a.nd innuence is the number
01 statist!cal units contained' in the test maps. For exam~le, t~e_n~mber ranges
from approximately. 1000, (maps produced by the U.S. Bureau 01 the C..ensus), to
only nine rairly large arellS. (Carstensen, 1982: 66). Perhaps a limit exists
pertajning to the number.o( statistical units on a tw~varia~i:-choropleth map
that the maT; reader can procgss easily. .
Tbe literature review highlighted the current sta.te of knowledge and
identified qUeStions that required rurther--investigation. Two-variable'chorQpleth
maps were determined ~ be a, viable C\~antitative mapping technique th;i
. required further improvement9. The reseirch conll.u~ted ror tbis thesis continues
t
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to advance and improve the bivariate eboropleth mapping technique in terms of
its readability to the map user and g1'apbic design nexibility to the cartographer.
Unanswered questions tbat st,5ted tbis inquiry are follows.
r The examination of the t«;uture has shown that pattern was one method
selected by cartographers for area symbololO'_ P~ttern is 8 graphic design
element that can he used effectively to represent a specific value for an
area.. ,However, the col~r of the pattern used has alwa.ys'been black: The
experimentaiJIlllps" (or this research will he constructed with black patterns
and white patterns. A comparison will be made to..determioe ir subjects find
black patt(U'Dsy' white patterns more readable.
2. Color has inherent properties that logically can be applied to symbolization
schemes on a map. Sinc! color is aQ. excellent graphic design co~ponent that is
suited-to the portrayal of data, additional scbemes witb color·are· interesting
and necessary. Previousresearch bas indicated that cOlor schemes,are mor~
etrectiv~when the map readers can identiry a. logical color progression. l~;
this study two progressions oCeolor were compared (i.e. hue vs. value) t<.<
\ ae:termine it onew~ mor.e successCul in co~~unieationInformation.
X Bertin's (1083).three In.ap re,ading levels have heen incorporlloted.into three
oC the more receilt studies because they ae.rve as an excellent guide to
determining the amount oC iQJormation people &fe obtaining trom the bivariate
choropleth.map design, However, additional testillg at the superior map
.readiDg level is required since earlier experimentation has not addressed this
concept as thoroughly u'map reading at the el~mentary alld iJ:tterme.sfiate ·levels.
It should be remembered tha.t the bivariate mapping method Was designed to
excel at t~ interme.diate·and su.perior map reading levels.
4. Since the tw~v8J'iahlecboropleth mapping method is uQiamiliar to most
people, they han to be tll.'I:::-"t the purpose or the design and how to read it
graphically. Once people become Camiliar with tbamap"ping technique,
inCormaUoD i:I retrieved more accurately. The eX&Jllioation oC learning effects
was incQrporated into this experiment to assess the map interpretationl
communication process. .
:~~T;:i;:~~~:e:)~~;edC~~i::::~:~~~~:'C::;~~;~~~~~~:~ :::;:~DThe
resulting Cour design:s pr,evioUllI)' had Dot been examined. The, ne"Xt"stage w~ to
determine it one or more of the design combinations was more successCul in
communicating ~CormatioD to the map reader.
6. Previous research seemed to..,indicate that·the more Cormally educated map
readers were able to oht~n the most accurate iD.fo,rmation'from this particular
39
mapping techniqu~. The present studt will continue to examille tbis taewr.
7. In this research a symbolization ,cherne bued on a 4x4 mattix was selected
beeause the researcher wanted to work on the more «lmplex cue. The result.s
from this study will be comRllred to Me;;-ey~g80-ExperimentII) th8.t contained
,JL 3x3 matrix legend &rrangemp.Dt. \.
.
. 4
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CHAPTER 3
~
METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE
~ introduction
With increasing emphasis being pl.aced on the graphic portra.yal of
quantitative data, it is importaDt that cartographic designs are relevant and
effective. A two-vatiable choropleth map is o(J~ sU::h method. Accessibility of
tompu~rs to researchers in addi~ioD to the numerous statis~ical, graphic, !'oDd
mappiJlg packages, make it essential to bave demonstrated and p;oven analyticaJ
mappiog methods. Although the four experimental maps IItiliz~d in this study- ,
. were produced usiog mainly conventional cartographic methods, the expertise..and
technofg,gy does exist to produ~e them'by combiniDg computer and conventional
practices.", (i.e. as a _~ase ,in. POi.Dt ~he two-variable choropJeth maps cr~at.ed by the
U.S. Bureau of the Cens~s); The ad~antageswith computer assisted j';apping.is
that it reduces significantly the amount or time llod cost associated with map
production, .
, Experlmental'Map Dulgnll
One challenge of particular interest to the cartographer is to devise, U
possiblp, an'oPti~um dl!sigJ;l' for two-variable ch~~pleth maps. Civen the
theoretical purpO$e or bivariate maps, the innovative designs mu~ depict a
separate symbolization scheme for each or the two mapp.ed ~o~ponents while
coo'currently illustrating the correlation betw.een them. With increasing
regularity, rese~rchers are examining this topic and ha~e come up with numerous,
interesting) and reasibl~design alternatives. This research continues the trend by'
examining Jour symbolization schemes that have not been studied empirically.
..... Four experimental bivariate ~boropleth ,maps e~titled 'THE
INTERRElATIONSHIP OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AND PER
CAPITA IN~OME· ~:r; d~iped ;aDd used in conjunction with thll
questionnaire to test the)esearch objectives (Appendix I, Test Maps). It sbould
be noted tba~, the test maps in App~ndixIte photographs or the o~iginals. The
, ',"4.. :
...:.
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photographs reduced the original size of tbe experimental maps by 43 percent..
All four experimental design alternatives were compiled on a c:ommon hue map of
Prince Edward Island that was obtained from the Geographic forni-matioo
M'a.nipulation 8n~'MappiDg System (Gimms). Prin~e Edward Island was chosen
because'it was a.coDveQient sbape to work with, aDd also prov{ded ample space
for the title and legend. As a. matter of jnt~regt, the map of Prins!: Edward Island
was one of c'imms' illusttati~e mapping exa~ples that was included in the
~rtware pack.age.
The experimental twO-variable' choropleth map" WM designed as follows.
Forty-three statistical unit.! Of areas of fairly uniform size were created to b' ,""
sub,divide the islarid. The total Dumber of statistical units.w8.9 kept to II
mini~um for three r~~~s. ¥iutly, to'determine if iqterpret;J.tionieommunieatio~
impr~ved.,spe,ciallY a.t ttie intermediate and superior ~ap reading levels,
S.econdly, to accolTiodate ~he selected patterns. ThlrdJy, to dealwitb, the tactor 6f
_ 'tim§. ,Since tbe experiment ~a:i con~ueted 'during vo)unteered class time.and the
questions in the q\lestionnai,re required ~ons~derable'thought, this researcber did
not want to inc(ease the. complexity ot the maps..
The data us~d ,to categorize these'stat.istical units were" fictitious, In
~ddition to th~ statistic'ar.unlts~ five distinct ,,;gions we;e created. Eacb o( th8rt-"
five regions were arranged to bigbli~ht,~dominll:te charaeteris\ti~ of Per Capita
Income and Educatioo Wer~entHijb School Graduates):
1) Region 1: Low Income'- Medium Edueation,
2) Region 2: MediumJJ.lco~e~: HiRh Education,
3) Region 3: High Income· Very High Education.
4):Region i:: High Income· Medium Education, and
5) Region 5: Low In~0l!'e .' Low E~ucat,ion,
'. Th,e iden~ical data were portrayed oD each 0..' the maps.
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The test map variables used in the desigDiog proeeSs~ere 'hue, -value, bla.ck
pattern a~d white pattern. By ~.nipulatiDg these variab+. the resulting four
· test map combinations were pfo;duced:
I) hue ",:i.t.b black pattern,
2) bue witb white pattern,
3) value with black pattern, and
4) value with white pattern,
Black or white J:>stl.ern wa.. consistently used to represtnt Education while b"ue or
v.alue was alwa.ys employed to portray Per Capita Income.'.An important point to
recognize i!~that in order ror a map to communicate ill;ror~lation a.ecurate[~·a~d
etricielltly .the symbol-value relatidnship' should he lo~cal, straightforward and
· eMf ,to uoder:stand to th~int that the cb~ce or ~ymbolizaVon is almost _ :.
·8utQmatically interpreted by the ma~ reader\.The characterIStics of pattern, hue,
\.. I.
value, aDd chroma 8.!1 it ~elates to the sYmbol-value relationship .in 'graphic design
will be elaborated 00. (
The rl!:'t of tbe.ex.periment~1map d~igD subsection will deal with four
topics in the following order; a)-the selection of two pattern sch~ml!9, 2) the .
'selecti~n of two 'color" progress~ns, 3) the 4x4 matrix legend, and 4) the
production of the fou~ experimental maps. The first set.of variables to be
_di8e~sSed is 'black pattyn and w~ite p~rn. Beduse pattern ,has been commonly
used as an ar~a symbol, EducatioD was represented by variatiOD~in pa.ttern. The
fact- tbat there a.re poten~i~lly bundreds..l?f unique pattern com~~ationsavailable
to tbe cartoll'apher makes tile grapbic design component pattern! complex to work
with. ( ....
10 order to make-tbe complexity more manageable, it helPI to furtber
subdivide pattero into tbe fol!?wing rour' grapbic elements listed below (Robinson
et a~" .lg84: 187): I
(A) Size ·.describe! tbe magnitude of the marks ·whether they are, for example,
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thick or thin, and large or small;
.
(b) Shape. marks .can be represented in numerous W&ys, for example, circular
dots, squares, di~rnoDds. and eurved~pes to Dame a. few;
(e) Spacing.- reters to the d461~Dce between ~he mark9; and
(d) Orientation - de~ribes the direction of the marks in rela.tion to the
ma.p border and th"e map user's viewing angle.
The rinal patterns chosen to represent cbanges in Education were o~ of two
..."""'. .coloNl~ A) black pattern or B) white pattern. :he selected pat~ern9 were chosen
beca.use they were distinctive, easily i4entified, and (I, connotative meaning could,
be atta.ched to the !esulti~g p~(;greS5io~ ~be order lot the black patt';!D
depicting increasing Education (Percent High School Gradua.tes) WM 113 rallows: r"-
1) sinall widely spaced dot.s, ' ,1',' - .....:.. -' ")
,'" '.
2) spaced dashed ~nes.
3) diagond lines, and
4) thick vertical lines.
As education increased so didjJJ.e amol,lnt or area. covered by t~e black paUern.
The end product. was a legend that. visually ranged rr6m light (low income-In
edueat.iOn) to dark (high inGo~~bigh educat~oD) as both income a.nd e.ducation . " - .
increased., ~ '..
,/
Identkal white patterna.were used to represent education blJ..t it was. decided.
to structure the placement or the white pa~lern in the m.apner opposite (rom that
or the black. This deoision was adopted based on ~he percept!on of the
combination or color and white pattern. Perceptually the finillegend design
r~nged from ligbt (low educiltion-iow income) to dark (high' e~ucation·bigb
income) M bo~b education and income increllSed. .The two categories witb t~e
largest combination or Per Ca.pitaJncome and Educiltion would be reeogniztd aa
the darkest. value of green with the least amount ~r white patter: covering the
. 'I;
4'
t Ii. was hypOthesized tb~t subjects would obtain,improv.ed results wprkinl.
with the reverse pattern. Figure '3.1 iIlusfrates the tesf maps l~mb<?lizatibD
schemes in detail.
BLACK ,ATTERN
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Since these are bivariate maps, another va~hical method was selected to
represent 'Per Capita Income. The graphic variable eh,men was color ~ecau8e it
. b&.9-'bf'en used rrequ~nt.1)'.as an areafsymbol. Color bas 'three dimensions' that
innuence" the map readers' pereeptioD of the dala: I) hue, 2) value, and 3) -
chroma (RobinlOo'et al.; IQS4! 165-166). . -'" .
J., 1) 'Hue is tba~term used .~. describe the ~merent visible wavele,ngtbs
.,'
~. -
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of the electromagnetic" spectrum. When something is identified as
blue, green, yellow, or red etc., its' hue is being specified. The
symbol-value relationship is not straightforward when hue is used
to portray a quan,titative variable" Hue .customarily denotes
qualitative data as opposed to quantitative d.ata.
2) Value is a term used' to describe the lightnesS or darkness or· .any
\ ... color, Le. the grey sule where wh~ and bl~ck are located at
opposite en.ds wit~ regularly interspac~d shadeS of gre);:,,; Hues
can also differ In value, i.e. light gre\!n to dark greeo, without
"~~:~e:a~i~~e~~::in~a~::i~:d~~:=Yb~o~:t;::di1Yapparent. ,/
For examp'e, if the hue green. is selected to: repres.ot income, ,then
increasingly:darker shades of green denote higher income.
3) Chroma, a term used "to describe the intensity or color" is not as
significant from a p'erceptual viewpoint. Only when it is used
incorrectly ~oes i~ become important, i.e. if a sele~te4 color is
too. intense it"coul~ dominat'e the·map.and create false iJllpressions.
tb~ data. fof' Per Capita Income had a d~li~ite lJ.e;, and cons\equel!~IY ·t'hc
selected color sch.emes were arr~nged'to renect this. It ildelt"by some researchers . '
that if the data distribution has order, this property should be obvious in the
graphic design manipulation (Trumbo, .1981: 220; Wainer and Francotini. 1980:
83-~4) .. Per Capita Income was subd!vided 'in~o fourcl,aSs intervals and
'"l symbolization' schemes drosen that iIIustrated'the tise of earned income. Since
people find color iiiteresti~g to wo.;k wi~h and aesthetically appealing, coior was
retained for one mapped component. More importantly I since only ooe variable
had'color, it'was ~asY to design two.~scheines showitJ.~ the, magnitude. dist;ibution·"
of income.. per~~pt~al1y. Fil'flt-a-v,alu.e pro~eS8.ion of f6ur distinctive ~hades o~
green, sometimes referred to as an or~!!red arrangemen~, was selected -to represent'
Per Capita Income, In this particular cas,e the symbol·value rela.tionship was e~y
·to detect and ''Compr.ehend beea. as the value of green incre~ed, ,so did the
amount of income.
The second symbol~zation strategy devised to repres~nt Per Capjta In:come
was b~ed~n the color s~ectrum. Four different hues were -sel!lcted·to show the
I;:.
- ,.
magnitude of th\l distribution. Aet::ording to (Wainer and Francolini, 1980: 83-84)
the spectrum is a natural ordering or color but to most people this is not visually
apparebt. A:J a result} it is frequently rer~rred to as an 'unordered artangement.
The four hues selected were blue, gr~en, orange, and red.. The percentage of
yellow, magen,ta, cyan, ~nd black used to generate these four colors will be
identified later in. this ehapter. The selected colors were chosen because they were
distinctive, their range ~paDned th.e color spectrum, and they were basically equal
in intellsity. Maintaining an equal intensity was required so that no one hue.
would be more prominent than anotber~ To summarize, the two chosen
symbolization .schemes highlighted the progression or order or the·distribu~ion.h_ut
this ord,ri~; was mo;e visluLlly compelling in the t'irst sCh~m"an the second..
tn the experiment both hue and v!,-lue were used to compare their
errec.t!veness in the .map perceptio~ pfocl!S!l. I.t wlis b.rp'othesized that ~electing
. either'rour ditterent ~ues, 'sO~e:times r~t~rted to as ~ unord~red arrangeme~t; or
a ....a.lue progression ot one hue', aD ordered arrangement, to represent'Per Capita
Income w~uld make no dirterenc.e in the Dumber ot corree"t responses.
~he consensus to~ univariate mapping is tor the symbolization scheme to
reneet the magnitude or the distributjon. Some say ihat a symbo'lization scheme
blatantly showinglhe magnitude ot the distribution is necessary, while others say
and imply (Mersey, 1990: 125; Eyton, U~84) that bivariate mapping is,more.
complex and pOssibly previous cartograph.ical theoretical practices may have to be
modified. At this parti.cular point, i.t. is very imJl"Ortant to analyze the ro(e...o:~r tlie
legend in two-variable'cho~opleth mapping. /")
,The legend plays a,major.role in' the ~ap iDterpretationjcommunication
process because it is the key to 'unravelling the intormation portrayed on the map.
~t is especially" important ~r~cognize this'poitit liS statistical maps are becoming
• inc:reasingly,complex - (i,e. ihe two-variable choropleth mapping method being
j~,It one ~xampl~): On~ ta~torTespon.ibretor the increllSe' in complexity is'tbl!
a~~ibi'iity or staiisti,cal, gra~hic;deslgn, and computer·appr~ac~es.·~-Olson
4),VER: mCH - §S.O or-more.
.'
~.
'./...;.
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(HISl: 275) indicat\!d, the legend should b~.J~rominently placed 00 t~e map and at
a sile I~~ge enough ~ ~~at the inrormation cao ~ explained u su«inct.ly as
possible. It is vital that the legeod is legible sioce thi!l is where the map
in~erpretation/communicatK>n process begins.
.... The design or the legeod asw~ 'the c1&S!ification or the data will be
addressed next. In this particular cas~, the legen~ created lor the experimental
.maps was a 4x4 matrix legend that had a total or 16 statistical units or cells.
Both Per Capita Income and Education (Percent High School Graduates) were
represe~ted 'by lour claM ilitervals e~ch. The cla.5silication scheme for Per Capitll
Income was ~ rollows:
1) L~W':" under S8,000,
.2) MEDI\!M" SB,_I4,909,
3) mCH -:.S16,OOQ..jO,ggO, llDd
4) VJ?RY mCH - $20,000 or .mo~e.
Additionall)', Education was represenied' by the following clasS ioterVll~:
1) LOW - 0.0-34.0,
~) MEDruM - 35.0-64.0,
3) mCH - 65.0-84,0, and
, ,
. The words qualirying the intervals for both Per Capita Incortl.~ aod Education·
LOW, MED.fl!M, HIGH, ANI? ~'RY J;lIGH.- were neccislary to-include in the
legend to emphasize the c18S5 interval'g place.ira tbe bierarcby an~ to remov~ aoy
ambiguity wben t~e terr:ns,~ere used in tbe questionnaire (Figure 3.2).
•-.. ~ articulated previously Per ~apit. Income was represented' by yariations
in color, and Edu'cation by dilferent patterns~ One very cODsiderable'advantage
was that it was easy to separate"the two di!.tributioDJ, (i.e. iDcom~ was shown by
lour ro·~ 01 ~o~r aDd education was ,bown by rour columna or pattern), and
'1 ..
PER CAPITA
INCOME
"
• EOUCATlJ-~
IPe'Ce,,'"H'llh Schoot'G,adulln,
, '".:J~ ~-~ ~ ~(j l'~'"J,te ~P7~f ~"Q~ ~~~ (J'C? ~.~r::V'RYHIGH.920,000'0' more
• HIGH_.
$15.000·19.999
MEDIUM
$8.000·14.999"
" LOW, .:diil •.5',
under $8.000 .-:~ i-~..
FIGURE 3.2 Experiment.' legend d••lgn.
their combination"did not resuit in one variable obscuring tb.e.other. In order to
fac.ilitate the d~ov~ry ~r e;treIll:e data co~biDatioDSro~ further a~alysis, the fO,ur
, corners of the legend were designed to be very distinctive. Aicing the two major
axes iI1u~tratiD~ the positive cor~elation, from lower left corne', to upper right,
and the negative correlation, form upper left to lower rigbt, clearly-demonstrates
a good progression.
The four color test .maps were created, by the autbor•..Ysing ~he ·racilities of
the Memorial University or Newfoundland CartOgraphic Laboratory (MUNCL). A
total or 24 color mapll. were produ·ced, (i.e. more specirteally..,!'ix. ~aps o! each or
the rour sY~bolizatio~ schemes). The base ~ap obtainl\d rrom Gimms was .
. print~d on the Nicolett--Zeta plotter, and subsequently reduced to ·the required .
size. Once the dimensions of the map were establisbed, the coastline, statistical
units or areas, regions, and .neatlines we're scribed. Peelcoals were generated Crom
these lIcribecoat;s. and the~he rour corresponding composite p.egatives, one ror
each color,· (Le. cyan, magenta, yellow and biack), were created. The test maps
were duplicated using TraD~re,.Key, the 3M Brand MR 434 P~essor, and
""-;
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Lameninator. Tbis processing method ensur@({ color l'idelity and consis~:lY Cot
tbe 24.color test maps. & a preventative. measure to keep tbe experimental maps
Cree or uo,,:anted marks Crom students' pens &nd pencils, tbe ma~ were •
encapsulated witb crear mylar. .
,Experimental Questionnaire
Tbe questioouire wai composed or an introduction and Cour separate parts
ror a total oC 32 questions (Appendix I, Experimental Questionnaire). Tbe first
two pages or the questionnaire booklet contained an introductio~ to the
· eXPeriment4and hiva~iate choroplethic mapping, in ~ditioq.LQ personal data
questions. For example, Juhjetts were asked to statei 1) iC:they were colorblind:
2~} their age, 2h) sex, 3a) major field or study, 3b) year(s) or university, 4) numher .
or courses .completed in cartography, and '5) it they 'had, worked witb maps similar
to these--previously. People who were c'olorti!ind wer~ not tested. It was stressed·
that the mapping method was being tested and not their a\l:i1ity to answer' map'
reading tasks. II subjects '!Vere lIbable to -answer any. question, they were
!i..ncourage(fn~t to gues!l. Inst,ead, i~·.~as suggested strongly that they leave the
responSe blank, and proceed ~ the'next question.
,
AS mentioned preyiously the questionnaire consisted 9r rour par~. Each
· part was designe.d with a specific purpose in mind tbat will he elaborated starting
· with the,neIt paragraph. Tbere were 32'questioM in total and the breakdown by
\. level or map reading ru as Collows:
..
A) two q~estioDs at the ~Iem~ntary levei,
• B) twenty-rour' questions at the intermediate level, and
C) six questions at the superior le~el. . .
The questionnaire .was constructed to iticlude the majority oC the quesl::ioni at the
intermediate and superior map reading levels since.tbae were the leve~ at which
two-variable choropletb map! were designed to excel. Given tbl!-t qu~tionl ~ked
at the superior map.re~din~ level were inhere.ntly difficult, a concerted ertort .w'"
made to insure that the qu'estionnaire w~ not so.~emandin!. t.!!..!t students could
.,
"
. not complete it in one 60 minute class ·period. This was accomplished by tarying
the degree or dirriculty bll.!lieally in the intermediate level questions.
. The' principal aim or Part 1 was to examine the subjects' ability to answer
map reading questions considering both v'~ri&bl~, Per Capita Income"and ..
Education (Pefcent High School·Graduates). .The first question d~alt with specific
catego~es or both distributioDs at the elementary reading level allowing
pa:rticipa~to answer a relatively easy question and become familiar with the
map. The next seven questions of Part I were at the intermediatlfimap reading
level, while.. the last question was at the lluperior map reading level.
Part 2 consisted or ten ,questioDs at the intermediat4 level of map r.e~ding.
E'acb ques.tio~ dealt with only one mapped.-variable in order toAeertain "how,
pr~fici~ntly ~he,parti~iPants could separate 16e two di.str~butiol'and extra~'~ ~be
ne~essary information" . •
,~consis~~d of r~ur ql;lestions at the superior-level ~r map read~g. Here .
- the subjects were required to ex~mine the correlation be1w"een the two
distributions.
Par.t 4 contained nine que,stions, and waS designed much like Part 1. The
first question wa:' at the elementary read~n~ level. The next two at the
int~rmediate reading level, followed by ODe question at the superior m!lp reading
level. Tb~' remaining five questions were at the intermediate level of map reading.
Parts 1 and 4 were '5W'tched, with regards to their order of presentation, so
that. half of the participants completed Part 1 first and the other half Part 4.
su.bjects. were- no~aw~re of this occurrence since paginati~1l was altered in the
respec_~ive experim~ntal packages. A comparison of the resul~ was made between
the two groups. to determine if.arte.r answering all the previous questions,' the
sUbje~tS' ~errormance improved in the last section. Swit;hing or r~er9ing the
~··~""·'''-·~·-~·~Y·-'-
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learning erred!. The design of tbe experimeDtal questioDnaire wu modelled .rter .
Mersey(I980).
MethodolotJ
SUBJECTS. The sample gruup for lbis experiment wu !20 university
students. Four ~t poups ronsi,ting of 30 .ub~lt each examiud ODe of the. fo,:,'
alternate map designs. University students were sel~led becaUse tbey were
accessible and most likely to utilile these maps !lOmetime during their study and
. r;{a~ work.. Subjects with varying years of unive.nity and t.ki\~ courses in
Geogra)~ and Earth Sciences, were randomly se1~led to pa.tidP:~~e.
Particip;K.oD wail strictly volun~ary as DO money was nltered: . •
-"
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN; The experiment eonsisted annur
experimental maps and a tilsk'sp'eci~e questionnaire. The participants work~d, ,
Willi" only a ~Lngle, desi~D alte~Dative in or~er to elimilj.ate any bias tow~rds
another design·by inerease~ le'arqing ef.~ects. Consequently (his resear~ ~u a·
-between-subjecLs .design_
Nine groups_of sUbj-eeLs wer~ test~and the number in each sitting'vuied'
depeD~ingon:the lltIlii.ber'ofst~dehtsin the class. AJ_I testing ~k place in a
• classroom, although not tb~ticalclassroom_ Each classroom h"d adequate
seating, placement, and lightmg¥'or the.~ine Jf'Ol!p! were actuatclasses the
, .-,roressors gracio"UslJ allowed-me ~ utilile. The nintlt-IfouP '!as an ad hoe group
aI university students who were necessary to obtain the requir-ed number of
subjects.
. Six Df the nine groups Wl!re Geography c1uses, two were-'Earth Sciences
c1uses and the remaining one Was", the ad hoc cqUection of university stu4enu, .-
, AJthougb it app~ars that ail the sUbjeCts.we~f! solely' in GeoJ!'nphy or Earth
Scif!nces, examining the composition of the subjects-furtber by·their declared
, major(s) suggests otherwise (Table :3.1).
All experimental design tit,rnatives were eompiled 00 the. identical' b~!!
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TABLE 3.1 Total of participaol.8 ~y declared major(_),
DECLARED MAJPR(S) ~
Gtollaphy
EartbSdepcn
Edl.lCltioD
Pby.ical Educatioll
UlldrtlarflfMajor
Educat!ou/Geo,raphY
History/Grollaph)'
Computu SciCbcc/Geolraphy
EoSliah
Aotllropol0l.)' .
_GcolrapbyLFo,ettry Collcgc
GC'ophYliel .
- History
Edueation/Getll,aphy/HiStol;Y
PolitiealScieoce
Edllcatiolll/Hiator)'
BUllae.,
Matbtrnatks •
Biolol1
French
ComplJtetScieoce
...
NUMBER OF STUDENTS
..
"8
7
8
3
3
,
2
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
1
TOTAL 120 STUDENTS
• A
\ .....map ~r Prince Edward IsIB~d: The ~aSemap:as ~ivid~d into rive regions and
contamed a total of 43 statIStical Units. The questlollnaIre was composed of four.
distinct PlU'ts and had a total, of 32 questions. The questions were identical but
their order ?( presentation vari~. All rou~ parts of the questionnaire bad a
specific time limit that previously had been d~termined in a pre-test.
The lengtb pr thll time limit ~as resolve~ in'a pre-tes£ in which three
uitiversi'ty ~tudents participated. AJthough only a minimum amount"or data were
eolieeted in the pre-teSt, i~ was' analyzed to ascertain ir there.were any problems
witb.,the queSt.ions an9 expected results. The results from these 'three subjects
were' not ineluded in .the fi.nal statilltica'! analysis. The following time Iimi~ were
impose~ during the experiment:
. a) IntroductioD ~ 5 minutes,
.....,
\.
b)Partl- 11 minutes,
c) Part 2'- 5 minutes,
.d)'Part 3 - 5 mi~utes, and
e) Part4· 11 minutes
In total, the test took 40 minutes-to complete' including the v!rbal instructions.
All subjects were treated equally. Name! were not r.ecorded and it Wag s~ressed
~hat the mapping method WII.'I, being tested. and not their ability to answer map
reading tasks.
PROCEDURE. The experiment consisted of identical booklets cont~ining
al! introdu.ction to biyariate mapping, a questionnaire· and one of four test maps.
The test'maps were rand.omly distributed to ihe subjects, i.e. in a classrodm all
four alternate designs and the .two 'possible questionnaire .arrangements, were ,
distributed to control th~ possible copYi~g O,f, a~swers from .on.e sU,biect to ~n~t~.
Students were informed that tb-e four t~t "!.aps and tv.:0 questionnaires we;r--
distributed randoml)'i, thus the ch,ances of 'their neigbb~ur baving the identIcal .
experimental package w~ ~iDimal. The maps were ra-ndomiuid .consid~riDg the
. eight variabl,cs (Table 3.2). The eight variables were given Ii unique label number.
Next a table of ran40m nurmbers was consulted to· ~eterrqiJle ttle order in which
-tb~ maps and the questionnaires rhould be presented to ensure randomness. .:.
T ABt:t: 3.2 Eight gt1l.pbic desigD combiDation that 'wefe preseDted raDdomly.
PER 'CAPITA INCOME' EDUCATiON ORDER OF PRESENTATION LABEL
(COLOR.VARIATION) (PATTERN VARIATION) (PART! OR NUMBER
(Map Design) (Map DeslgD). (~:~o~~~:~CSigD) ,-~J
•
Green (value)
OreeD.1valuc)
Or~n (Yalu~)
.- GruD.{valuc)
Hlle(multi-coJor)
Hut; (rilultkoJor)
Hue (multi-color)
Hue (multi-ColOr)
..\
Black.
Black
:::~"
Blact:
BlfIC!:
Wbite
Wbite
Plitt!
Patt.
PlId'!
Part 4
Part I
Put 4
Part J
Part 4
I
,
3
.,.
Ir
1
•
..
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Final,ly, a list of instructions was read to evel'}'--grolip prior to commencing
the experiment.
-For my master's thesis I'm studyio'g a 'two-variable' map design. I
require'students to participate by answering questions using these maps that
I haye designed and produced. ~o names will be recorded. Each of you will
receive one map and one questionnaire booklet.' Each of the maps and the.
questionnaires are slightly di~rerel;lt -
The questionnaite. booklet contains an introductioD aad four ditrerent
parts. ·There wiitbe.a time limit to answer each Part and I will tell you
what that is berote you start. Please wait for instructions when to start and
stop each' section.
Since tvse maps are in. color, when I pass theJ:l1 out, tell me if you 8re
colorblind. U you are, yOU' will ,not be required to particip-ate. Do not opeIf
the. "folders !lotH instructed.. Ir at any time you have any ques~ions, ask. Do
not leave' until t.he' time is"finished.
Thank-y.oul"
/liter the" instruc::tions wererea~the grPUp, t"h!l. experiment commenced.
Subjects were tsslfed .explicit instru~_s w~en to 8ta~t and' "stop ea.ch section.
Participants ~ere not permitted to study the other questions if they had
completed a particular section before the time limit. Further enquirie:s concerning
the overall objectiv~ of tbe study w"ere answered, if necessary, arter each group
had, complete"d their respective experiment. The data for this study were collected
fro~ ~he questionnaires and- then further -anaiY~;d" I
..
;z)
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CHAPTER •
. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Previous studies have shown t~~tw~variable choropletbic mapping is
nexible gra~hically to the cartogtapher llnd certainly a viable technique in terms.
or map user comprehension. The majorit-y of- the bivariate cboropletb map
designs .proposed and the ones ultimately tested were concerned with the ,
employment or.color -to represent mapped components. For example, Olson
(lgBl), Wainer :lod Francolini (1980), and Mergey U~80) Experiment I, examined,
the read~~ili~ oC'spectrally.enco<l,ed two-variable mll-p.'-produced by the U.S.
Burea:u ol't'he Census. or the six. des!gns tested by Mersey (1980) ,Experiment n.
rOUf consist!ld qC a color scheme COf each 'or the two spatia! variables and the
remaini~g two symbolization sclfemes were composed of ~ combination of color
Il.D.d black pattern. Cll.rstensen's (19S2)ll.pproach WIlS coni~f~tely dirt~rent.• He'
used line ~paciDgs 'to gen'trate pat.t~rDs and no color rOI:-ODe of~i; experime~ts.
The present study incorporated botb color variati~n to ~epresent one vll.rill.ble and
p~ttern varlation 'to rep'resent tbe se<:on~ variable. eoior a~d. pattern variati~ns
were se~ecte.? as ll. combination for the f,o,llowing re~ns. Graphiyally tbetwo
sepll.rate distributions are distinctive, thereby permitting the map user to
det~rmine if.a correliltion between the' two 'farill.bles exists. To 'the cartograph'er
these maps offer increased graphic design nexibility in that more experimentally'
t~sted an'd proven ~Uective map designs could be utilited 'coDrid~ntly t~ represent"
data.
- /
The main objective Qf the pr~sent research WIlS to investigate qua~~~~eIY
the full potential of the tWl>vari'ble choroplethlc mapping method 'By focusing on
the etricacy of the four alternate map desi~ pr.oduced fot this study. In more
specific terms full potential ~eans the extent to which the experImental maps "7 ,
fulfill their main purpose of portrayiag two geogr~phic distributioas and. their
correJatioa, thus indicatiag their readability to the map user. Statistical methods
were emp_l~yed to aaalyze the empirical dat~ collected from the e*per~eD\.· Tbe
results from these anaiylical techniques playe.d a major role in substan.tiatio.g
rese'arcb hypotheses and conclu.sio,as.
.~.
,..•.
"
The experiment was designed to measure how successfully map users could
extract info,m;atioD by asking-suhjects to answer the questionnaire while
examining one of t~e four alternate test designs..The analysis was' based on the
corr~ct number of responses obtained from the questionnaire. The marking
scheme was strai,ght~orward. There ~ere 32 q1,1estions in total, and one mark was
assigned for every correct response yielding a possible perfectscore of 32.0.
Ord~r or Presentation
Seledlon or Statistical Teste
Seve,ral statistical tests wer•.employed to determine if any signiric8nt
differences in accuracy occur!.ed between the four alternate symb$lization
schemes., As a prelimioary. analytical step, a.graph depicting ~\le total correct
·score of aft'four'experimental d.esigns combined was. drawn to determine the
distr~bution of data from~h further statist~cal·tests would.be i«ri~ence~\ .
(Fig,:Jre 4:1). Tbis graph depicts the Total Number or Correct Respo~ses versus _.
t~e Total Number of Subjects who obta:ined that score. Ip.. examining Fig.ute 4.1,
it ~as obvious tha-ct~ d.ata distribution w.as not no,m~ bu..t negatively' skewed.
Since parametric tests are based ~Q the..::aSsumption of a nor~al population
distri~ution, non-parametric statistical tests were used mainly f!', the analysis.
Non-parametric statistical tests, generallY- referred to 88 distribution free, do n~t .
require t~e normal population assumption.
Because the experimental questionnaire was constructed to test various
premises.or. hypotheses, it was 'necessary to ascertain if the design factor affected
or bi;"'ed th~ overall results. The. specific case.whe;e this appl!~ ~as t~rdering
method used to measure learning effects..To m(u.ure learning effec~alf the
, s~bjects received Part 1 first and the rerpaiD.in~Jialf, Part 4. PartS 2 and 3 were
" alwa)'$ presented in the identical sequen·'f'.....ri. Part 2 f~lIowed b"'y Part 3. A
Mann-Whit~ey U Test (S~lk, H179; 185-1~.1) ~as used to de~lie in-he·
questlonliaire design innuenced the number or correct r~ponses overall. It is
assumed that the ordinal data.were obtained from random saml]Jing. T~le 4.1·. ~
~Ilustrates the statistical results related to the order of presentation. At the 95%
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TABI.E 4.1, Ordu or preiectatioo.
ORDER I _ Subj«ta completed the experimeBtJl queetioD.llaire by the
rollowiol stquute· Part I; Part 2, Part 3, and Pall of.
ORDER 2 - Subjects j:omplet.ed the.e~peri~flltal questionoaire by the
rollowlol sequence· Part 4, Part 2, ParI 3, and Part I.
." MEAtNi< CA,SES O~DER CONFIDENCE LEVEL
A'M'AINED
66. '_ ,;.60 • J 89.98%
6$.32 60' 2
/
confidence level the null hypothesis stating that the questionnaire desigri .c.i{ not
, '
IDn~eDce th~'.number o~ correc~esponses overall "Was accept~.d. The implication
or·this resul~ is·.ov.e~all the questionnaire desip. w~ one, r~to.r th~did.no~ .. -
require rutt~~r·consideratipn., w.~en ~pplying 5~~5eqU~nt s~tatiStk~1'tests.,
Black Pattern .and 'whtie ·~i.tterD
. Two unique symbolization, schemes"were selected Ior"~acb variable,
Ediicat~on'.~nd ,~'~r'd~pita',IQ.come,·to 4et~rmine i! a~y o~~ or the des'jgns
,optimized .:n9.p 'U€illty '~r performane'e; Education {p'~r~e~t ~igh 'Seh~l
Gl'aduaiesl ~~ r.ep,esent~d·by·eitber bl9.Ck pattern or ~hi~e·patt~r~. , fialt.of the
sample w~rked.with ~i9.ek:,pattero~d map~ 'while ihe other halt wo;k~d with ·wh'ite.
. .. -' (.. .
patterped map,s., It was-hypot,hesized that 6ubjeets .using the white patterned_
maps wo~ld .obtai~ bett~r results bec:a~se the literatur·e indie:a~ed that white
pat~ern's p~cei;'tu~llY .appeat~ large~ ~the '~a;Te~der ~~d therefore were e~ier
. to distingui9h (GreeDberg.:l~~: 138).' !'- Mauu-Wl,titney tJ 'T~t WIl3 used to
ascertain if there. was a signific.ant difference in'PJ!rrorrnanc~ between 'black'aD~
.' white patte;n~d' m.p~. '!:rab~e-4.~ sho~s the~aiatistical results: A,t.t?e 95~­
confidence level ther~ was ·D?difference·betw~en ib'~ .tw.~ patterns, the nUI~ .
hypothesis was a~eepted. ThiS meaDS; that subjects were equally didded.in their
.,p.er~orm;ance. The; oltteo~e ~as. eOD't~ary ~ w.hat w,as .ex~~~.ted or'hyp~~iz~d:
There are two possible ,r.easons why th~ resu.lt. octurred. F-irstly, perhaps lleople
ar.e more adept at 'd~alingor working.',!vith black pattern as' opposed io whik'
p~ttern.· S~eondI1, the,t)lack patte:r~ demon~.tri.~eS more clearly the ma~it~de..
-', :. :-~.
"
TABLE U The reiull.l of Lh MaDD·WbilDey U Tnt 1I1ed todft.eJllliu
iftll.trewu'aai'lliricaDL dilrerncebth.«o black
....d·.bit.epaUuDll!map•.
MEAN RANK CASES PAITERN"GROUP CONFIDENCE LEVEL
ATTAINED
6:>.78 eo 8al;k;'PatlnD 'go.&I% •
~.22 . 60 m/tAoPatterll . '
prouession La the data, i.e. 15 Educ.atioo increases sO does the amount of BTack
pattern conting the area. Conver~ly. ttle whi~ pattern was orcanized to ensure.
"tha,t the highest d~ interval or· ft.er Capita"[D~me' and Education ~ontai~~d the
mos~ amount or color.
Hue and Value
·Per Capi'taJtiCome', the seco~d varjabl,e mapped, was symbolized witb either
an ord,ered or .ri~ordared: <:olor arra~ge~ent. ODC~ again, half th"e samp'l~ woi~ed
~i~h' ~eell: m~~s'while tbe re'~aitiin'g:half'worked with the rou/.sl?ed·~&.ilY eol~red'
ina~:: T~'ol)~~~ive w~:.to a,~t~nmDe if t~e~e:w&S a ~iini(jcailt:mfre~~Dce .
betwe'en tbe:otd~ied 'and' Ub.~rdered.color ·~r~aDgemeD·b.retarding th~ Dumber ~r.
~o~rect responses l)b~~iDed.lrom th~~eS~DDaire "iobne 'utilizing tbei:'e mB~S. 'A ....
MaDD-~bitDey U T~~ ~~ t~e staiisr.caJ l:est Us~. Table 4.3 .ho~s ~ti~: '.,
statistical-results. '.. \\. . .
. ~i.BLE 4.3 'Tbe' r~'I~' r!o~ lht-MaD~Wt.itl)"1~ T~t eo.~"iDl tat
.dlrttrtltt betWftl U ordtred aDd llOtdcr,d tolor ..
a~~u'~l!Itl)t:. " '.
MEA!'lRANK' CAS~_.·· MAPCOUjRGROUP C~NFIDENCELEVEi
. . ATTAINED
68.30 .' 00
, e.2.!~. 00
The ~~11 hypO'th'esis sbted tb'at t~e~e wo~ld be no lIiguincaqt dirr~reDce 'in
'perr~r~nce b':.twe~~ ihe tw'~ groups..at' ~h~·9S.~ ~pnfidence level, aod i.t was
. accepted.. This result'w~ C~DlIist~~;: ~i~h pr~vioull ,~xpei"iment5 dealing wit": tolor
': ~ymboliza'tion'lIch~rnes (~ers'1, lO~).
'., ..
.w
......
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Level.lll ot Map Readhig (
A more d~tai1ed aoalysill or the da,ta w~ required to make rurther "
comprehensive conclusions. Since the questionnaire wawlesigned to incorporate '
~ertin 'sthree levels 01 map reading, the results were examin~d by this factor in '
order to specific~lIy det~mi~e 'which altern~te design(~) facilitated certain map
readio,g tasks, In total there were 32 questions and the breakdown by map
reading level is <ktaited in Table 4.4:
TABLE H areakdowD or Ibe experimtlltal qUestiOD by map, readillJlevel.
ELEMENTARY LEVEL
Part I.Queiltiolil
p.t.4-Quest.lolIl
Subtol~I,2
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
, Part l·QuetitioD '2{a) ••
Q.estio~ 2(bj
Questioo'~
'QuestiOD2(d)
Q~estioD 2{t}
Questioll¥a)
QlIestioll,3(~)
Part ,2-Questlo~ 1,'
Re~on.l-5)
,QD~tioIl2.
(RelioDII.5)
Part 4-QueatioD 2(a)-
QUestiO.1l2(b)
Queati?D ~la)
QUes\fOD ~(b)
Questiop ~(~)
QuestioD ~(d)
QueatioD4(e)
su~t.otal"24
SUPERIOR LEVEL
Part l-QueatioD.4
Part..-3-qU"tioD 1
Questloo 2
Question 3
. QueatloD04
Part'4-Q.aeltion 3
Subtotal II
'TOTAL 32 questions
'Crosstable! were used _Io';g with a CalCUlated~chi'lIqUare value j.o,examine ir
there ~u. a si~.ificait ~Hiretence inperrormance b tween ~ubj~ts using the four
design~o"bin.a"tio,ns' at th~ th~e map reading leve . The elementary map reading
,lev81 as che first'one to be ~alyzed, and there weJe only two questiins. Table .".
4.5 sows tbe r~ull.8.of th'e statistics. As anticipateh, ;bere was DO di~ereDce at
" ' It~~ 95%' co~fidence le~el among ,the results bom the .Iour design combmations
I6'
TABLE U R(nll& or tb( ,tI~i.licall.Qtatudyie, tile IIIIP dnilll'
a~ 1M elemclIlU)' map rcadi.lls Ie'l
GREEN·BLACK GREEN. rTE COLOR.BLACK COLOR-WHrTE
CROUP GROUP GROUP' CROUP
N,mbuol ..bj«tI ./ 0 /
_Ito IlIswend llcitb«
Q'la~eOl''"'tly t' \
," NIIII1'nroflllbj«u
... IloIllSwtfedooe
q.atioa comdly
Nllmbcr oCnbjec:t.1
" " "
2. ~
""bO~lIl5wered two
que,tio~scorrftt..ly
CHI·SQUARE OEOREES or FREEDOM . GONF[[)ENC~ LEVEL
ATTAINED
3.10280 20.•~
sioce the questio61' were ~:Uy: Thus, th~ null bYpOth~is was &e~ept.ed tbat
sllbjk1s performed equally well wit~ any ~De of the 10ur experim~otal desigm.
The intermediate map reading level was tbe HCOQd level to be ~tudied.· \
Moreover, it contained the ireatest Dumber of questions, a tola! of tweoty-fOllr.-----'
Tbi! 24 question, were furtb!r subdiTided iolo two distinct d~ficalioflS with
. separate objectives. Group I ~o~s~ted 9f til intermediate level questions miDUJ
~e it) questioa,; iD Part 2. ContinuiD~ aloD&, th~ questions iD Put 2«lmp.r~
Group TI. In Group I the queslions I5ked duJt with both distributions
.• I '.
simultaneo~sly. WbillJ! in Group TI, the questions were desigtied specifically so
,that participants only bad to work with oDe yariable at a time. Additionally, tbe
function of Group Dwas to delermine if there was I difference in how successrull
subjects were at e:d~'singledistribution information from a biv&l'iate map.
The statiJItieal results frQrn Group I will be diseuued first.
The data were examined to ascertain if there was .. sipifieant dUference
among the four experimental desigtls in performance at the g~% confidence leyel.
- .
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The Dull hypothesis staled that there was DO difference belween the rour map
designs at this level, and al this stage it was accepted. 'Next, the data were placed
into three c~tegories: (1) subject! who answered only ODe to eight or the
intermediate level questions correctly, (Ylt~denls who 8.Dswered nine to eleven or
tbe intermediate level questions correctly, IlDd (3) subject9 who correctly
completed twelve or more qllestioDS. Table 4.6 shows the statiStical results.
TABLE US !be re8ultl ol the statistical kat ItudyiDS tbe map
deiliDS at the intermediate RlBp read-iDsleTfI, Group J.
GREEN·BLACK GREEN-WHITE COLOR·BLACK COLOR·WHITE
GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP
Numbe", of lubjeda •
who &DIWtrtd ..
rniDimum01 eir;ht
que.tion.correctly
Number oflubjectt
" •
10
who anl...cltd ai,nt __
to eleven
qUI,.iODlcor;e<:tl,
Numberor.ubjectl 21 10 17
"lI'bo aDIWI!r~d t"'d••
or more qO"~iODI
correc:tly
12.775500
,r-- CHI.SQUARE
c"
DEGREES or F~EDOM CONFIDENCE LEVEL
ATTAINED
05.32%
Tbe null bypothesis was rejected at the tlS% confidence level. The ~er of best
map design as judged by. ~be number of corr~ct~responses:was:
1) green with black pattern,
2) tied in ~he number or points obtained was color with black pattern and color
.' with white pattern, and .
3} last wu green with white pattern.
The statistical results (roil]; Group Uwere examined next. As indic--:ted in
•
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TABLE 4.7 PerceDI bumbu of c~rred relpob_ for Group II by map dulill ..
,
1. Gltell witbBlack Patterll
2. GlftD with White PatttrD
3. Color witb Black Paltefll
1.CoIQfwitbWbit4!Patluo
PERCENT NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES
FOR PART2 .
"%
00%
03%
00% -
I
Table 4.7, subjects were very .suecessr?-I in separating the two single distributions
on the two-variable chorol?letb map design. This confirmation is of significant
.importance since being able to deal effectively with the two separate geographic
distrlbuli~ns is one of the premises or two-variable chomplet? mapping. The
results or this present study. with regard! to the readability or the two single
distributions, is compir~ble to Mersey (1080: 1~9) Experiment n. The rllng~ o,r
t~t scores obtained Crom her six experimental designs WlU between 04%"and O~%.
Tbere were six questions at the superior reading· level. Firstly, the data .
were ~minedon a. question-by qU'estion basis, one tbrough six; to·dete~mjne·il
't~ere was a. significant difference' amon'g tbe rour design eombinati~ns. Seeo~dIY~
{he _datil were divided into ~.w.O'grouPS: .. '(I) ~he number_or·s~bje~ts w~~'oDIY
answered one to threeo~ supedor leveLquestions correctly an~ (2) the
p{Lrtieipl1n ts wbo ansymed rour to six of the superior leveLquestions correetly_
Ta~le 4.8 sham the s~.tistic81 results. ~ter examiniog. the stati~tic~i r~t.i, the
Dull hypothesis stating there was no dirruence between map designs for ,both
categories bai:l'to be aceepte~ ILt the 95% confidence lev~l.
The ExamJnatlon of Lea.rnlng Ef1'ects ,
Researchers incre~inglY are becoJing aware that people need to be
educated graphically in order for them to ~ompr'e~end ?It-e:n inmasin~ly complex
graphics. It rrequently has been suggested that grapbicy is one skill t~t is
gene~al1Y not sufficientlydeveloped throughout OUf educational system as are
nu~eraey. artieulacy and iiteraey·(Balehin, 1076). ~hisresearcb incorporated the
concept of learning eereel! in order.to judge its impact. Crosstables were used.
along with a calculated chi-square value-to examine if tbere" were any :'Jigniricant
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TABLEU
GREEN·BLACK GREEN·WHITE COLOR-BLACK COLOR-WHITE
CROUP CROUP GROUP CROUP
Nilmber orlubjecu ,
"wbOallawe:rtdolle
totbree:
queltlona eouectly
Number orlubje:et8
" "
21 7 21wboalllwe:rfdroul'
w,"
qbulioQIl eorrectly
CHI·SQUARE DEOREES OF FREEDOM CONFIDENCE LEVEL
ATTAINED
5.083..... ·3 83.42%
dirterences in learning eC(ecJ.s between Part 1 aod Par~ 4 only, The number or
corrett responses frnm ~ubj~cts who cOllJpleted P~Lrt 1 first were'compared witb
the numbero,r correct responses (ro!fl sUbje~ts whocomple~ed Part 1 last..T~e
identical "test -was c~rried ?ut 00 the ,reSUlts n~ttili.ed rrom i;'art 4. Tables 4.Q' and
4.10 show the statistical results.
TABLE 4.ll ·Stallatical ruulta coDc:ernill& the rolf of lealllilli efr~ta' ~
itappn~toP'altl.
•
\ 1N9?RRECT RESPONSE CORRECT RESPONSE
Part 1 eompldfd tiDt ...
Part 1 compld~ lui
31
"
603
'"
-CHI-SQUARE DEGREES OF FREEDOM
. O,1:JS68 .1
CONFIDENCE LEVEL
ATTAINED
~. Tltere was nodiCCer,eoce in the number or corr~)esponses ~hetber Part·!
was dealt with first or last. The Dull hypot.besis was accepted that participants
pedormed equally 'wben answering Part 1 q~estioDs. Howey'er, there was a
•• •~:j
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TABLE 4.10 St..tiatleaJ rnulll eODcermillS tbe role or le....llilll err~t.e u
itappliellt"P.rt4.
INCORRECT RESPONSE CORRECT RESPONSE
Part ~ eomple~d nnr
Part ~ eompleud Jallt '"
'"
CHI.SQUARE DEGREES OF FREEDOM CONFIDENCE LEVEL
ATTAINED
27.01776 100.00%
;J.
• significant diUereoce at the 95% coofidence level in the Dumber of correct
response:!! depending 00 whether Part 4 was completed first or last. When Part 4
was complet~ last, the number o! accurate answers in,creased 'frll.matically;
thereby indicating tha.t as the subjeets better un~erstood aDd became more
experi~nced in working wi,tb.this ,map design, tbelr scores improved. It should be
noted t~at even though the questions in both interch,anged Parts I and 4 were at
the identical level!" of map reading, "the subjeets ro~nd Part 1 questionseasi~r.
ThereCore the results Crom,Part 4 giv~ a good indication th'at learning effects did
take place.
The Examination of Eaeh Alter~ate Design
Each experim~ntaldesign was ex~rnined individually and s.shsequ;,;:tly cross
compared to ascertain which one(s) enabled subjects to extr~t information most
accurately, tb~s determining the derign(s} that ~yoked a superior performance.
Four graphs, one tor each of the ro~ symbolization schemes, were drawn (Figure
4.2) showing the Tota.l Number of Subjccts versus the Total Number of Correct
Responses they' attained. The m,ean, median, and standal'd deviation were ~lso
listed as additional measures from which co~parisons-could be made.
-- The sample siie ,for~!Iifxpe'rimental map designs was' 30 u~versity
,students. For expedient r~al Table 4.11 el'tr,acts two me~ures o~t;al
tendency and ODe measure of dispersion from Fiiure 4.2. Based oil the
ex~ination'of ,the means, medians, and ,standard deviations (Table 4.1~) the test
scores seem good aDd indicate t8at subjects were able to ,use the maps correctly
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.TABLE 1.1 1T...o mnayrfll ofuurallud~nc)' lIld Olle miqy,{o.r
.. dispe~ioD for each alternate de,sign. __-"
~ MAP DESIGN MEAN MEDIAN STANPARD DEVIAT"ION
1. G"•• wi" 61.d 77.3661 i'" '.8'" d
~:~:~;; ;~~:::ei~f ::::: ~:: ~:~~;~
~: Color with Whi~ 26.4000 r 28.0 . 4.&8.33
when answering the question:' thereby indicating a.:apparent high level of
understanding. ,Firstly, the largest difference between the mean scores was 1.83,
the lowest being 25.53 a~d the highest 27.36. 011t of a. poSsible perfect score of
32.0, ~bese results ':lear~ indicate tbat the data portrayed (i.e, symbolization
schemes) and the rnappibg method are proficient. Secondly, exa.~ining the range
or the calculated medians among all.rout map90nly a small ~if(erence or 2.0
existed. Thirdly, ·the lowest s.tandard deviatioD, 2.82, occur,red OD the green with
black Lest map, while the co'or with whit~ test map showed the·largest standl1~d
. deviation ,of 4·.58. ·The highest standard deviation i.ndicates that the test s,:ores on
the color witb white test maps Yaried,tQ.e greatest.
Exa~ining all graphs'; (Fi~~e.4·.2), the data once ~gaiil. jndicateQ a skew.ness
to the left or neg.tiveIY.. Sinee the data distribution was non-normal, the
Krllsk~I.WalJisAnaIYsis of Vari~n('eBy Ranks (Silk, 1975J: 192~195)'test was
sel.ceted twice to compare the experimental map designs~' Firstly, the total ...~
number of correct responses ror each experim~ntal design was calcu{lLted and then
studied. Secondly, since 'the questionnaire cOlls~ted of t~ur distinct sections, all
four parts were analyzed individually,by sYmbol.iza~ion scheme to inv~ligate
furtber for significant results. The basic 8.ssum~tions·or tbe'Kruskal-Wallis:
Analysis of Variance are: (aJ ot.dinal dat.a--were obtained'·Crom random sampling,
(b) that a minimum. or three populations were being compared, Ic) tbe null
~ypotbesis st3t~ that DO dirlerences'exist between the population distributions
and (d) tbe alternate hypothesis maintains that a minimum of one inequality
, exists~
\.
>.
.'--:-.
"The Kruskal-Wallis Test '~Dwed thst there was no .ignific.nt difference at
tbe 95% tonfideuce le'(el betweeu the four experimental designs wben tbe total
number of correct respouses rrom the questionnaire for eatb experimental poup
wu studied. Table 4.12sbows the statistical r.esults from the Kruskal-Wallis
Ana.ly,is of Variance by·RaD ks.
TABLE4.12'nellatistical,"oltl rrom thKrnkaJ..Waflit Anlr.iI
- 01 V.,ialllu bJ' Raoh !o, each u~.rimeotalllOuP.
MAP DESIGN MEAN RANK CA.SES CONFIDENCE LEVEL
ATTAlfI,'ED
I. GrfeoWithBlaclr. ..... 30 gll.8Q%
2.GreeaWitbWlrite \ 47.62 303. Color Wlt.b Black ez.~ 30
4. Colo. With White eZ.82 30
. However, wben all rour pll.rts were examiDe~DdividuaUYI only 'Part" sbowe~ a
significant difference at the·gS% confidence level ip favor of tbe orde~ed
&rr~~gement (green) with black patte~n. Table 4.13 sbows the ?es~t.<I-or this test.
For·both tbe T~tal By Group and Pa.rts 1 tbro~gh" By Group; the order of:'best
performance by map desip was:
. I) green with black pa.ttern ' .
. . 2) 'Coi~r. with wh;te. p..t~rD:
3) coior·with black palter.D,' and
.f.) greeu with white patterfl.
f
~"ese results support the previou~studies partichlariy b~ Olson (1981),
\.) Mersey (IO'sQ);, and CarsteDJlm q~I). 6~n's' (1981) re:3t~ch gave the:fint
Jndieation that lubi~ets 'were DoL reludlJl~ to worlt with two-variable· map'.
WheD explaD.a~rr notes were atti,ched, partieipanLs sta.r~ed to ,become more
profieient in\utilili~g and u.Dderst&u~iDgthe mapping tec;hllique•. Mersey's (1980)
reae~ch compared t!le .accuraey ~esulis &mo~g six experimental map designsr but
no ODe design wu judged to be supe~~oroverall_ Generally, subjects answered the
ques~i?ns in the experimental; questioDnaire with acceptable results, Carstensen
, .' . '. : --~
, .
',~' .
"
-TABLE •. 13Th., Itltbtical rnqll4 frOlft tbe K",d" ..J..Wallit Aaab''''
or VariJ,llIce by Rub b1 ,arl (ornch mlpdtti,D.
PART L
L
MAP DESIGN MEAN RANK CASES Ch~ID£NCE LEVEL ..
ATfAIN'EIl
I. Grcn willi Blact
2. Gr«a wilb Wbite
3. Color witbB!act
•. Color ..illl White
67.93 30
,... "
63.1% 30'
62.lID 30
PART '2
.....
;:--
)
84,5l%
6G.~7
"S2.~O
"'6U8 30
SUS 30
S<.03
"'S3J7
"63.38
"7~.l2
"
73.6S
'"
...61
",...,
"eo'!
"
PART 4:'
I. G~eD. wit~ Diad:
2. GreeD wit~ Wbite
;J.Color witbBIac:k
.f,.~lorWilbWbit.e.
PART 3
I.GrftllWilbBlad
'l.GrccaWitIlWbitc
3. Color WitbBlae:k
..~ ~. Color Wilb Wb!le
I. GrftD..,itilBlac:k
2. GreeD wilb White
"3-Color willlBla.ck
-to Color .witil Wbile
(1981) l,lSed the crQssed-li., cOntinuous-tone,shadinr; metb~ an~~termiDed tbat:
ODce the mapping me~hod became ramiliar'and '.'as understood 117 the S~UdI!Dts. it·
could be applif'd succ~rully. All three st~dies. in addi.tiOD to thi!: ,fesearcb,·
indicate tba~ bivariate maPP,ing ill .. viable tecbniqiJe ~ith Dumc;rOlu grap~ie
.dE:!i~ pOSsibiliti~ and cODsiduabie.nexibilily. The ma;io c,riterion'!' that '. ,"
students ~ave to be abl~ tp com.prebend the mapping technique.J
...
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Forma_lEducation (
Earlier)studies (Mersey, 1080; Olson', HIS1; Carstensen, 1981) have given a
good in~ication that the mQre experienc~d map reade~will obtain the best scores.
I;:,xptriel!e~, in this' current. research.. ~u measure1l in' tbree ways based on
personal inCormation obtained at the beginning of tne 'questionnaire. Tbe
quesl!onnaire r\quired sUb~ects to indicate:' _(I) their year or ~niversity study, (2)
the number or cartography courses completed to da~e and (3) if they previously
had 'us~d ~wo-variable cboropteth maps,
':,~
, ' .../
T,b"e number of years subjects were in university, ranged [rolp one to eight,
Two'groups wer~ created. The first:group ~&s designated i~perienced alfV'it
consisted' of subjects who w~re,in their first;t.o their t~ird year or uI!b'~rsity. Tbe
se~on4 group, ~esigDat~d expe,rieDce<l,_~ere students whO were in their rourth
'year tbrougb to,'graduate':studies., 1t"wu' c~li that the experienced grou y;ould
· perform the 'best '8i~ce t~,~Y: would~ave ccimpieted m~re u/liversity ~,our es, A
'Mil.nD.Wh~it~ey~U' T~t ~as '~se·d.to determine ir there--w8!I a signJficant irrerence
· i~' pe~ror'm~Dce".b.~twee,~·.t11~ b~ro grqup1l. 'Table 4J:4 ~how5 .the ~t.~tis~ic I risuits,
TABLE''',U'1b,e o-itcQme of h~ ~.mt"Wbitl1,ey 1J ,T~I ull~d.to determiae,t,
. , If lhefe wI.. lIlS11irtcaat dilrmace iii yun of
aniversityedueatioD, :
;' >.'
~ :, '
. 63.03 63
·,IIS.7oS S7
,', . ..
EP'ER~rjCE CLASStFICATION •
IlIexperieJle~ .
EJptrieqc:ed '
CONFIDENCE LEVEL
~AV1iINED
9~,7~%
'A~ the 05%(oDfi,d~~ce level the-experieD~ed group performed ~,tat.istic~IlY ~e~te~.
":,The n1I-~berof c4~tography,<;!l-U~es taken ra;~ed from ,z~~o'tp teo. Two
grouP.~ ~ye .a,'ain c:r:eat~. ~iie.lnexp.erienced group cOD~isted ~t stude~~ whQ
,~~d'Jlotc.o~ple~d ~ycartogr~pbY_ebliis~~ The._expe,ri~Dced·group 'co~iisted oC
~partieiP!'b,~wbO"bad completed o,n'e~o<m~r~"<lcarto'graphy courses, Students-in.. '
· the latte'r ~~P b&d llogreater chance otbeiilg,iDtrodueed to tbis type or mapping,
,A 'MaD~~Wbit~ey'U Test"'wss.,appUei:! to de~rmiDe if th~re"';ssa lI,tatistical
·/
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dif(efllDce between ~~e iD~peri.~Dced and experienced subjects. Ta.ble ·US below, ..
showl the statistical results.
TABLE US Rellulu rrom tb. MIDD~Wbitu)" U Ttlt used to d~t~rrnine
If subjfl:1.I with tOllFlea io mto&l'apb1 worked
aignifi(lolly betUl.
,
MEXN RANK CASES ExPERIEfIICE CLASSIFICATION CONFIDENCE LEVEL
.. ATT;lNED
&8.45
61.23 "
"
'leexperiuud
Experienced
78.11%
.• T~e test results showed 'that there wSf no sigoificaot dirrerellce in performance
betw~en the two groups at tbe gS%'confidence level. It should be noted that
- ~eprOlti~~~e-ro~rth of lbe sample was ~1a.ssiCie~~ experienced, while three- •
~..-__._.~ rourths ~ere cat~d as mexl?enen.ced. S~ificant ~e9ults ar.e orten dirt).cult to
obtairi Whell the dif e~eDce between the ,t~o samples being compared is so 'large"
The third and last indicator used to examine map reading experience .was
previou~ practice with two-variable chorol?le'tb"lJlaps. -Once again two ~oups_
were created, The-.inexperienced group consisted'or subjects who stated tbey had
'Dot lC5ed tL'litype or.m~p pre.viously, The.e,iperience~o';'p was compr1sed of '
Pilrtieipallts wh~ illdicated ihey :had used twO-variable cbproplcth -maps prior to
tbis exp@riemellt" !'- ManD~Whitnef U Test'at the {IS% c'onfidence level '~
d'etermine(ibere W'llS no signiricant dirrer~'ncebetween' the two classifications.
Table 4.16 sbows the statistical results, "•.
TABLE (I11Resulti obtained rrom .tbe-MallQ-W!lit~ey U TeeL ued to
determiu ir prior experience witb two-uria Ie ~
cboropldb mapl made a '!I~nc:aat d,lfrei ee.
MEAN RANK CASES '·'EXPERIENCE C JF.(CATIPN. CONFID£NCE LE~
ATTAINED
AI~hougb' approximately one-third of the subjects staled they bad used tpese maps
pre.viouslYi the resuftsseem to suggest tb~t\hey may not have had agoosJ.~or~lid
u~~erstandiDgor th'e mapping method."
5';1,78
00,82
37
83
Experil!Detd
l.IIexperienced
,/
~-.
., .
,.
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Having review,ed the three indicators "that were used to m~~u.r~ ibe errect or
experience on tbe map interpretation/communication process, the first
c1aSsifiea.tioD studied (i.e. number or years in- university) was the ~trongest
indicator. ~t appears tbat student.s:with more years or ·university have learned, to
apply 'the~iIv~.~ cbaUe.nging situatioD~ o~ c'jrcums~~ces. In additio~1' tbe two'
group~, ip.experienced •.con~aiDing 63 students - and.exp,eriellced - coo'taining·S7' t1
.studen·~, were more equal in'size facilitating a r~liable comparison; Th~ oi.he~
. t\~o jodieators, i.e. number or ca~tography courSes c.omplete~ and previous
~_~ bivariate mapping experience, baa a more ,pronounced size diClereDce lIS discussed
~ Ptevio,!sly..Appendix D Kives a complete record o~ the S~SS/X commands and .
. subsequent statistical res\Jlts. 8. .
...
•,.
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ISCUSSIO~':::~CLUSIONS
The stat tical tests apphed to the d.'" collected from the experiment
support and strengtheD the ar~ment th~t tw~Yariable choropletb mapping is •
ta,vorable ttthniq~e in tf:f~ ~r cartographic nexibility foHhe..-~ar~aph~r and
map user utUity. It is import~ to b~ve'c&r~graphicnexibiiity becauSe of the
, o'umerous graphic options' availab.le ,to the cartographer (i.e.jn8p 'designs resultilW
primarily from the aece5SJbility of co'mpuler gr.aph~CJ wd statistical pukages).
The sUccess of the mapping metbqd n'atur~Uy iD.lplies ~tabli!bed map user utility
since; ulti~~t.e.ly_th~. m~p u~en are tli~ ODes res~Dsible for deciding'if relevant
information CaD be 'ex~~acled lrom the l1'!-ap. The -e~~uipg ~iscu"ioDwill link the'
expcrime~tnl feliults from this study with prev~ous analytical findings.and
speculatio~s, thus, 'hop~rully more l'irmly establishipg and perhl\p~ augmenting
current c.artographic theory arid, iosight, .
Despite the complexity or the map desi~ methods, very positive resuit.s
_ were obtained from the experiment concerning the utility of the lour alternate· ;fr"
designs, a~d in geoeral, the bivariate m~ppiDK' ~ethod. In subsequent paragraphs
these result.; will be disc~ed in conjundiqn with the degree to which the st~dY's
....... '.
objeCtives were satisfied. The reader should remember that the experimental
design; for this thesis C?Dsist:ed or 43 relatively large statistical units, aDd wu..'
bBS~ on a 4x4 mo.lJix legeild dl!'sign.
. ~
Comparing result.s obtained from su.bjeeLs usiog"the hlack pattern versus' the
tbose working ~yjth~ite pattern, there was no signil'ica~t dirlerence at ~he 05%
con~d~.Dce level. It ~houJibe empbasized'that all lour aiierD8te ~t ~aps were
designed to hold coostap.t the conventional perceptual progressi~n. ·This meaDs
t...t as income and educ~tion ~nc'reased, a corr~poDdiDg .visual, progression Irom
light (low income-low edu~ation) to dark (high iDcome-high education) W8!J'
.J '.
generated. In l?rder ,to, achieve the convebtiooal perceptual 'progression,.ft was .
necessary to revertl~ the W9ite symboJ9P: Wb:ereas' the blad, pattern' increased !o " '
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area; the white pattern decreased. This was the only possible graphic "design
8ppro~b given the perceptual nature of white symbglogy on a colored
background. ..
In addition, it was tbought'that since white patterns perceptually appear
larger, subjects would notice the patterns and retai~~th~ ~pec!fic values th~y
. r-;.~present with ~!!ater accuracy.- As iftii"iied out, this was not the' case. Perhaps
black p8tt~rni were 'e Camiliar to map users, and consequently they felt more
at caSc','working wit~, the~. On the other band subjects may bave. been conCused
with t~e revers~ ~rderinglor ~b. hite pattern which was. ,done to' e~abl'e the top
statisti~atcell to be p'erceived as the daI;kest, therefore the greatest combined
value. Possiblr it the white"pa.ttern had "been the same as the black in sequence,
there would. ha.v~' be,en a sipificant dirterence'at t~,~ gS% confidence level since a
. statistical qirterence at tbe\OO% level- did occur. .
Ex~ining the results or this study, with·pit.rticular refer~nce to maps with
\l-n ordered versus ,!,D unordered progression of colors, there waS no significant
differe~ce.in performance with' each of these map designs at the QS% confidence
level. The statistical outcome was expected because subjects· only had to
rerri!mber four .ve,ry-perceptually separate and ~isiinctive'values or ?ues, '"This
result was cons~ient with past experiments" dealing ,ith color symbolization
scnemes(Me__, HI80j o.lson, 1081). Mersey's (ig&Q) research: Experiment II,;'
demonstrated t~at there w.o significant.ditrerence in performance between
conceptual desiins pertaining to whether the 'color scheme was ordered' 0,
unor~ered. k Cor Olson's (UI81) studY.E.xperiment.1, spontaneous arrangement
oC color i~ a legend, showed that no two 8~~jects created the identical Teg~Dd.
From these results a Cew obs.erv.tioDS can be noted. Tho understanding oC color
tbeorx see~ to; be at a relatively low level. In this particular context c~lor
theory tefers to two specific concepts; (al an un~et3taIi~ingof the visibl~ color
spectrum,.and '(b)'whicb coI~r combinations,yiel~what hue. 'Perhaps m.ap readers
- would··tre auccessful worki~g with wh~tever~ymbolizs.t~onscheme was c.hosen ~y
.. \.
the cartographer as long a:> sOme logical connotation could be applied to the
design.
• Since. the bivariate cboropleth mapping m-ethod was designed to illustrate
the spatial distribution of-two independent variables, (in this particular case
Income and Education), as well as the correlation between them; 'some metbod of
evaluating the extent to which the "aesign has succeeded was required for further
comprehensive conclusions. -Thus, another objective was exaqlined. The
qu~tioDs in the.'experime~tal q\l~tionna~e ·were ~esi~ed to incorporat~ ~ertin's
(1913) three levels ofm~p !eadin.g. Including the theoretical graphic: conce))t. ot
these' three map' reading levels in this research has II: dual p~rpose. Fintly, it is
the continuation of i research trend with this type of mapping (Wainer and
_ \ Francolini, lOSO; Mel'lley, 19S0; Carstensen, lOS2) in particular. Secondly, it is in
/' response to an overaU need for r~earct to' h~~e sta!ldard graphic vocabulary
which,simpl~fies tite-expressing:of ideas, and ~he~~)pre'enhances communication.
By examining the results of eli.~h map design at1b.e t~els of rea~ing,
erhaps th~ rAap design(,) that 'was better for specific map rfjad.ing tasks will
~ * e erge. ~he map ~eading level and the ~ro!icie'ncY'at w~ch t~e participan~ c~~
\.~;;;;;;;;~;~~::;~~
. ks. h.e majority of questions were at the intermediate'and superior 'map
re ing e~'els since this is wh~re the two-~ariable choropleth map was ~esigned to
,
lementary map .rea~ng level.was, the first one 19 be analyzed. Two
eiementary eading level quest1ns were included· at the be~~illg or 'theexperiment give th~SUI{~C a relatively 'impJe introduction to the .questi~nl!aii" As ancti a ed, he~e was no d'i~r,;ence at the 05% con!i~en~e level
among the r Its rro the four design. combination, ,ince the question, were
"I.'iv,.'y , ..y J. ..,' .. .
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Ho.wever, considering fourteen of the twenty-fout questions at the
intermediate map reading level or Group I, there was a statistical ditCerenee at the
)5% confidence level. The order or best performance for experimental map .
design ..was: .
1) green with black pattern,
2).ti~~OIOr with bJ~k patte'tn and color with "'hite patter..n, and
3) green witb white pattern.
The' possitil~ reaSon why th.e greeD _~d' black":'patt~~n desi.gn excelled over the'
,......,~ther 'designS" at this' level is that the selected sr,mbolizatim:a-sc.!.te.!'!le clearly show~'
the magnitude distribution fot both Income and Education..Additi~nally. the
r~inairiintten questions at the inter~ediate map reading level or Group n-that
required subjects to separate the two sin.Kle distributions wet,; completed with, .
ense and accuracy. It w~ obvious that the Cour conceptual desi~s wete C~lfilling
one of the premises of the two-variable choroplet'b map design.
The questions' asked at the superio~ map. readiog)evel were the most
dlJficult because subjects had to determine the correlation between the variables
'at the regio~allevel and over; t~e whole m~p .. Comparing the results there was no~
.significant dirterence in performance among the participant4 using the 10J.lr
experimental maps, Table 5.J.shows the etirtect percent response.
MAP DESIGN
No, OF CORRECT RESPONSES CORRECT
,~o, OF PossmLE CORRECT RESPONSES %RESPONSES
i. Giua willa Bluk Pattera
2. GruD witt. Wlllw P.U~rD
'3, Color with Black P.Utr~
I 4, Color with Whitt PaUern
123/180
108/180
122/180
124/180
68.33%.
60.00%
67.77%
68.88%
At tbe 8uperior level or jIlap reading a minimum of 60% 01 the answers were
correct, ',tbls is a gqod, acceptable ·;esult given the. (acts that these maps were
compl~ and unCamiliar;to the majority. .0'( the subjects. Meney (1089: 100) hsd
simil~ results since the rang,a 01 correct percent response W!LS rrom 60%-71%.
, 0 0
•:",> '·~i;
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The dilrerence between the two,experiments was lhat the six questions in this
author's study w_ere based on the map, while in Me~sey's (1980) research ,the .
subjects only had to use the map for one question. The remaining rive questions
were based soleJy on the legend explaining the correlation·concept.
. Since two-variable choropleth maps are relatively unfainil!':Lr to mosi
.subjects and are rath~r complex to the untutored map user, it 15 in the interest of
the ca.rt0i'ap.her to enljure that the purpose of the m~p design ~~d' how it
functions is explicitly' stated. Witbrexplanatory te~t, subjects would be able'to
use successfuliy' the statistical maps. Tb~is the CODseDSUS a~ong t.esearch~rs WhO
have studied bivariat.e ch~ropleth mapsj~:rsey, 1980; 0000,'1981; Wainer and'
Francolini, 19SOj;parsteosen, 1980). Common to all four s~udies ...w8! the time
taken by t,he researchers to educate their.subjects.conccrni!,lg the inlricneies of
their res'peetive map designs. In order to ob~ain meaningful results tliat renecled
the readability of an innovative map design, the purpose o~ the" map design. and its
application wer!! stated succinctly at the beginning of tbis au'thor's experimentnl
questionnaire.
. A. natural extension of educating the subjects as_ to t.he funelion of a two-
.. variable. choropletb map, is to examine in detail the role of learni~~ erreets in ,the '
map interpret.ationfeommunicatit>.D process. The examination 0' learning effects
was one of tb~ objectives, Nt fnsreasf in learnin.g effec~ clearly'shows the
subje~t's ability t.o use the maps improved as a result of wor~ing with them. The I'
experimental questionnaire for this ;S~udy. was designed to measu~e learning
effec~. It .was confirmed once aga~n that ·subj~.~~.did In~eed obtain. more c'orrect·
responses w~eD Part 4. was completed last inste!Ld of: first. The number of correct
responses were fal.rly equal whether ~art 1 was complet~d- drst'or l8!t: E.ven
though Part '0( cO~8isted of t~e iden'tlcal num.ber of qUes~iODB at the variou8 ,map'
reading levels, it took' the subject a 10nKer tilne to aD8Wer them. Therefore, .the.,
challen'ging questlons'were det~rmined to .be' mor.e 8enaitive to the Itudy of
'Iearnlng eUects. Mersey'a (1980,) r,~earch also examined the ~OIitive.attributes,of
,
"'.j,,:
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"learning .erreds and found that'subjects obta~ned'b.etter results when the review
.section of the question~airewu completed last rather tbp. fint.
Ju a rule,'the map readiD& tub ~veD to the students' were not ~as1' These
tasks required considerable concentration, comp.reheosioo, and lutnin!,.- The
de(l'et'Of map interpretation difficulty is a reflection oC"the rad tbat thu
inDovative-desip -ill complex. Nevertheless, the diCticult eJ:perimental
questionnaire did ~o€ appear-to hinder the subjects"from obtaining' very adequ",'
scorts. These facts are highlighted in l,he p";centage or correct resp.ooses in Tab.l~ .
· ~.2..
. ...
TABLE 5.2 Pereeal corrcd~elPOllluby map desilo ill r~Ok'ordU. '"t"
MAP DESIGN
:..... _ 1. Gr«o witb Black P,tr.eh
2. Color wllh Whhe PaUera
3. Color wil" Black Patterll
4. Oren wilh Wlite Paltera
PERCENT CORRECT RESPONS~
01.22%
88.33%
87.00%
&.11%
The· p-ercent correct responseS were- oalculated, fOt a quick comparison, by
converting thelnl;an numb"er ~(co,rr~t tesPODlits to a percentage. or the four' "
map designs; the gretn and white design had t.h~ lowest percent correeL res~nSfS....
ot85.~l%. Furthermore; this demo~tt'-'es that even the lowest score is quite
acceptable. Of the two' participants who obtained perfect ScOfe5 of 32.0, one
. I'". .'
subject work;ed with the peen witb black patlerD desiKD. wbile the second"
participant used tbe color.}'ith white p.atie~n"expe_rimenh.l map.. T}:Ie objective 'of
tbe researcb was to examintS" the bivariate choroplet-b mapping metbod to '
· de~\rmine its reada~i1ity to the map·uger ·and graphic design nexibility to the
cartopapber. Overall; these ·resull.l prove tbat the objective was met 9uccessfully
• aince the degree to-which tbe unlyersity students correctly'interpreted tbe
__ 1nform.{io~w~ very acceptable.\.' , ,
(~. ,-,
The results .uh.t-antiate. the .findinp~and conclusions (rom previous
.~~ .. "
~~, ~l~~'\;:" .~~••., ......~.~:. .".~.;'.. ~
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comparable studies. For Mene)"s (1980; 106) Experimerit.~,,;Six test mllps were
designed hased on a less complex 3x3 matrix legend but wt:!re composed or
/l.PP'l'Oximate~y·lOO: statistic~1 areas: It was det~rmiDe~.tbat .subjects were
s~i:essrul in inter.preting the displa~ed information since the'ditlerebce j~ the
dumber of cqrrect responses obtained was minimal. Conseque.ntly, the range or
the Percent Correct Responses fot. the six experimental test IT!aps was small, trom .
75% to 81% (Mertler. )(180: 100). Altef'comparillg the statistical outcome..rrom
bo;th this prese~t .StUdY, a~.d·Me~~y's. (~{lS"O) r~e~rch, .there was nos~ati~ticai
. ditrerence in performance among tlie'respective set of alternate-designs. However,
the range lor the percent correct responses ~as marginally. big~er in thi! p'rlsent
s€.udy, 85.11% to 01.22%. Most \mportantly, all· designs were deemed readable _ .,
and, .th~re~ore, successrul in fUJrilling t~eir purpose. .
Carstensen (1M2: 68) ~igned and tested crossed-line, continuou!-tone
bivariate ~aps and a~biev d successrul results. Three complete .test maps
containing nine st~tical units We1~ drawn ror experimental examination
depicti~g ~nl1 o~~~e o~tioDs: . 1) ~i~corr~lation, 2).Dega~ive' correlation, or
3) no co~~~on. Statistical analysis determined that 86~ or the subjects -'
reCtlg:ni2ed the map 'Yith the positive correlation, 83%iden~ified the map
displaying the negative correlation, and arter, viewing the map showing no
correlation between. the mapped variables, 60% or the sample responded that
there was no·corr~latiod. ·Carstensen's (1082) range f~r percent accurate res~ns~
from the Taps depic~i.Dg.positiveand ,n~g8tive ~orrel8tionmore closely resembled
the results obt8inedin.t~is research.er's experiment. AdditionaIlY,.the number of
statisti~al units contai~ed on Carstensen's,(1082) maps and thlsauthor's maps'
were clos.~n nU~ber;. 'Perhaps ~here is a correlation between the number of
statist.ical areaS and the percentage of correct responses.
. ,
C8rlt~nsen's (1084) reported experim~nt ~etcrmined th.t th~re w~ very _"I
little difference in perf~~m~i:ice between crossed.line, continuoulootone mapa and
two-varhible choropi~th maps w~'en subjeeta were reqll,ired ~ cr~ate limitsr and' '.:~
"
.....
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dissimilar contiguous areas. The selected unit!! Cor each map type ~Iosely
resembled ~he other, and ov~rall confirmed that-botb map designs were suee'esseul
in communicating information. This second set. or.test maps were composed" or 40
statistical units.
. 'Whatever graphic methods were chosen to represent the data on the tw~.
variable choropletb m\.ps produceil by the three cartographers (Mersey, 1080; .
Ca;stensen, 1082, 198~i and .this·pr~eDt study), DO onc d~ign c~uld "be selected as
superior hi each individual study.. Onc p)au~ible explanation dealing wit.h the-lack
", or 8ipifi~aDt directence beh~eeD' alternate map designs bas to do with .the c~ncept
or'~ymbol transparen-cy. The idea was rirst discuss~d by '(Olsl;)t'1981~'274lwheD
it was noticed tha~ when reading bivariate maps sUb~ see~id ,to learn wh.at,
~be symbol combinatioD 're~reseDted in. totalaod applied.this knowledge to the
map. Mersey (1080: 124) elabo.led on tbiS concept and the analogy used is quite
appr:priate. Reading'b,ivar~,maps>:mboJogy r~tber r~embl~ reading words in
a senten,ce. The person ultimately (ocuses .on the meaning!'f the sentence as
opposed to e,ach individual symbol. AJI the results' obtain,ed from Mersey's (lOBO)
six'test des)gus and Carstensen's (1084) reported. experiment wele v~ry similar, as
~~i~ the results o~tained from this ;resent studY.. This ~a of symb.3l .
transparency may explain why all (our, experimental m~p ~gns yielded very
sim'ilar r.esponses,Crom the participants of my experiment.
Even though tWl>variahl~-mapswere relative(y...~iifamiliar to most tested
sUb~ects, they did learn how to use them to obtain -th~ required informati6n.
E~..mination of lear~ing eUeeis p~ovided the indi~a:tion 'that only alter one r,ather
int~nsive 'testing period with these.maps, the aubj~ct3' graphi.c skills were
constantly improving. As a point of interest, the questionnaire was also designed
to 83c.ertain It the experienced person:' in ter~ oC number of years in- university.
w.aa,~ .racto~ to c9ns.i~er -w~en- i.skiDg:subi.~_~ to Jearn an up.f~rpiliar ma~ design.
As-it happ~ned. the ,results f~om this study,.oQ' this matter, coincided with the
". ;e.ulb..th~t ~eraey U980) obtaiDed'. JUDi~rs in her stud)<performed significantly'
.~ ;; .. '
.-I
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better than fresbmnD. In this author's study, ~be group designated as
experienced, qualified e;ulier in the paragraph, did obtain result;s thaLwere
signiticantly greater tba'D. inexperiencel map users. Carstensen (1982: 60) also
noted that results improved as subjects became more experienced, and there~ore
proficient with the test maps.
The idea of educating the percipient, whether it is in all aspects of map
reading or highlighting the purpose of a specific map design, cannot be considered
a novel ~pproacb. Grapbicacy, as articulated by BalchiIWfl076}, is cott of four
major forms or commul!ication between people. The remaining three, are: I..V
articulacy, 3) n.umeracy I ~Dd 4) literacy', Balcbin (l076:' ,'34) ,described grnPhidc}
as the -educated counterpart or the visual.spatial aspect or human.intelligence)
and communication·. Graphicacy should be recognized as extremely valuable
and developed as early as the other three forms of communtw.tion. Children's
graphic ability occurs early but the curriculum in schools should be pla,nned more
consciously to entfance the students natural graphic ability througbout their
r~ •
~ublic education,· According to Balc~in (lg76:. 36) sinceBritish and North
American 'school systems rail to develop students natural graphic a~jity. oflen it
is not until they reachjPiversityand take courses in a;e89 that depend heavily on
~r8phiC8·thatgraph~c abil~9 allowed to ",c~ieve its rull potential. Ir the early
graphic skills were develQP~d as vigorously as.tbe other three'rorlllll 01
communication, the.re would proba.bly be less dirrer.ence in perrormance bdween
the two groups labelled, in this study 89 expe'rie.nced and inexperienced in terlT\! or
year; or univemty. !Thus, all people would be able to work with new map de!igns
.. on a e~ual rooting, regardless or year .of u,niversity educa~ion'.
In summary,·the se-;e~ objedivell were analyzed and the extent or their /
sliec~ w;;" discussed so that they could be- incorporated ,in the overail objective.
In essence, the overall objective ~a.s a. combination 01 the results obtained Irom
the sections of the experiment that dealt with a specific primary and. secondary
~obje~tives. Another factor considered was the deree t:o which th; ~ubjec~
:~ :.
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"performed overall (i.e. total number or correct respooses obtained on ~be
questionnaire). Altbough DO one alternate design could be selected ~ superior,
the experiment c1early'demonstrated tbat two-variable cboropl apping is a
viable alternative ror quantitative mapping. Berore such extensive testi there
were s0n:te researchers who were skeptic&1 about ttle utility or bivariate rna
(Monffionier, 1077; Wainer and F~aDcolini, 1990). But other c~mments and
studies, lor example, (Trumbo, IgBl; Olson, 1075, HISl; ME;rsey, Hl80j Carstensen.
1082, Ul84j Eyto~, 1084) ~iltt this curret',t research sbow that it is a very 'viabl~
technique.' Tbis autbor'ntudy in' particular showed that twc>-v.ariabie choropleth .
maps could be read at all three map reading levels, 'tbus fulfilling the function of
the map ~'at a 'hig,h level of comprehension,
At the· beginning.of each new research. adventure not all of the issues and,
sit~aiions'canbe anticipated completely. Hence, comments and especially
experimental results .are'valuable tools to utilize when criticizing one's experiment.
The critical ass~meI\t ~~ a study naturally elicits sugg~tions for further
improyements. There ,B.re a few suggested improvements or enhancements that
could be made to this study. On the tes~ maps the boundary' lines s~parating one
region from &Dothe'r extended past the laJldmass of Prince Ed~ard Island; This
was done to accentuate the fact that five distinct regions existed on the
e,xperimental map, However, wh.i1e not ~uch oraproblem oo:the maps with a
spectral progression, on the maps with a v8~ession the region boundary
lines on the land mass are Dot as distinguishable as they perhaps could be.
Not included in the desigiJ. of the questionnaire, because of the time
available to obtain respons.es from studenllll, were questions devoted to how the
u,nive(llity sttidenta feit about the mapping method in general, and in parti<:ular ('
about tli.~ foui alternate .design~.· These thoughts and opinions can prove to be
insightful, ~d 'perhaps gi~e the researcher ideas about additional changes ~
.further improve cartographic ~mmunication. Comme~ts s,hould not be dismissed
because th~y tannot be 'quantified. sinc~' cartography is botli an ar,t an.d a science
intuition, perception, and ~tatistical analY/les must be intrt,Wined
.. \ . ),
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Although not spedfically ~ked (aT, a few comments conceroing the
questionnaire And the map designs were given fa tbis researcher. Many subjects
felt that the questions in the question~aire required careful thought and
. .
cODsideration. Some participants stated that the bhttk patterns made the test
• maps appear darker. Another comment concerned the white patterDl!d maps. It
was felt thl):t less ot the'color progression r~presentiog Per Capita Income 'wns,
visible when white patterns were utilited.
or all the designs discussed and presented.in this thesis, one can~ot conciude "
that a definitive design has been discovered) and consequently 8,'lSume t~at there
is DO reason for fuiure,experimentation. Moreover, research conducted to
examine a specific problem invariably will produce additioDtlol a,venues ror rurt~er
study. Tltere are several areas or th~oretical cartographic concern'that require
further investigation._ One area of interest is the understanding and 8,pplication or
the role of symbol transparency in interpreting map symbology IL!I it relate! to
bivariate mapping.
The, ,combinations of patterns that' could b~ used to represent !Weaa on two- .
variable choropleth map.' have by ni? m'tans been. eXhau's.t~d, Experimentation --.
with ditre.rent 'styles or patterns (i.e. pat~ern8 ~iStiDCtly differoDt in terms or size,
shape, orientation, sp-acing, and color) ~ilI be challenging.
Additional experimentation is necessary in t~e area of perception or white
!ym~ology IL!I an alternativ~ to the more' commonly used black !ymbol~gy. It'
maps were created with black or white paUerns it would be interesting to see the
results or an experiment ir the color oppo~Jte to the selected patterns wo1rtd be
used to distinguish the~onal-boundaries, Another rictor that coul~ be dealt
with is the irradiation erred. Due to the irradiation errect, white patterns are
perceived-IL!I larger than the identical ;i~e' ~lack colored patterD~' It'would he
interesting to compare maps with black patterns versus maps with white patterns
drawn at the perceptual thickness or the black patterns to' determine if there is
in\eed a statistical difterence in cartographic communication.j
..
. .',. '~'
"Th~ Dumber,or statistical units co(tained OD a two-variable eh~ropleth map
is a factor that Tequires additional study. It would be interestiJ;1g. to deter!Dine it .
there is ~ s~turatioD level where literally too much information is portrayed on
the map ror it to be utilized competently.
" • - I •
. Given the numerous graphic choices and production tec~Diq~es availa~le
when ~esigniDg a:l~o-variable choropfetb map, utmost on the c8rtogr~pher's
!flind 'sliould ,be both the .distribution or ~h~ ~~ta and what in~or~atioh ~ to be
e~phasi2ed (i~e. pOsitive correlatioD; neg~tive correlati9D aod/or extreme values).
The,e gDeer~s' shoul~ be k.~pt in, mind when r~rtber' 't~dies or "I!'!gend and graphic
design manipulatioD, are 'contemplated.. It isa1stl possible t~8:t th~e new -designs ')
will alter our perceptions arid tb~ilghts about bow 'm;p reade~terpretdata~ .
tbe.same time, people's grapbic ability will hl[ve no. option but 'to ln~fease tO'the
'level 'which will be demanded by the mo're complex cartographic output. Tqe
only way of ensuring the required level of map reading is bY'educating the map
. reader.
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APPENDIX I
~,TestMapl,
,8. Test Map U
C. Test ,Map W"
D. Test Map IV
. E. Experil1l.ental Qiestionnnire
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, INTRODUCTION
"
I
",
aefore tAe_~perim(D.t begins caretully e.ta~ne the map ~."
. familiar!:e. yourselr with ft.' The m~n object'iv; or this experimeE!.
is to study a map design failed a -two-variable map·. From lhls.two-
vat.iable map design, a map reader taD disti~guisb .three
distributions:
• 1) the Per CaP,ita I~come. - {represenfed"'"by dur~rent colors},
, ' .
2) Education (Percent-High School Gradu¥es) - (represente4 by
different patterns) and, . :. '
3) the i~terrelationshipft.letween (1) Per Capita Income and (2)
.l~h:U::~~~n~:~e:rtt~:g~~c::~e;::~_~h~es;u~~;;~;~te:ub~e .
• 9ther). ,.,.
........../ It is'especially important ~ UDdersta.~the legend. Both
/ .' . ~ .!-! JldjisJ5tOirihlh!1IJItjioJQn..s-"ar.e..Ahtided~ibio..Iou~teSOciesreach--wiiUtbH.>------~~---
;~espondingran.ki Le.
PER CAPITA INC~ME (represented by dirreI1mt colors)
VERYffiGH
S2~,OOO or ~ore
ffiGH
~15,OOo:.19;99g
MEDIUM •
S ~,OO().14.g9g
LOW
under.SS,O,OO .
continued on the Iiext page ..... .. . ,<""J;':,"~~l,·.~,
,U-' ':tI!
c·
"- ' ..,
.'
,,'
EDUCATION (Perce~t J1ighlichool Graduates)
(repre.~ented by di,£terent patterns)
VE!lymeH
"-85.0 or more "~
IUGH
65.~84.0 ..
\'
• -fpc p~rpose of the map-is to show how the levels of ~Capita
Income an~ Edusliional attainment rel~6 to each .olher_ 'over the
t'o crea~e !l total of 16 distinct categories.
.'
MEDIUM
35.0-64.0
LOW
............0..0-34,9 I \\
\
....
r'
J
, :~
whole geographicl!:! area. Each rela vely small area on a map is called
_'- -=-.=,,=,,::.:ist::.:;,=,I::.:"="ni=-t. A group' of st~(~ical unitS is called a
l;.gion. This map bas riv regi~ns. Gel:'erally 8 region c~Dtains
. ('. ,
statistical units that are relatively similar, e.g. "I\.egion lwith
statistical units sQ.owing,predOminantly low, incom:;;;'~dium
'.
"
education, It is Dot..!!.-Dcommon for a region to contain a few
statisticaJ units "that are not.similar, e.g. Reg!on 4 -It?w income _
In a reglOn of basically .high IDcome and medium educatlon,__o.o.~
.. ~. these statistical units are identined, they can be fUfther analy't;d
to determine the reasons for this disparity.·
continued on th~ ~ext page .....
.\
stop each seC;,tioD.
/ "
. • . .' 9~
~ Remember that this experiment is designed'to test alfpecific "-
mapping meth~ ~;:ot"tLe~': ~apv;~diDg ~bllitY. If you '~o'
not kDo'~ the 80swer to a 'pa,.ti~ular queStion, DO. NOT GUESS, leave
.' I' - \
it bl)~k a~d proceed to the ne~t questi~n .. The expe.~im~t.c:n.~ists
el rour parts, aDd each part ~8.s a ~pecifie time limit for yOJ.! 'to
ans'!er the quest-ions. 'y,ou will be instructed-when to start and
' .. ' ,,'-
:.?)!e~e answ~~,~~~_ !ol~~wiflg ~u~iion91,:.
-, 1....Are you colorblind) :?~ ~~ _ ~nce~tai~, _
.0'....'.":· p'·"2. Age_ n:aale"'"-~,rtffnale_ "
. ' " ' .•3. 'State YOU~ ~aJor'field of ~tUdY and year(s) ~r ~·~iversitY.
. ') ., '
. . major field of'study -
'~ar(s) 0:( unive~itY.! .x. 1. .!. ..§..)
%ther sp.ecifr 9
/ .
4. Number of eou~meletedin cartogr~hY, . '",
5. Have y~u used these types or.m~ps previously! _
Ple8.!l~. do not- ~urn the page until ins~ructed- to do so.
R~MEMBER • DO NOT GUESS - It you do not know the answer to a
questiop,·LEAVE IT BLANKI
.".
.
.J
'/
r.-.
/'
'."'\.'
\" ~/
---,-,---il
P~~l,
t 1. In which region does the combination oC·Per C~pita Income.
:~~~ or more and Education 85.0 pe~~ent or more oCl;ur most I
2. There are five di.Uerent r:gions~~ map. Indicate the
region, by placing the region number in the sp~ce provided, in
whic.h the listed COmbination of vaiiables is ·Cound most
·Crequently. \ I .
. .' \ ) REGIO~~ER(ITOS)
a) Low Income ahd &w E<fucation
. ;) .M:diu~ lacome an~ H;gh EdJcation
. . \\.. r·
. c) High Income and Very High E;ducation
d) Low Income and Medium Edl\cation·
e) High Income and Medium Education
3. 1~;:~i;n~h:n~n:p~~~;~a~:a:e~~nt:::~t::il~l~t:~p::I;;r~~Ided
a) One Qr mor~tat1.9tlcal UDits lr Very High Incom~ and Very ~
High Edueatlon 10 a region or~ostly Medium Income and High
f"'...... Education. I .
b) One or more statIStical UDlts ~r Low Income and High
/
,. Education'tO a reg10n or mOstir Low Income and Medium
, Education ...
", .!
I,
continued oil the next page .,""
i-
f \~ Jil-_
"'it'
t I .
.", •."... 95",
: - 4: Examin; Region 5 and ge~et the .mli:. ~temeDt that best
describes. the dominant reJaH0II8hip between the varial?l~~
" Education .~~ Per Capita rn:.come.. . "...
_ Education ill generally ,at a higher"levet than Per Capita
Income.: I' •
, ,
~'EducatiaD is generally !at a lower level than Per Capita
Income. ~ .
- Edu"Uon .nd r,,·yaPit. lneo~,~, at th, ..me I,ve!.
STOP. r. /'
, . /
Please do not tur~he page un1i1 instructed to do 3d. --""
...
•
"
.\
/.
.
PART 2
.'
"
Il
l.~ The map below indicat'es Civ~ distinct 'regions. Label each region
with a L (Low); M (M,edtum), H (High) or VH (Very High) to' indicate
th"e appropriate lev~1 of P;r Capita Income DOMINATING the regiop.
.J
(-~
2. Tb~ map b.low iad.at.. fiX; distioot ,!gioaa; Lab.1 ea.b regr.a
with a L{Low), M (Mediu.r:ri), H (High) o~ VH (Very High) to indicate
the appropriate level·of ~ueatio;n DOMIN!'TfNG the region.
;'
STOP
Please do Dot turn the page until instructed to do so:
..':
- I
, . .
1. Eramioe Region 4 And sel~t tbe.2Wl..'statement\hat best .
describes the dominant relatioDship betweeo the variables Pe'/'.
Capita !neome aod Education. J"
.::..... Per Capita Income is generally at a higher level t,han
Education. -
~ Per Capita Income is gener~lly at a lower level thaD
Education. . ....
~ Per Cap~ta 'Income anA Education-are genee,lIy at the
saml1evel. . . _ .
2. ::~: ~:gi;on~~n~~~ ~:~:~:o~~:::t~~~~~~ ~:r~a~7~ Per •
. Capita Income and Education. '
_ Per Capita Income is geoer,ally at a higher level. than
Education.
.. ..",
~ Per Capita Income is generally at a lower leveTlban
Edueati0t. ...
.-.-.: Per ~apita Income and Education are~Iy at the
·sam"level.
- a.. .
\. E~~iDeRegion 2. and select the QD.t statemeni that best •
'·~cribes. the dominant ~eJatioD8bip between 'the 'variables
Education ~d Per Capita Income.
V~\- Educ~tio,n~ generally at a higher level than Per'
, Capita Inctme_ ,
_ Eduoation is-generally at a lower level-tban·.Per Qapita
Income.
_ Education and'Per Capita Income are generally a"t tlie-
same level. '--': .
.eontinu~d on the next page
---
'j""' .,
4. Lastly, examine t~e total m'"p a~d sel~ct' the'~ 9tatement ~hat" •
best describes tbe dominant rela.tionship be.tween the variabl~ ..
Per Capita income an/Education overall.
.: .' "....... .
_ Per Capita Income is generally at a higher level than
. Edltcation. ('
'':
...,....- 'Per Capita Income is generally at a lower levenAhan"
EdUcati!,D. ,
~~8' I!1come 811d Education 'are.g~D·erallY at the
same level.
J;::'
.1
'. '\
,r
IJ ,.
.\ ".
-'
',,:,-
STOP
Please dQ not turn th,(p.ag,e":iitil instruC{ted to d.o so.) 4
'-" "',.' ......"'.
',.
.'
.. ~
't \1"
I L.
',.
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"PART 4
I, Read .th~ rol~wing list of statements" and indicate the~ that
best describes lhe occlnr~nceof Uat£StieaJ units- containing
Per Capita ID~~~ under $8,000 and Education 85.0 percent or .
"":more.on the ~ap.. __ "_,'
._ ··9ta.tisti~aI uoi,ts containing this particular It 1mbiriation
of vaitlbles ar~ .frequently found ~hrough?ut the map.
_ statistical units conta~g th~' p.ar~iculareombinatio~
of variables are concentrated ID a'small area.
'. - ..' '".
"-:- ~tat~ticaluDi~ cont.aining this 'particular combination
: ,of nria,bles d~ Dot occur aD the map•.
2. Listed bel!?~ ~te rO~~'leV"e!i! alPer la~ita Inco~e_ found on-t~e
'. map. :Indicat,e which,_~ !?ccurs ~ost frequently. . .
......:..~ ~Dd~r $8.0Q0
_ $8,OOI>14,ll00
'"7 $(&,001>19,000
_ '20,000 or~ore
Listed below are four levels of EducatioD found OD the map.
~dicate ,the mm. that oc~urs the ,least. ('
~ 0,0-34.9
·~35.o-64.9
_65.o-84.9
---.
-.:... 8?Q or niore .
, ,-'
"
'. 'Do Dot stop, go·immedia.tely..to 'the next. page ..
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3. Examine Region.1 and select. the.Qliltslalement that best describe
the dominant relationship between the variables Education and
Fer Capita Income.
_ EducatioD is generally at a lower level than Pe~'Capita
Income.
_ Eduestinnis generally at a bigher levell:han Per Capita
Income.
".' .
_ Education ancJ..Per Capita Income are at the same level.
4. Matching.problem. Below is a list of regions and a list or
,characteristics. Examine the speciried region(s) and determ~ne, .
what characterislic(s) best describe it. Whim a: single Region .
is stated, e.g. Region 2, select the answer that best dcilf,ir~bes
the. level of .bmh. Per Capita Intorn.e and Education. If more than
oDe Region is stated,;e.g: Regions" I. and 4, seleetthe'answer "lilt
that best de!;!cribes the!2!!!. varia,ble they have in common.
CHARACTERISTICS
_,Regions 1 and 5
_Region 2
_Region 3'
_ Regions 1 and 4
_ Regions 3 and ..
"
Tbank-you Cor your ~C?OperatioD.
A) Higb I.ncome and Medium Education
B) Medium Income and High Educ:ation
Cl Higb Income
0) Higb Education
E) Lo,,:, Income
F) Low Education
G) Higb Income and Very Higb.Education
·H) LOw In.come and.Medium Education
I) Medi.um Edu.cation .loIJ) Medllim. Income
END
"
J.:,'
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APPENDIxU
A. StatistiealResult.s
, .
.'
.',
"
)
'.
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1. ORDER OF PIU:sFJrr~TIDH
Tln.E 'I.IULTI-COMPONENT QUANrITATIVE WAPPINC'
FILE HANDLE DATA/l'I'AYE='RESULTS,DAT' •
DATA LIST FILE=DATA!IO 1-3 SEX 5 AGE 7-9 COURSE 10 YEAR 12
LlAJOR 14-t5-eOURSES 17':'18 YAPS 20 COLOR 22 PA'n'ERHS 24 ORDER 21S"
P1SCOREl TO P1SCORE9 28;36 P2 H1 iO P2SCOR5 38-42
P2SCOR6 TO P2SCORI0 44-48 P3SCO TO P3seORE4 60-63
P45COREl TO P4SCORE9 66-83 .
VARIABLE LABELS ORDER 'ORDER OF PRESENTATION'
PATrERNS •BLACK OR IHITE PATTERNS'
VAL~ LABELS SEX 1 "MALE' 2 'FDtALE' / ~
~~~~ail'~i~~~¢~ (1)RIG81 (D)IRONGI 7
. IF (COLOR=1 AND PATI'ERNS=l>.GRDUP:::l
IF (qOLO~=l AND 'PA~NS=2) GRDUP=2
IF (COLOR';,,2 AND 'PATl'ERIIS=1'lGRDUP=3
.-Ji (COLOR,,;i AND PATl'ERNSc:2)GRDlIP=4
RECODE GROUPU.,2=1) (3",4=2) INTO CORP
RECODE GROUP (1. 3=1) (2.4~) INTO PGRP
VALUE WLES ,PGRP (l)BLACK PAl"ri:RN (2) IHI1E PATI'ERNI
. \ CGRP ("GREEN (2)CCLORED!
GROUP (l)GREEH-BL (2) GREEN-pH U)COLOR~BL (4)COLOR-IUI
.6~:~ :~~::~~~~:7\oro;:;~~::~:~) .\
COUNT PAU,3=P3SCORE1 TO P3SC0RE4 (i)
COUNT·PART4=P4SCORE1 TO P4SCORE9(1)
.COMPtn'E TOTAL-PART1+PART2+PART3+PAQT4
NPAIt~ M-I=TOTAL BY ORDER {1. 2)
0- - - - - MAtiN-WHITNEY U - ,acoxo's RANK·SUM • TEST
TOTAL
ay ORDER IRDER.. OF PRESENtATION
66.68
66.32
CASES ~
60 ER;'"= 1_~~.( R~. 2
120 TOTAL .
•
3;41.0.
CORRECTED FOR T:IEB
Z 2-TAILED P
-1.6435 . 0.1002
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2. KRUSKAL-IALLIS MALlSIS OF VARIANCE BY RANKS FOR EACH
EXPERDlEHTAL GROUP
TIlLE 'WLTI-COWPOHEHT QVAHTtTATIVE MAPPING'
Fn.E HANDLE DATAlKAMf>liRESULTS.DAT'
DATA LIST FILE=DATA/ID 1-3 SEX 6 AGE 7-8 COURSE 10 YE:AR 12
KAJOR 14-16 COURSES 17-18 WS 20 COLOR 22 PA.-TrERHS 24 ORDER 26
PISCOREl TO P1SCORE9 28-38'P2~COR1 To P2SCORS 38-42 '.
P"2SCOR8 'TO P2SCORlO 44-48 P3SCORE1 TO P3SC0RE4 50-63
P4SCOREl TO P4SCORE9 66':"03
VARIABLE LABnS QRoER 'ORDER OF PRESENTATION'
PA~S Wqx: DR IHlTE·PATl'ERNS'
VALUE LABELS SEll: 1 0IW.E~ 2 'FDlALE'/'
. IlAJOR 1 'GEOGMPf\Y"°/
IF, (COLOR~l ~S~~:=~;~:~=1(I)RIG~~)nONG/
~' ~~~~.~=~; :.:=::~~.~:~:::. . ..
IF (COLOR=;:2 AHD PAi'"rERJIS=2)CROlJp=4
REeOOE GROOPU.2::1) (3.'=2),'·IHTO CORP.
RECODE GROUP(1.3=1) (2,.4,=2) INTO PORP
VALUE LABLES'.PGRP, (t)BI.ACK PATrERH (2) 'WHITE P.ATI'ERNI
CGRP (t)GItEEN ,(:iI)COLOREDI
GROUP (t)GREEN-Bt '(2)GREEH-WH (3)COLOR-Bl, (4)COLOR-IH!
COUNT PART1=P1SeDREl ,"to P1SCORE9 (1)' .
COUNT PART2=P2SCORl ,Ttl P2SCORI0(t)
COUNT PART3=P3SCORE1.TO P3SCORE4(1)'
COUNT PART4=P4SCOREl TO P4SCORE9 (1)
COMPUTE TOTAL=PART1+PART2+PART3+PART4
NPAR TESTS K-I$TAL BY GROUP (1. 4)· :,.
104
0- - - - - KRUSKAL-IAllIS 1-WA'( AlIOVA
TOTAL •.}'
BY GROUP
1 'GREEH-BL
2 GREEH-IH
. 3 COLOR-BL
4 COLOR-'H
CORRECTED FOR TIES·
CASES CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICAHCE CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
120 _6.1402 • 0.1060 .6.2267' 0.1011
MEAN RANK CASES
68.98 30 GROUP =
47.82 30 ·GROUP·=
62.68 30 ~:~ :62.82 30
~ 120 mTAL
)
/
,--
--'\.
'0'
3. KRUSm':'WAU.IS AJfAl,YSIS OF VAR'L\HCE BY IWIKS BY PART FOR
EACH KAP DESIGN.
Trn.R: 'IM.TI-cmjpONmrr QUANTtTA.TIVE IDPING'
FILE HANDLE DATA/RAIIE='RESULTS.DAT'
DA~J~~8r4~~C:~1~::B.~: ~~Ec~~ci~C~~~~~41~RDER 26
P1SCOREI TO PISCOMB 29-38 P2SCORl TO P2SCOR5 38':'42
~::~~:I~P;:~~~~~;~':3P3SCO~ P~SCDRE4 50~63
VARIABLE LABELS ORDER 'ORDER OF PRESENTATION'
PATTERHS 'BLAcK DR WHIlE PATrERNS.'
yALUE LABELS SEX 1 "MALE' 2 'mtALE'/
WAJDa l' ~OEOCRAPHY'I • .
• J PisceE1 TO P4SCDRE9' (l).R1GHT C~OHG/
IF-(COLOR=1 A!fD'PA'rJ'ER1f8=I)GRDUP=1
XF (COLORs1 AND PATT'ERHS:2).GRouP=2
'IF (COLOR=2 AHJ) pA:rI'ER~s:t1)GR01JP=3
IF (COLOB=2 AJfa PAttER1IB=2) GROUP=4
REcODE, CROUP Cl.2=1) (3,4--2) .INJ'O CORP
RECODE.O'ROUP(1;3=U (2 ....=2): :IH}'O"PGRP . .
VALUE' LAllLES PORf .(1) BLACK PA'I"IERN (2) WHI'q:'PATTERHf.
CG~ (l)G,REEN' (2)COLORED/
GROUP (1) (JREEN-BL "'(2jGREEH-:," (3)COLOR-:81 (4)COLOR-IIl/
COUNT PART1=PI8COREl Tn P1SCORE9(1)
co11HT PART2=P2SqoRl TO P2SCOR10(1)
COtIHT PART3=P3SCOREl TO P3SCORE4(1)
COt/HT"PART4=P4SCORE1'TO P4SCORE9(1)
COMPUTE TOTAL=PART1+PART2+PART3+PART4
HPAR TESrs 'K-W=PARTl TO, PART4 BY GROUP(1.4)
,
",:l
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0- - - - '- KRUSKAL-WAU..IS !-IAY ANOVA
PART1 •
BY GROUP
IIlEAN'RAJrlK CASES
67.9:1 ,0 GROUP :-
68.06 '0' GROUP ::
63.12 '0 .GROUP =
62.90 '0 CROUP ::
GREEN-Bt
GRtEN-IH,
COLOR-Bt
COLOR;,"'H
l20 10TAL
COR"RECTED FOR lIES
CASES CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
120 0.8247 0.8907 0.8868 ,0.8288
0- - - - - KR~.ALLIS !-IAY ANOV~ ..
PAR12 tl ..
BY GROUP
NEAll RAIl, CASES
66.47 '0 GROUP ::
62.40.. 30 CROUP '"
64.28 '0 CROUP '"
68.85 '0 GROUP =
120 TOTAL
.
CASES CHI-SQUARE SIGNlFICANCE
120 2.9317 0.4023
",
cREEN-BL
GREEN-IH
COLOR-BL
, COLOR-IH
CORRECTED FOR lIES
CHI-SQUARE . SIGHIFICANCE
3.8646 '0.2776
r</
0- ---- - - KRUSKAL-WALLIS 1-WAY,AlIOVA
PART:f
BY GROUP
lIEAII RAJ<K CASES
"64.;3 30 GROUP = 1 CREEN-BL
53.61 30 GROUP = .. 2 CREEN-IH
153.38 30 GROUP = 3 COLOR-BL
iO.12 30 GRO~ = • C01:0R-1H
J20 TOTAL
CORRECTED fOR TIES
CASES ,CHI-SQUARE' SI,GNIFICAJiCE CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
J20_.: '4.4692 0.21150 . 6.2411 • 'O.lm
0- - - -.- 'KRUSKAL-IAi.LIS i-WAY AHO~A
PART' " ."
BYGRllup
IdF.AH RANK CASES
CORRECTED FOR TIES
CASES CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE CHI-SQUARE" SICNIFICAfiCE
120 1.8225 0.0498 8.0690 0,0446
,/
/
13.86
49,68"
69.82
60.86
·30 GROUP =
30 GROUP =
30 GROUP =
30 GROUP =
120 TOTAL
~ \_~==:~
3 COLOR-BL
( COLOR-WH
.",,".;
4. YANK-IHITHEY U TEST usm TO D~lNE IF M:aE lAS A SIGNIFICANT
D~CE BETIEEH ',BLACK AHI) '}in: PATI'ERIIED MAPS'-
~~~~~:~~~::~~~ YAPPINC'
DATA LIST ,ILE=DATAllrt'i,-3 SEX 6 AGE 7-9 COYl\SE 10 YEAR 12
IlAJOR 14-16 COURSES iTi18 MAPS 20 COLOR 2:t'PATmKS 24 ORDER 2'6'
pt,~CDREl TO P1SCORE\ 28-36 P2SCORl TO P2SCDR6: 38-42
P2SCDR6 TO P2SCDRlO 44-48 P35COREl 'ro P3SC0RE4 50-63
P(SCORE1 TO P4SCORE9 65-63
VARIABLE' LABELS ORDER "ORDER OF P$:sEHTATION'
PA'M'ERNS 'BLACK OR WHITE PATTERNS' (
VALUE LABELS SEX 1 '14ALE~ 2 'FFUALE'/
. MAiDR 1 _'GEOGRAPHY'YK
P1SCORJU "i'O.,4SCORE9· '(1)RIGHT (O)'iRONGI •
IF (COLOR='~ AND..PA'M"ERNS:1) GROUP:1. \ .
'IF (COLOR:! AND PATTERNS=2)GROUP=2
IF (COLOR=2 ANn PAtrERNS=1)GRO\JP=3
IF (COLOR=2 AND ~A'Ii'ERNS=2) GR01,rP:4 l
RICDDE GROUP (1.2=1) (3-,4=2) INTo CGRP
RECODE GROUPC1.3=1)(2.4=2) INTO PGRP"
VALUE LADLES" PGRf (l)BLACK PATI'ERN '(2" WHITE-PArnaM/
CGRP (l)GRFEH (2)CDLOREDI
GROUP(l)GREEN-BL (2)GREElhlH (3)COLOR-BL" (4)COLOR-1fH/
COUNT PART1=P1SCoREl TO P1SCORE9(1)'---
COUNT PAR12=P2SCoRl TO P2SCDRI0(1)
COUNT PART3=P3SCoREl TO P3SC0RE4(1)
COUNT PART4=P4SCoREl TO P4SCORE9(t)
c.oldPtrrE TOTAL=PART1+PART2+PART3+PART4
NPAR TESTS, Y-W=TOTAL BY PGRP (1.2)
0- - - - - MAHN-IHITHEY U - IILCOXON RANK SUlI • TEST
TOTAL
BY PGRP
IdEAN RANK .~CASES
66.76
··1S6.2~
·u
1483.0
~eo ~RP = 1.00 BLACK ~A~H
eo ,PGRP = 2.00 WHlTE--PAtrEalt
120· TOTAL -.
-:- -CORRECTED 1t1II TIES
• . , . Z 2-TAILED P
3947.0 -1.lS7~4 0.0939'.
"10'
- .
5. UANN-WHI'I'1I!Y U .TEST COHCFJUfIHC mE DIFFErtEHCE BE'I'IEEIf AN ORDERED
AliD UNORDERED "COLOR ARRAHGEHENT: • r
. TinE 'IM..TI-cOYPom ~UANTITATIVE JU.PPtHG--
FILE ItAHDLE DATA/II'IJIE-'RESULTS:DAT' . /
DATA I4ST FILE=DATAI ..1-3 SEX 6 AGB,7-8 criuRSt 10 YEAR 12
,HAJDR 14-16 17-18 MAPS 20 COLOR 22 PA1iERIi'S 24 ORDER 26
PlSCOREl TO PiSCO 0 28-36 P2SCORl TO P2SCOR6 38-42
. P2SCORlli TO P2SCPR , 44.-48 -aseOM1 TO P3SC0RE4 00-63
P4SCORE1 ro POStORE. S6-''\', -f'~
VARIABLE LABELSORD$R 'ORDER OF PRF;SEN'TATION'
,..PA'ITERNS 'BLACK OR 'HlTE PATI"ERJlS'
VALUE~EL~~O'~'~~~G~~'I /"
P1SCOREl To P4SCoRE9 CO.RICHT CO)tRDNG/ I
IF (COLOR=! AND PATl'EJUf~=;l)GRDUP::::~
IF (COLoR""1' AHD PA'ITEJlNS=2)GROUPa2'
IF - <c;OLOR=2 ~ PA1iERNS:;;1)GROUP=3
IF ,(COLOR=2 AND PATIERNS=2)GROUP=4
RECODE OROUP(L2=1) (3,4=2) IfP'O CORP
RECODE.GROUPU',3=l)(2.4=2) INTO PGRP
V/-LUE WLES PGRP .(1)BLACX PATTERN. (2) tHITE PA~N/
CGRP' {t)GREEN (2)COLOREDI
GROUPWGRED-BL (2)GREEN-tH (3)CDLOR-BL (4)eaLDH-ial ....
'COUNT PART1=P1SqOREl TO P1SCDRE9 (1)
COUNT PART2=P2SCOR1 TO' P2S~R10 (1)
COUNT PART3=P3SCORE1 TO' P3SCORE4 (1)
COUNT PART4=P4SCOREl TO P4SCORE9 (1) ,
COMPUTE TOTAV:PART1.PART2+PART3.,.PART4
NPAR TESTS K-'~TAL BY CGRP(1.2) "
. .
,0- - - - - MANN-WHITNEY" U - 'ILCOXON" RANK SUM , TEST
roTAL
BY CORP
11EAH RANK CA6BS (1
68.30 60 ::-~ ~~~ GREEN62,70 60 COLORED c,.
/ 120 roTAL
CORRECI'ED FOR TIES
U --I ·z _ 2-TAILED P
~." , 166e", "3498.0 -0.• 6975 0.486'
,;,'
,r-
...
, ' 110
6. WN-WHITIlEY U TEST. USED TO~SI'ElUdllfE IF THERE. '.~ A S'IGNIFICAHT
DIFFERENCE IN PERFQIUlAHCE TID GROUPS WIlli VARYING YEARS C -;
OF UNIVERSITY EDUCATION.' .
Tln.E ~MULTI-COYPo1lOOQUMTlTATM MAPPING' ,-
FiLE HANDLE DATA/NAME='Wtn.TS.DAT'
DATA LIST FILE=DATA/ID 1-3 SEX 6 AGE 7-9 COURSE 10 YEAR 12
IU.JOR 14- 6 COuRSES 17-18 YAPS 20 COLOR 22 PATI'EJUiS 24 ORDER 26
. 'P'iSCORE1' 2.8-38 P2SCORl :fa P2SCOR6 30-42
P2SCOR6 44-48 P3SCOREl 10 P3SCORE4 60-53
P4SCOREl SCORE9 66-,63
VARIABLe--"LABELS' ORDER 'ORDER" OF PRESENTATION'
.' . PATl'ERNS 'BLACK OR WHIn: PATrERNS'
VALUE LA:SELS SEX 1 'YALE' 2 'mw.E' /
IlAJOR 1, 'GEOG~HY"r
. P1SCDRE1'TO P4SCORE9 (l)RlmlT (D),aONGI
.. IF (GOT:.OR::::El AND '1'ATI'ERNS:'1) GROUP=1
. IF CCOLO!l=l ABD PATI'ERNS=2) QROUP=2
IF (COLOIf,:2 AND PAnERNS=l) GROUP:3
. IF (COLOR=2- AHD PArrERNS:2)" CROUP-.
REcODE GR9UP(1.·2~1)·(3:4"2~ 'IJrnJ caRP
RECODE GROUP (1. 3=1) (2-.4=2) "IHT!l PGRP ~
VALUE LABLES PGRP (1)BLACK PATrERN (2) IHlTE PATTERN! i
CGRP (1) GREEK (2) COLORED/ .
CROUP(1)GREEH-BL (2)GREEN-IH (3)CO~OR-BL (4)COLOR-WH/
COUNT PART1=P1SCOREl 1.'OIplSCORE9(1)
COUNT PART2=P25COR1 TO P2SCOR10 (1)
COUNT PART3=P3SCORE1 TO P3SC0RE4(O
COUNT PART4=P4SCOREl TO P4SCORE9(1)
COMP1.I'tt: TOTAL=PART1+PART2+PART3+PART4
RECODE YEAR(1. 2.3"'1) (4.6.8.7.8:02)' INTO EXPER
VALUE LABELS EXPER (1) llfEXPERIENCED MID (2). EXPERIENCED
NPAR TESTS M-W=TOTAL BY EXPERC1,2)
/
ill
0:' - - - - WANW-fHITNEY iJ - IILCOXON RANK SUM 'it T2ST
- TOTAL •
BY ExPER
WEAN RAHK CASES
~3 EXPER = l.:.QO llfElCPERIEIlCED AND
li1 EXPER = 2.00 EXPERIEHcEo
-(-
120 TOTAL
,/.
,
U
1326.0
•
3919.0
'.-,
CORRECTED FOR TIES'
Z 2-TAILED P
-2.4897 -0 ..0128
112 ~ I.....J
7., WANN..IHITNEr u TEST USED TO DE'J'ERMlKE IF SUBJECTS ,ita COURSES •
!If CARTOGRAPHY 'ORKED &IGNIFlCAlfn..Y 1lETTEJI. -...
TInE 'YULTI-COWPONENT QUANTITATIVE WAPPIR"
FILE I!AlfOLE DATA/NMIE='RESlJLTS.DAT' __
QATA LIST FILE=DATAIID 1.-a SEX'5 AGE 1-;s-'COURSE 10 YEAR 12
MAJOR 14-15 CCK1JlSES 17-18.IIIAPS 20 COLOR' 22 PAP"ERHS"24 ORDER 28
P1SCO~(,TO P1SCORE9 28-3&> P2SCOR1 10 P2SCOii 38-.f.2
P2SC0J{8 TO P2SCORI0 44~48 P:¥CORE1' TO P3SC0RE4 -600;.63
P4SCORE1 TO P4Se-ORE9 65-83
VARIABLE LABELS ORDER 'ORDER OF PR£SEHTATION'
PATrFJUfS 'BLACK OR -WHITE rATI'ERHS'
VALUE LABELS SEX 1 !YAW 2 'FaW.E'1'
~JOR 1 'GEOGRAPHY'! . ...... _
"PISCORE1: ~ P4~C0IiE9': (URICHT. (O)tRONG!
"IF (enLOR=1 l;o'\ND PATrFJUfS=1)GROUP=1 ,
. 'if (CDLOR=l AND PA'I'TEJi,.S=2)GRoUP=2·
IF (COLOR=~ AND P~mRNS=1"GRo1jp""t3
IF (CoLOR=2"'AND PAri'ERRS=2)GRoUP=4
RECODE GROUP (1.2=1)(3. 4=2) INTO CGRP .,
.:::E~~(;a~1~~~B:;~ ~~:~2) IHI~ PATIERHf
- ,CGRP (l)GREEN (2)COLGREDI ~_ _ '-
__ CROU1!.(1)GREEN-BL (~)GR:EEN-fH (3)CDLOR-BL (4)CDLOR-WIII
COUNT PART1=P1SCOREl TO P16C0tlE9(1)
COUNT PART2=P2SCOR1 TO "PgSCORI0(1) \
COUNT PART3=P3SCOREl 'to P3SC0IE4(1) r
COUNT PART4.=P4SCORE1 TO P4SCOREO(1)
CO""¥TOTAL=PART1+PART2+PART3+PART4
REeD COURSES(Ob=t)(Ql,02.03.04,06,06,.o7,oa,09,10=2) INTO 1
VAL LADLES EXPER1 (1) lHEXPERIlJICED (2)EXPERIEHCED!
RPM T5 lo!-I=TOTAL BY EXPER1(1.2)
. ,- ...
/'
/ .
". - ..~.
t~~' .'. '. --
113
,
'0- - - - - WAHIf-fHITNEY' U - WILCOXON RANK stJI,l I TEST
TGTAL
an:"PER"!
68.46 g2 EXPER1." ·1.~O INEXPERIENCED
67.23. 29 EXPER1'= 2.00 EXPERIENCED
I
~;,,' -. ("" ". )' .
U
1099.6
120 T.OTAL.
•
1882.6
CORRF.C'{ED FOR TIES'
Z 2-TAILED P
-1;1777 0.2389
'j
/~ .
"" ..
'.
.","
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8. IWiN-IHITHEY'U'TEST USED Ttl DE:TEIuIlNE It PRIOR EXPER:IbCE 11TH
TlO-VARIABLE_CHOROPLETH~~S MADE.A SIGNIFIC~ DI,FFER£NcE. ' • ''-
TInE 'MULTI-COYPOKEHT QUAlf'rIT.AinE lIAPP~lIG'
FILE HAwl.E DATAiNAME='RESULTS.DAT'
DATA I:.IS! FILE=DATA/ID, 1-3 SEX 5" AC'E ~-8 COURSE 10 YEAR 12
. MAJOR 14-16 COURSES 11-'18 KAPS.20 COLOR 22 PA'I"I'ERNS 24 ORDER· 26
P1SCOREl TO P1SCORE9 28-38 P2SCORl TO P2SCOR6 39-42
P2SCOR6" TO P2SCORI0 44-4~ P3SCORE1, 10 P3SCO~ 60'-"63
P4SdOREl TO P4SCORE9 66-63 '.' .
VARIABLt LABELS (JRDER 'OaD~ OF PRESENTATION'
PATI'ERNS 'BLACK DR WHITE PATI'ERNS' •
. VAL-uE LABELS SEX 1" ~MAu:' 2~·FEYAi.E·i.· .
. MAJOR 1 'cEOGRAPHY'i' .
P1SCORln TO P4SCORE9 ~1)RidHT (O)IRONO/ -.: ',"
IF "(CoLOR":::1 AND ~~TI'ERNS.~~)GROUP=.1
IF (COLOR"! JJfD PATI'ERNS=2)'GROiJp"'2
IF_ .(COl:OR=2 MID.PAl"tERNS;'1)CROVP=3
,:C~~~~:~~:2~~~:~;~~~~:r·d:RP
REcODE G~OUP(1:3=1; (2,4=2) IlITO,'P9RP , .
VAl:UE'LABLES PGRP (1)BL,A.CK PATI'EJUf (2,) ~ITE PATI'ERN/
CGRP (1) GREEH' (2) cotOREDI
GROUP(l)GRm·BL (2)GREEN-IH (3)COLOR-BL (4)COLOR-'lH1
COHNT PART!.=P1SCOREl TO p,lSCORE9(1) , .
COU1l'T pART2=P2SCORl TO P.2SCOR10(l)
COUNT PART3=P3SCOREl TO P3SCDRE4 (1)
COl~T P~T4=P4SCO~1 TO P4~C0RE9 (1) •
COMPUTE 'TOTAL=PARTltPAR'f'2:t"P~T3+PART4
VALUE LABELS IlAPS ,(1) EXPERIEH~ (0) lNEXPERIEHCEDI
..NPAR ~TS.ld-I=TOTAL BY !lAPS~1.~)
;,1
llt
0- - - -: - MANN-WHITNEY U - Wn.COXOH iwfx suy .. TEST'
TOTAL
BY .~S
~ lWfK CASES
'; l.
•
69.78
150.82
U
·'1609.0'
37 . MAPS :·'1 EXPERIENCED
83 MAPS"" 2 INEXPERIENCED
120 TOTAL
CORREC'I'ED FOR TIES
Z 2-TAn.ED P
-0.1516 O.87Q6
/
11'
9.CROSSTABLES OF RESUl:rS AT TIlE ELEIIElfTARY lW' READING LEVEL.
TITLE 'WLTl-CaMPQIfEKT QUANTUATlVE .uPPING'
FILE HANDLE OATA/HAYE='RESULTS.DAT!
DATA LIST FWOATA/ID I-a SEX 6 AGE 7-8 COURSE 10 YEAR"12
l.lAJOR 14-15 COURSES 17-18 'YAPS 20 COLOR 22 PATl'F.RNS/24 ORDER 2&
P1SCOREl To P15CORE9· 28-36 P2stORl TO P2SCOR6 38-42
P2SCOR6 Tn P2SCl!J(10 44-48 P35COREl TO P3SCORE4 60-63
P4SCOREl TO P4SCO~. 66-63. .
VARIABlE LABELS ORDER 'ORDER OF PRESENTATION'
PA~NS' 'BLACK OR IHITE PATJ'ERHS'
VALUE LABFl.S SEX I. 'MALE' 2 'FDW;E,'/
KAJOR 1 'GE,OCWliY'/
P1SCOREl TO P4SCDRE9 (ORICRT (O)IRONGI
IF (COLOR~l AlI'D P~'rrERNS=1)GROUP':'l
IF (COLOR=1 AHD PATTERNS=2)GROUP"'2'
IF (COLOR=2 AlfD PA'I"tERNS=1>GROUP=3.
~c~~~L~:~~ ~~2~~~:;~) ~::64~
RECODE GaOllPU.3=1) (2 •.4=2»' INTo p~RP . .
__VALUE LABL£S PGRP (1)BLACK PA'M'ERlf:' (2"'IHlTE PATIERN!
. CGRP (l) GREEN (2) COLOREDI .
,GROUPU)GREEN"'SL (2)caEEH-iH (a)COLDR-BL (4)COLOR-IHI
CQUNT. EI..EJ,i=P1SCOREl (1) ,P4SCOREl CO
CROSSTABS TABLES;£i.E:y BY CROUP ~
OPTIONS 3,4',5
STATISTICS 1
" ,\
. ,
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0--------------- CRO~TABULATIOH OF
- - ~- - - - - - - - - - '- - --\._- - - - - - - - - - - ~y- :~~~
GROUP
COUNT- I
ROI PCT !GREEN-BL GREEK-IH COLOR-BL COLOR-IH ROi
~_ COL PCT ! "l TOTAL
. TOT PCT L LaO! 2.001 3.oo! 4.001£[.EM .+ + 1' + +.
0.0 1 !. I! 2
I 50.0 ! 60:0 ! 1.7
3.3 ! 3.3 I
L .8! .8!
+--------.--------+--------+--------+.
I.-aD I 2 I 3 ·2!.4' 11
! 18.2 ! 27.3 I 18.2 I 36 ..4 1 9.2
I 6.7,. I .10.0 ! 6.7.! 13.3 !
1.7'! 2.6 ! 1.7 I 3.3!
+-..,------+-:----'--,,.:t------:---...-'-.:.-'----+
2:QO 'I .~8, I 26 I 27! 26! 107
I 28.21 24.3 ! 26.2 -' 24.3 I 99:2,
I 93.3 I 81L7' ! 90.0 I 88.7 I
1 23.3 ! 21..7 ~. 22.6 I 21.7 !
COLlOOf' 30
TOnI. 26.0
30
25.0
3.0 120
26 ..0 1'00.0
eH.l-SQUARE' c.r. SIGNITICANCE YIN E.F. CELLS IITI! E.F.< 6
·1
3 ..10290 ",6 0.7968
NUMBER OF WISSING. oasmVATlONS =
,r' .
'0.500
o
8 OF· 12 ( 68.7'0
,\ \
(
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10. CROSSTABLES OF RESULTS AT TIlE INTERYEDIATE !UJ> READING LEVEL
1I1lIOUT DIVISIONS.
TIm 'WLTI~IdPONENTQUANTITATIVE MAPPING'
FILE'HANDLE DATAlNAalE='RESULTS.DA.T: I
DATA LIST FIL£=DATAIID 1-3 SEX 6 AGE 7,:",8 COURSE 10 YEAR 12
MAJOR 14-16 COURSES.. 17-18 MAPS 20' COLOR 22 PATI'ERNS 24 ORDER 26
P1SCOREl TO' P1SCORE9 29-36 P2SCORl TO P2SCOR6 38-42
~ :~~~~:1~P;:~~~~94:;~:3P3SCOREl TO P3SC0RE4 60'-63
VARIABLE':LABELS ORD£R 'ORDER OF PRESENTATION'
. • PATIERNS 'EjUCK DR 'HITE PA1TERNS; ~
VALUE LABELS'SEX 1 ·'IlALE'· 2 'FEJ.lALE'/
MAJOR 1 'GEOGRAPHY'!
, P1sCORE;1.1O r4SCORE9, (URICHT (D).RONGI
IF (COLOR=! AND PATIERNS=l)GROUP=l'
'IF (COLOR=! AxD PATI'ERHS=2)GROUP=2
IF (COLOR=2 AND PATl'ER1fS~1)GROUP=3
IF (COLoa';'2 AND PA'I"I'ERHS=2)GRDUP:;=4
"REaqDE GROUP (1; 2';1) (3.4=2) ·INTO CORP .
RECDDEGROUP(1,3=1) (2;4=2), INTO PGRP
VALUE cw.Es ,PGRP (1) BLACK ·PATI'ERN (2) IHITE. PA1TERN!
. CGRP (1)OREEN (2)COLoREDI
GROUP(J.)GREEN-BL (2)GREEN-WH (3)COLOR-BL (4)COLOR-IH/
COUN~. INTER=P1SCORE2(1) ,PlSCORE3(1) •P-1SCORE4 (1) ,P1SCO.RES (1) •
P1SCORE6 (1) ,PlSCORE7(1) .P1SCOREB(1) .PCSCORE2 (1) •
P4SCORE3(1) ,PCSCOREs (1) .PCSCORE6(1) .P4SCORE7 (1)',
P4SCOREB (1) ,PCSCOREl:l (1)
.IF (INTER LE B)RESULTS=l
IF (INTER GR. 9 AND IHTER LE 11)RESULTS=2
IF (INTER. GE,12)RESULTS::03 .
CROBSTASS' TABLES=REstn..1'S 'BY GROUP
OPTIONS 3.C,6 ~
STATISTICS 1 ../:~
)-
ROI
TOTAL
1
'j
..
"
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0- - - - - - - -'- - - - - - - eRa SST ABU L A T I 0 -N OF
INTER BY GROUP
- - :.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -' - - - - - - - - -..
GROUP
COUNT I
ROI PCT !GREEJf-BL GREEN-IH COLOR-BL COLOR-I"
COL PCT !
TOT PCT ! 1.001 2.00J 3.00! 4.00!
INTER -----,.--....--------+-----.::--+--------+--------+
3.00 ! 1 !
! '! ! 100.0 !
! 3.3 !
! Q.8 !
+--------+-:---,----+--------+-------+
4.00 , I 1 , 1
'.
, 100:0 , ..
, , ... I
• ! .. !
+----.----+----:---+--------+--------+
2! 2! 1! .5
! 40.0 ! 40.0 I 20.'0 ! ..... 2
! • 8.7 , 6.7' 3.3 !
I 1.7 ! 1.7! .8!
7.00 !
.. . 9,00
3! 1 ·t. 4. I 1 r
! 33.3.-!. 11.1 ! 44.4 ! 11.1 !
: 1~:~ : 3::~ 1~:: ~: 3::;
;-----~-~;~~/;--;-----;--:-----~--:
I 14.3 I 42.9 !.: 28.6 t 14.3 I
, 3.3 ! 10.0 !" 8.7 ! 3.3 !
, .8 I 2.6 , 1.7! .8 I
•7.6
7
...
10.00! 1 I 7 I
8.3 ! 68.3 !
. 3.3 I 23.3 I
.8 ! 6.8 I
4! 12
./ 33.3 .! 10.0
, 13.3 !
I 3.3 ,.
-l-. ~
11.00' 4 I 7' 6 I 6! 21
I 19;0 I 33.3 '" 23.8 ! 23.8 ~ 17.6
I 13.3 I 23.3 I 115.7 I 115.7 ,
I 3.3· I 6.8 I 4.2 I 4.2 I
.·i...
(CONTINUED)0---------------
II",'"
GROUP
120
CROSSTABULATION OF
BY GROUP
CDUJrIT !
ROI PCT !GREEN-BL GREEN-IH COLOR-Bt COLOR-IH RO'
COL PCT ! TOTAL
TOT PCT I LOa! 2.00! 3.00! 4.00!
INTER --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
12.00! 9! 3! 6! 6! 24
! 37.5 ! 12.6 ! 25.0 ! 26.0 l 20.0
! 30.0 ! 10.0·! 20.0 ! 20.0 !
! '7.6 I 2.6 I 6.0 f 6.0 I
+-..:------+--------+--------+----'----+
13.00! 7" 6!'.101 3128
" 26,9 I 23,.-! I' 39.6 I 11.6 , 21.7
I 23.3 !,.,20.0 !' 33.3 ! 10.0 !
I 6.8 ! 6.0! 8.3 I 2.6!
'I 6 I 1! 7 ,
! 36:7 ! 7.1 ! i. !' 60.0 !
I 16.7 !' 3.3! .3! 23.3 !
:---~~~--:----~~--:---- ~~.:---~~~J-:
COLtJYN 30- 30 ao aD
TOTAL 26.0 26.0 '-25.0 26.0
1.
11. 7,
120
100.0
CHI -SQUARE D. F. SIGNIFICANCE YIN E. F . CEU.S WITH E. F . < :'6"
-----,-----\:-::::
.'J'.
39.23663 27 0.0742
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS =
0.260 28 OF 40' 70.0"
o
:--'.
. .'.,.'
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f1. CROSSTABLES OF 11IE RESULTS AT nm: INTERYEDIATE WAP READING LEVEL
BY DIVISIONS.
Tlni 'WLTJ-CgwrOKENT QUAHTITATIVE YAPPING'
FILE lWfDLE MTAINAYE='RESULTS.DAT'
-DA~J~~S~,,~~~~~D 1~=:~~ :~EC~~~R~:~~4 l~RDER 26
PlSCOREl TO PlSCORE9 28-36 P2SCORfo TO P2SCOR6 3B-4Z----
P2tCOR6 TO P2SCORI0 44-48 P3SCOREl TO P3SC0RE4 60-63
P4~COREl TO P4SCORE9 66-83 --.1
VARIABLE LABELS ORDER 'ORDER OF PRESEH'rATIOH' i
VALUE LABELS SEXP~~."~~~ITE P~NS' "1
~~g~~l'~EO:~co':~ (1)k~HT (O)IROHO!
IF (COLOR-! AND PATTERHS=l)CROUP=l .
IF (COLOR";! AIm PATTERNS=2)GROUP=2t,
,IF (COLOR=2 AND PATI'ERlfS"1)GROUP-3
IF (COLOR=2 AJfD PATTERHS=2)GROUP=4
RECODE GROUP (1. 2=1) (3.4=2) INTO CORP
RECODE·OROUPU.3""1)(2.4=2) IHTO PGRP
VALUE LAB1.ES PGRP _.(1)BLACK PA'n'ERN (2) IHITE PA'ITEIlN/
CORP (1)GREEH (2)COLORED!
GROUP(1)OREEN-BL (2)GREEN-1H (3)CDLOR-BL (")COLOR-IHI
COUNT' IHTER=PlSCORE2(1)",PlSCORE3 (1) .PlSCORE4(1) .PlSCORE6(l). •
. PlSCORE8(1) .PlSC"iiRE7(1) .PlSCORE8(1) ,P4SC0RE2(1).
P4SCORE3 (I) .P4SCDRE5(1) ,P4SC0R£8(1) .P4SCORE7(1),
P4SC0RE8 (1) ,P4SCDRE9(l)
IF (I1fIER I.E B)RESULTS=1
. IF' (INTER GE 9 AJrfD INTER I.E 11)RESULTS=2
IF (INTER GE .12)RESULTS=a
CROSSTABS TABLES=ItESOLTS BY GROUP
OPTIONS 3,4,6
STATISTICS 1
.,.
122 J
. ~,-."
0- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - CR' 0, SST ABU 1: A T ION 0 F
RESULTS 'BY GROUP·
.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CROUP
COUNT !
ROW PCT !CREEN-BL CREEN-IH COLOR-BL COLOR-IH aOI
COL PCT ! TOTAL
TOT PCT! 1.00' 2.00! 3.001 4.00!
RESU'L.TS ~-------+--------+ ...-------+--------+--------+
1.00! 3! 3 r 6! ... ,
! 18.8 ! 18.8 ! 37.6 ! 26.0 !
1. 10 ..0 1 10.0 1 20.0 I 13.3 1
, 2.6 I 2.6 ! 6.0 ! 3.3!
1.
13f
2.00! 6 1 17 I 7! 10 I· ...0
1 16.0 ,- "'2.6. I 17.6 1 26 ..0 I 33.3,
: 2~-:~ : ~:'.:~ ~::: :. 3::i .:
+--':'-----+---_:.._--+:--.,-----~--------+
, 3.00! 21;·1 10! 17 1 16! e...
! 32.8 ! 16.6 ! ,26.6 ! 26.0 ! 63.3
I 70;0 ! 33.3 ! 66.7 ! 63.3 1
! 17.6 I 8.3 !. 1.... 2 ! 13.3' !
+--------+-.;-----+--------+--------+
COLUYN 3. 3. 3. 3. 12.
TOTAL 26.0 26.0 26.0 26.0 . 100.0
"CHI-SQUARE D.F. SIGNIFICANCE· YIN E.F. CEllS 11TH E.F.< 6
-------_._---,.----
~.
12.17600 e 0.0"'68
HUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIO~S =
-_..
4.000
•
4. OF 12 ('33.3')
-----..
12. CROSSTABLP.B OF RESULTS AT nm SUPERIOR "lAP READING LEVEL.
IInlOtrr DMBIONS." .
TITLE 'UULTt~CflWPOIfEHT QUANTITATIVE WAPPIKO' '\
,FILE HANDLE DATA!NAYE;Jo'RESULTS.DAT'
DATA LIST YILE:DATAlID 1-3 SEX 6 AGE 7-8 COURSE 10 n:AR 12
WAJDa 14~ ,COURSES 17-18 )WIS 20 COLOR 22 PA'ITERNS 24 ORDER 26
P1SCOREl TO P1SCORE9 28-36 P2SCORl TO P2SCOR6 38-42
R2SCORe TO P2SCORI0 44-48 P3SCORE1 TO P3SCORE4 50-63
P4SCOREl TO P4SCDRE9 65-63
VARIABLE LABELS ORDER 'ORDER OF PRESENTATION'
. PATIERNS 'BLACK OR IHITE PATIERRS'
VALUE LABELS SEX 1 'YALE' 2 'FEMALE' /
WAJOR 1 'GEOGRAPHY'!'
P1SCOREl TO P4SC0RE9 '(1) RIGHT (0) nONGI
~ ,~~~~d:~~=::=:~~::~:~~ ;:.
IF (COLOn';;2 AND PA'M'ERNS=1)GROUP=3
~C~~~L~:~~~2~~;::=;~)'~~~~RP If
RECODE G~OUP 0, 3..1) (2.4"2) INTO PORP
VALUE LADLES PGRP (1)BLACK PA'I"tEI\»' (2)- iHlTE PATIERN!
CGRP (1) GREEN (2) COLOREDI .
GROUP (1) GREEN-BL (2) GREEN-IH (3) COLOR-BL (4) CO,",OR-IHI
coux'),' SUPER=P1SCORE9(1) .P3SCOREl (1) .P3SCORE2(1) .P3SC0RE3 (t)
. P3SC0RE4(1) .P4~C0RE3U)
lo"ROSSTABS TABLES=SUPER BY GROUP
OPTIONS 3,4,6
STATISTICS 1
..:.J'
\'
\.
'"
124
0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C R 0 S 5 T-A B U L It. T I O-H-o-V---
SUPER - - --- - - BY GROUP
GROUP
CDUNT!. -'
ROt POT !GREEN-BL GREEN-fH COLOR-BL COLOR-IN ROI
COL PeT ! TOTAL
TOT PCT! 1.00! 2.00! 3.00! 4.001
SUPER --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
1.00 , 1 I
! 100.0 !
I - ! 3.3 !.
(2.00 ;-----;--;----~;--;-~---;--;-----;--;
I. 33·.3 !. 22.2 ! 22.2 ! 22.2 !
I 10.0 ! "5.? ! 8.7! e.7'
I 2.6 I 1.7 I 1.7 I '1.7 ,
1
..
•
·7.6
3.00! 3! 11! 7 I 7 I 28
! 10.7 ! 39,3 ! 26.0 ! 26.0 ! 23.3
! 10.0 I 38.7 , 23.3 ! 23.3 !
2.6 ,. 9.2 ! 6.8! 6.8!
'(,.-.-
4.00'
~.oo
+--------+--------"'-----.::::::-+-----~--+
! . 14! 10! 10! 10!
! 31.8, ! 22.7 ! 22.7 ! 22.7 !
! 46.7 ! 33.3 ! 33.3 ! 33.3 !
.~-_::~~~~~-~~~--~---~~~--~
! 8! . 6 I 9 I 7 I
! 26.7 I 20.0 ! 30.0 I 23.3 !
! 26.7. ! 20.0 I 30.0 ! 23.3 !
, 6.7 ! 6,0 I 7.6! 6.8 I
44
36.1
'0
26.0
8.00' 2!
! 26.0 !
, ~.7 ! "*
1.7 !
I 2" 4 I
I 26.0 ! 50.0 ",
.! 6.7' 13.3 I
1.7 , 3.3!
•
•. 7
+--------+-:-..;-...:...._-+-----:----,.--------+
30 .
2(0'" 30 3026.0 26.0
"---.
120
100.0 i
125
CHI-SQUARE D.P. SIGJl-IFlCAKCE UIN,E.F. C£U.S WIlli E ..F.<·6
13.88234 16 0.66'13
!M'DER OF MISSIllG OBSERVATIONS '"
/j.-
\
...
.j"•. ,;)",,:
0.260
o
12 OF." 24 ( 60.0J)
.:---.
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13: CROSSTABLES OF RESln..TS AT THE SUPERIOR MAP READING LEVEL
Itnt DIVISIONS. •
TInE 'WLTI-COMPONENT QUANTiTATIVE w,pPING'
FILE ttANOLE DATA!NAYE='RESULTS. OAT'
DATA LIST FD..£:::DATA/ID' i~3 SEX 6 AGE 7-8 COURS~ 10 YEAR 12
MAJOR 14-16 COURSES 17-18 MAPS 20 COLOR 22 JATIERNS 24 ORDER .26
PISCORE1 TO P1SCO~9 29-38 P2SCORl TO P2SCOR6 38-42 .
P2SCOR6 TO P2SCORI0 44-48 paseORE1 TO P3SC0RE4 60-63
P4SCOREl TO P4SCOR£9 66-83 ,
VARIABLE LABELS ORDER 'ORDER OF PRESENTATION'
PAi1'ERNS 'BLACK o~ 'HITE PATI'ERNS'
VALUE LABE!..s 'SEX 1 'WALE' 2 'FEMAJ..E'/
~~~ri;i;~EO;~~~~ (URIGHT, (~)'RONG/
IF (COLOR:1 AHD PATTERNS=1)GROUP=l
IF (COLOR=1 AHD PA'M'ERNS=2) GROUP=2
IF. (COLQR=2 AND PATIERNS=l)GRoup=a
~~~~~:;~~2=i~~;~)~~~
-RECODE GROUP(1.3=1) (2".4=2) INTO PGRP
VALUE LADLES PGRP (1)sUCK PATl'ERN (2) ,mITE: PATTERNI
'CGRP (1)GREEH (2)COLORED/
CROUP (1) GREEN-BL (2) GREEN-I" (3) COLOR-BL (4) COLOR-WH!
com SUPER=Jl1SCDRE9(1) ,pastoRE1 (1) .P3SCORE2 (1) ,P3SC0RE3 (1)
, P3SCORE4(1) •P4SC0RE3 (1)
~F (SUPER LE 3)RESULTS=1
IF (SUPER" GE 4)RESULTS=2
CJlOSSTABS TABJ.otS=RESULTS ElY CROUP
OPTIONS 3,4.6
"STATISTICS 1
~1
• tI.
.. """
/. "I':
...;.•.J
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0- - - - .. <r - .- -"- - - - - - C R 0 SST ABU L A T 1.0 N 0 F
RESULTS BY GROUP
COUNT I .
ROI PCT '!GREEN-BL GREEN-IH CD.LOR-BLCOLO~
_ COL PCT , TOTAL
TOT PCT I l.qOI 2·.00l 3.00! '4.001'RESULTS w +---- +--:-- + + +
1.00' r '. 8 , ", 14 ~ g! 9 t 38
.I 16.·f! ,. 36 ..8 .~; 2~.7 I ,23~! 1 31:7
: 2~:~ ;:: :~.:.~ ,::V 3~:~:; .3~.:~ :.
+--------+----_._-+--------+----~..;.-~+
2.00 t 24' t .·18' '21 !.'21! "82
I 29.3 t 19.6 ! 26.8 ..! ~ 25;6 .! .88.3
!' 80.0 I 63.3 , 70 ..0 ',t". '70 •.0 :r"
r 20.0 I 13.3! 17.6 ,,' ..'17--.6.. ','
. 120
l~O.O
g:soo
o
YIN E,F"SIGNIFICANCE
'-"'\-------..;.:--
+--------+--------+--------+--------+"COLU~ 30' 30 30 ' 30
TOTAL 26.0 25.q 26.0' 26.0
~~~~~~ ~~~~~
6.08344 3 0.1668
HtnIBER OF WISSING (]BSF.RVATIDNS~ c
)-
...; .. '.~'...,
I'
.,.,,.:.::.:.. ,, .. ",.,.f~'
A",
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14 .. STATISTICAL RESln.TS CONCERHIHG THE~ OF LEARHIHG EfFECT'
AS If APPLIES TO PART 1.-
TIn.E 'Ym..TI-CQWPONENT QUANTITAT:tVE.:QApPINC'
F.ILE HAHDLE DATA/HA!iE='RESUl.TS. NEI'
DATA LIST FIlE=D.uAtID 1-S,.mr·S.AGE:. 7-9 COURSE 10 YEAR 12
MAJOR' 14-16 COURSES 17'::19 YAPS 20 COLOR 22
pA'ITERNS.24 ORDER ,28' P1SctlRE 28
VARIABLE LABELS.......JlRDER 'OR~fJl OF PRESENTA.;rION i ·
V~~~uB~"'-'SEXP~~. '~~~ITE PA~NS'
. !llAJOR l' 'GEOGRAPHY'!
P~SCORE (1lRIG"ff (D),RONG!
It (COLORr:1' AND' p'ATl'Eitlfs:zt) GROuP=l
IF '(COLOR=1 'AlID 'PATI'ERNS=2)G"ROUP=2
IF .(CoLOR=2 Aim P,,"TrEaNS=.1)GROtiP=3 .
• IF (COLOR=2 AND PATI'ERNS~2)GRO~.·
"RECO"DE'CROiJp(1~2=P (3.4=2) ·.INTO CCRP
'. RECODE GROUPO,S=!) (2,i=2) ' tW' PGRl'" . . '.
VALuE UBLES PCRP '(1)B4,CK P"TTEIUf :(2) WI'l't·PAT'mlN!·
CGRP (1)GREEN' (2) COLORED!
• GROUP(1)CREEN-BL (2)GREEN-IH (3)COLOR-BL WCOLOR-'H/'
CROSSTABS 'T.~~:~~~F~~~~i~~~STI
OPT.IONS -3;4;6 .
STATISTICS 1
\ ...
"./'
129
0- - - - - - - - - - ."'.'" -- _:. C R O' SST ABU L A T ION 0 F
. ORDER . ORDER OF PRF.SE!f'tATIOH BY P1SCDRE'
P1SCORE
CDUlfT I
RDI PCT !IRDNG RIGIfT ROI
COL 'PCT ! TOTAL
TOT PCT ! 01 I!
ORDER --------+----.:.---+.,.-------+
1 ! 37! 603! 640
FIRST I ·8.9 I 9a.l",' 60.0
" 62.1 I 49.9 ,
I" 3.4 ! 46.6 !
2 ,. 34- I' 606 !
:" 4;::··:··:t~ :
. a.1 ! 4~1."9 !.. \
r
LAST.
COlllllll
TOTAL
71
8.8
64.
50.0
1009 'lOBO
93.4 -'100.0
- CHI-SQUARE c.r. SIGNIFICANCE YIN E.P. CElloS' nn! E.F.< 6
---------':'"----~---
0.06030 0-:8060·
0.13568' 1 0.7126
Kt1JdBER OF WISSING OBSERVATIONS· =
36.600 NOllE
(BEFORE YATES CORRECTION)
o
.1
~
J
."
"0
16. STATISTICAL RESULTS COHCElUfIHG' tHE ROLE OF LFJJINIHO EFFECTS
AS IT APPLIES TO PART 4.
.TIn.E 'WLTI-COMPONE:IT QUAHTITATIVE WAPPING'
FILE HANDLE DATA!HAAm='R£SU1.TS4.4at.'
DATA LIST FILE=DATA/ID 1-:3 SEX 6 AilE 7 ...0 COURSE 10 YEAR 12
MAJOR 14-15 COURSES 17-19 IlAPS 20 COLOR 2i PATIERNS 24 ORDER 26
PlSCCREl TO PlSCORE9 28-35 P2SCORl TO P25COR6 39-42'
P2SCOR6 TO P:ilSCOR10·44-.(e P3SCORE1. TO P3SC0RE4 50-63 P4SCORE 56
VARIABLE t.AIlFJ.S ORDER 'ORDER OF. PRESENTATION"
PATIERHS 'BLACK OR IHITE PA1!ERNS'
VALUE uBm.S SEX 1 '1lALE· 2 'FEMALE.' I
MAJOR 1'.'OEOGRAPHY '/
PlSCOREI TO P4SCORE (1) RIGHT (0) waOllol
IF (COLOR=1 AHD PATI'ERNs=i)OROUP=l
IF . (COLOR=! AND PA'rimtNS=2)GROUP=2
IF (COLOR=2 AHD PA'M'ERNS=1)GROup:3
IF (COLOR=2 AND PATIERHS=2)OROUP=4
RECODE GRoup(L2::::1).(3,4=2) IIfTO CORP
RECODE GROUP(1.3=1) (2,4=2) INTO PQRP
VALUE LADLES PGaP (1)BLACK PA'ITERH "(2) tHITE PATTERN/
CGRP "(1)GREEN (2)COLORFD/
GROUP(1)ORE;EH-BL (2)GREEH-I" (3)COLOR-BL (4)eOLOH-IH/
ORDER COFIRST (2) LAST!
CROSSTABS TABLES=DRDER BY P4SCORE
OPTIONS 3,4,5
STATISTICS 1
I
/
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. 0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - eRa SST ABU LilT I 0 It a F
ORDER ORDER OF PRESENTATION BY P4SCORE
P4SCDRE
COl)HT I
ROI Pet IIRONC RIGHT ROI
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT! 01 1'"
ORDER --------+-----.,,--+--------~
1 I 199! 341 ! 54.0
FIRST >.! 38,9 ! 63.1 ,. 60.0
I 62.2 ! 44.9 .1
~._:~~~--:-_:~~~--~
211211419! 540
LAST ,. 22.4 ! 71.& ! 60.'0
,~ 37.8 ! 65.1 ,
I' 11} ! 38,8 I
+--------+--------+
COLUMN' 320
TOTAL 29.11
760 10eo
70.4 100.0
CHI-SQUARE C.F. SIGNIFICAHCE . YIlI £.F.
26.32944 0.0000
27.0177e 1 0,0000
Nmm~ OF WISSING OBSERVATIONS =
180.000 NONE
. (BEFORE YATES CORRECTION)
'.
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